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TDR AND AGRICULTURAL DISTRICTS

Calvert County, Md., has its own local agricultural district program. Farmers must 

enroll their land in an agricultural district to be eligible to sell development rights. Enrollment 

prevents landowners from developing their property for a five-year term. It also entitles them 

to a 100-percent county property tax credit on undeveloped land. The district enrollment 

requirement helps stabilize land use in Calvert County's sending areas. Farmers who have sold 

their development rights receive some protection from development on adjacent land, and the 

tax credit addresses some of the expense of farming in an urbanizing area.

TDR AND PURCHASE OF AGRICULTURAL CONSERVATION EASEMENTS

A TDR bank, purchase and retirement fund or PACE program can complement a 

TDR program by providing a buyer for development rights when the real estate market is 

slow. Public purchase of development rights through a TDR bank or PACE program can also 

demonstrate the feasibility of TDR to farmers and developers. Limited PACE funds can be 

targeted to the highest quality or most endangered farmland. Finally, a well-funded PACE 

program can increase the price of development rights by reducing the supply.

Montgomery County, Md., has both a TDR and a PACE program. In 1992, the 

county began banking the development rights it purchases through the PACE program. It does 

not currently have the authority to sell these rights, although this may change in the future.

Thurston County, Wash., also has both TDR and PACE, although they are used in 

different areas. The county limits eligibility for PACE to landowners in a 1,100-acre valley 

with rich agricultural, ecological and scenic resources. The county's strategy is to use public 

funds to protect its most valuable and vulnerable farmland through the PACE program and 

rely on the market to protect other important agricultural land.

TDR has long been promoted as a cost-effective alternative to expensive purchase 

of agricultural conservation easement programs. Yet over the past 20 years, state and local 

governments have protected more than 490,000 acres of farmland through PACE, while TDR 

programs have placed only 55,000 acres of farmland under easement. Why has TDR failed to 

OBSERVATIONS live up to its promise?

In theory, TDR is attractive as a voluntary program that protects land and landowner 

equity at low public cost. In practice, however, implementing TDR programs is difficult. The 

first hurdle for communities to overcome is state approval. In many states, it is not clear 

whether local governments even have the authority to implement TDR. The city of Virginia 

Beach, Va., unsuccessfully sought state authorization to use TDR to protect farmland for many 

years. When the state legislature denied approval, the city created a PACE program instead.

Counties and towns that have the authority to use TDR must still win local support 

for a specific ordinance, which can be a time-consuming and costly process. Thurston County, 

Wash., for example, spent $11,000 on its 1994 TDR feasibility study.
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Political support for TDR, however, is only one part of the equation. The central 

challenge of TDR programs is to create a market for development rights, so that farmers have 

an incentive to sell them and developers have a reason to buy. Three conditions seem to distin 

guish the TDR programs that have successfully met this challenge:

1. Enough growth to create a demand for development rights in the receiving area. 

Calvert County, Md., developer Brooke Kaine emphasizes that TDR is "not a no-growth 

option." In fact, he explains, "TDR programs depend on steady growth to work22 ." Calvert 

County's growth management program has actually depressed the market for development 

rights. While no specific amount of growth is required, demand for medium- to high-density 

housing must be sufficient in relation to the supply of development rights in the receiving area. 

If growth is too slow, or demand for new housing is limited to low-density single-family 

homes, the price for development rights will be low and few transactions will occur. One solu 

tion to this problem is to target a relatively small area for protection, so that only a limited 

supply of development rights will be generated.

2. Political will to implement and maintain appropriate zoning in sending and 
receiving areas.
Limiting development in the sending area creates a strong incentive for farmers to sell develop 

ment rights, rather than simply develop their land. Comprehensive downzoning in 

Montgomery County, Md., and restrictions on development in New Jersey's Pinelands were 

critical ingredients of TDR programs in these jurisdictions. Calvert County, however, does not 

rely on development restrictions in the sending area. Instead, the county has refused to upzone 

land in its receiving area. Program Director Greg Bowen explains that developers must pur 

chase rights in order to increase densities in desirable residential neighborhoods. The county 

has not granted a residential upzoning request since its TDR program was enacted in 1978 2 '.

3. A planning department that has the knowledge, time and resources to administer 
a complex program.
TDR programs may be cheaper than public purchase of development rights, but they are not 

free. Explaining TDR to landowners and developers, keeping track of transfers and monitoring 

easements requires substantial staff resources. In general, a planner must review every develop 

ment project that involves development rights. A knowledgeable staff is critical to maintaining 

public confidence in a TDR program. The Montgomery County TDR program requires the 

labor equivalent of one full-time staff position. Calvert County employs a farmer who has sold 

the development rights on her farm to explain the program to neighbors.

The final obstacle to the success of TDR programs is failure to understand that TDR 

is fundamentally different from other government programs to protect farmland. While PACE 

programs and APZ ordinances have the potential to slow residential growth, TDR programs 

thrive on growth. Their purpose is to move new construction to different areas of the commu 

nity, not to stop it. Implementing a TDR program thus requires residents, conservationists, 

planners and local government officials to support higher-density development in receiving 

areas and to work with developers to facilitate the purchase and use of development rights.

For more information on farmland protection, contact the Farmland Information Center 

at http://www.farmlandinfo.org or call (413) 586-4593.
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APPENDIX G: EXCERPTS FROM THE ORDINANCES ESTABLISHING A TDR 

PROGRAM IN MONTGOMERY COUNTY, MARYLAND

APPENDICES 59-C-1.391 Applicability.

The following procedures and regulations apply to the transfer of development rights from 
land classified in the Rural Density Transfer Zone (RDT) to land classified in the Transferable 
Development Rights (TDR) Zones. The Planning Board may approve subdivision of such land 
at densities not to exceed the maximum density permitted in the applicable TDR Zone and 
conforming to the guidelines contained in the applicable master plan approved by the District 
Council. Any increase in density above the density applicable to the standard method of devel 
opment must be based on a ratio of one dwelling unit for each transferable development right 
(TDR).

59-C-1.392 General Provisions.

(a) A development right shall be created, transferred, and extinguished only by means 
of documents, including an easement and appropriate releases, in a recordable form approved 
by the Planning Board. The easement shall limit the future construction of one-family 
dwellings on a property in the RDT Zone to the total number of development rights estab 
lished by the zoning of the property minus all development rights previously transferred in 
accordance with this section, the number of development rights to be transferred by the instant 
transaction, and the number of existing one-family detached dwellings on the property.

(b) The transfer of development rights shall be recorded among the land records of 
Montgomery County, Maryland.

(c) The development density of a property under the TDR optional method may not 
be increased above the maximum density permitted in the zone (Section C-1.332(c)) nor 
beyond the density or number of dwelling units recommended for such property by the land 
use plan of the applicable master plan approved by the District Council.

(d) A property developed with the transfer of development rights shall conform to the 
requirements of Chapter 25A of the Montgomery County Code requiring MPDU's 
[Moderately Priced Dwelling Units]. The applicability of Chapter 25A and the MPDU density 
increase provided by Section C-1.6 shall be calculated after the base density of a property has 
been increased by a transfer of development rights. The density increase provided by Section 
C-1.6 may be made without the acquisition of additional development rights.

59-C-1.393 Development Approval Procedures under the Optional Method of Development.

(a) A request to utilize development rights on a property under the optional method 
must be in the form of a preliminary subdivision plan submitted in accordance with the 
Subdivision Regulations contained in Chapter 50 of the County Code.

(b) Such a preliminary plan must include at least 2/3 of the number of development 
rights permitted to be transferred to the property under the provisions of the applicable Master 
Plan approved by the District Council. However, upon a finding by the Planning Board that 
for environmental or compatibility reasons it would be desirable to permit a lower density, the 
2/3 requirement may be waived.

(c) A site plan shall be submitted and approved in accordance with the provisions of 
Division D-3.

(d) The Planning Board must approve a request to utilize development rights if the 
request:

(1) does not exceed the limitation on the density or number of dwelling units 
permitted in the zone and in the applicable master plan approved by the 
District Council;
(2) is in accordance with the provisions of this Chapter;
(3) is in accordance with Chapter 50, title "Subdivision of Land";
(4) is consistent with other recommendations of the Master Plan approved by 
the District Council; and
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(5) achieves a desirable development compatible with both site conditions 
and surrounding existing and future development.

(e) Prior to Planning Board approval of a final record plat for a subdivision using 
transferred development rights, an easement to the Montgomery County Government in the 
form required by Section 59-A-6.1(a) limiting future construction of dwellings on a property in 
the RDT Zone by the number of development rights received shall be recorded among the land 
records of Montgomery County, Maryland.

(f) A final record plat for a subdivision using transferred development rights shall con 
tain a statement setting forth the development proposed, the zoning classification of the prop 
erty, the number of development rights used, and a notation of the recordation of the con 
veyance required by Section C-1.392(b).

59-C-1.394 Development Standards Applicable to the Optional Method of Development.

(a) Development under the TDK optional method density provisions of Section C- 
1.3328 must conform to the development standards and permitted residential uses as indicated 
in Section C-1.395. For TDK densities in excess of 6 per acre, the lot sizes and other develop 
ment standards will be determined at the time of preliminary plan and site plan in accordance 
with the provisions of the PD zone, except as may be specified in Section C-1.395.

(b) The final density achieved for any property located in a TDR receiving area devel 
oped under the optional method procedures must be determined by the Planning Board at site 
plan and/or subdivision review and must conform to the site plan provisions (Division 59-D-3 
of the Zoning Ordinance) and subdivision regulations (Chapter 50 of the Montgomery County 
Code.

(c) In making this determination as to the final density, the Planning Board will con 
sider whether a proposed plan has flexibility in design to provide an appropriate range of 
housing types, taking advantage of existing topography and other natural features, to achieve a 
mutually compatible relationship between the proposed residential development and adjoining 
land uses, while implementing the area master plan approved by the District Council. 
Where Moderately Priced Dwelling Units are included in accordance with the requirements of 
Chapter 25A of the Montgomery County Code, the MPDU development standards shall apply. 
The increase in density shall not exceed 20 percent of the TDR density.

Sec. 59-C-9.6. Transfer of Density - Option in Rural Density Transfer Zone.

In accordance with section 59-C-1.39 and in conformance with an approved and adopted gen 
eral, master, sector, or functional plan, residential density may be transferred at the rate of one 
(1) development right per five (5) acres minus one (1) development right for each existing 
dwelling unit, from the Rural Density Transfer zone to a duly designated receiving zone, pur 
suant to section 59-C-1.39. The density transfer provisions are not applicable to publicly 
owned rights-of-way for roads, streets, alleys, easements, or rapid transit routes classified in 
the Rural Density Transfer zone. The following types of dwelling units on land in the RDT 
zone are excluded from this calculation, provided that these uses remain accessory to a farm. 
Once the property is subdivided, such dwellings would no longer comply with this exclusion or 
with these definitions and regulations:

(a) A farm tenant house, farm tenant mobile home, or guest house as defined in sec 
tion 59-A-2.1, title "Definitions."

(b) An accessory apartment or accessory dwelling regulated by the special exception 
provisions of divisions 59-G-l and 59-G-2. (Ord. No. 10-69, ' 5; Ord. No. 10-75, ' 3; Ord. 
No. 11-4, ' 6.)
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APPENDIX H: EXCERPTS FROM THE ORDINANCE ESTABLISHING A TDR RECEIVING ZONE 

IN OLYMPIA, WASHINGTON.

Transfer of Development Rights Approval of Transfer of Development Rights/18.90.020

CHAPTER 18.90

TRANSFER OF DEVELOPMENT RIGHTS

Sections:

18.90.020 APPROVAL OF TRANSFER OF DEVELOPMENT RIGHTS

1. Required Instruments. Final approval for site plans or subdivision plats which involve the 
transfer of development rights shall not be approved until evidence is provided to the City that 
the following instruments have been approved by the Thurston County TDR Program 
Administrator and recorded with the Thurston County Auditor:

(a) Signed and Recorded Transferable Development Rights Certificates for each unit of 
density on the receiving parcel(s) in the Residential 4-8 District; and

(b) A signed and recorded Document of Attachment of the development rights to the 
subject parcel(s).

2. The following information shall be recorded on the face of any plat for property which 
received a transfer of development rights under the provision of this Chapter: 
A statement that the development rights used in the plat have been transferred in accordance 
with the Deed of Transfer of Development Rights, prescribed by Thurston County; the volume 
and page number of the recordation of the Deed of Transfer of Development Rights between 
the owner and the applicant; the volume and page number of the recordation of the Transfer 
of Development Rights Easement between the original owner and Thurston County; the serial 
numbers issued by the Thurston County TDR Program Administrator of the TDRs used in the 
plat; and the volume and page number of the recorded Document of Attachment of the TDRs 
to the subject parcel. (See Section 18.04.080(l)(f).)

Residential District's Development Standards/18.04.080(1 )(f)

F. Transfer of Development Rights. The following provisions apply to the R 4-8 District. 
(NOTE: these requirements shall go into effect upon adoption of regulations by Thurston 
County establishing Transfer of Development Rights Sending Zones and associated administra 
tive procedures.)

(1) In order to develop at a density of four (4) to four point ninety-nine (4.99) dwelling units 
per acre in the R 4-8 District, Development Rights must be obtained from an eligible property 
owner in a Thurston County Transfer of Development Rights Sending Zone. The number of 
dwelling units proposed for the site plus the number of Development Rights units applied to 
the site shall total at least five (5) units per acre. (For example, if the applicant proposes to 
develop a ten (10) acre site at four (4) units per acre, s/he would have to obtain ten (10) 
Development Rights.)

(2) Development Rights must be obtained from an eligible property owner in a Thurston 
County Transfer of Development Rights Sending Zone in order to develop above seven (7) 
units per acre in an R 4-8 District.
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SECTION ONE: FARMLAND PROTECTION TOOLBOX

CHAPTER 5: AGRICULTURAL TAX PROGRAMS
MAP 5.1: STATE AGRICULTURAL TAX PROGRAMS, 1997
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AGRICULTURAL TAX PROGRAMS

Tax incentives are widely used to maintain the economic viability of farming. Some 

tax relief programs were initiated specifically to protect farmland. All states have at least one 

program to reduce the amount of money farmers are required to pay in real property taxes.

DIFFERENTIAL ASSESSMENT

The most important type of agricultural tax program is known as differential assess 

ment, because farmland enrolled in these programs is assessed differently than other real prop 

erty/" Every state except Michigan has a differential assessment program that allows local offi 

cials to assess farmland at its agricultural use value, rather than its fair market value, which is 

generally higher. Agricultural use value represents what farmers would pay to buy land in light 

of the net farm income they can expect to receive from it. Full fair market value represents the 

amount a willing buyer whether farmer or developer would pay for the land. Five states 

provide differential assessment as a benefit of enrollment in agricultural districts. There are 

three types of differential assessment programs: preferential assessment, deferred taxation and 

restrictive agreements.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF 

AGRICULTURAL TAX 

PROGRAMS

CIRCUIT BREAKER TAX RELIEF CREDITS

Three states Michigan, New York and Wisconsin allow farmers to claim state 

income tax credits to offset their local property tax bills. These programs are called "circuit 

breakers" because they relieve farmers of real property taxes that exceed a certain percentage 

of their income. Iowa also offers a credit against school taxes on agricultural land. While cir 

cuit breaker programs are not widespread, they are receiving increasing attention from state 

governments looking for ways to relieve farmers' tax burden.

OTHER AGRICULTURAL TAX PROGRAMS

Agricultural district laws in eight states limit the ability of local governments to 

impose special taxes for services such as sewers and police protection, for example, on farm 

land. New York offers tax credits for the construction and renovation of farm buildings, and 

Connecticut allows local governments to provide tax relief to dairy farms, orchards and vine 

yards. Sixteen states provide tax relief for owners of farmland restricted by conservation ease 

ments.

Differential assessment laws, circuit breakers and other agricultural tax programs have 

three purposes:

To help farmers stay in business by reducing their real property taxes;

To treat farmers fairly by taxing farmland based on its value for agriculture, rather than at 
fair market value as if it were the site of a housing development; and

To protect farmland by easing the financial pressures that force some farmers to sell their 
land for development.

FUNCTIONS AND 

PURPOSES OF 

AGRICULTURAL TAX 

PROGRAMS

^Differential assessment is also known as current use assessment, and use value assessment. The terms are inter 
changeable and all are used in this chapter. 1 4 7
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As land in the outer reaches of metropolitan areas comes under pressure for new resi 

dential, commercial and industrial development, rural property values rise. As new residents 

and businesses move to rural areas, local governments often raise property tax rates to support 

increased demands for public services such as roads, schools and sewer systems.

In agricultural communities, the market value of farmland is determined primarily by 

its productivity. Real property taxes based on this value generally reflect the agricultural 

income received from the land. If, however, farmland values rise because of non-farm develop 

ment pressures, taxes based on these values no longer reflect the current use of the land, nor 

farmers' ability to pay. Increasing property values and the corresponding rise in taxes can have 

a devastating impact on agricultural profitability.

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show 1992 agricultural real estate taxes per acre and per $100 in 

full market value of farmland across the country'. Taxes shown on the maps include reductions 

due to differential assessment programs. Taxes of less than $5 per acre may be considered a 

minor cost, but taxes of $15 or $20 per acre, common in many northeastern and midwestern 

states, represent a major expense for farm families.

FIGURE 5.1: AGRICULTURAL REAL ESTATE TAXES PER ACRE, 1992

10.37

$0.41 to $5.00 

$5.00 to $15.00 

more than $15.00

Source: Economic Research Service
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High land values make it more difficult for farmers to increase profits by expanding 

their operations. The combination of expensive real estate and high taxes creates strong eco 

nomic incentives for farmers to stop farming and sell land for development. Differential assess 

ment and circuit breaker programs help ensure that farmers who want to continue farming will 

not be forced to sell land just to pay their tax bills.

Differential assessment and circuit breaker programs are also designed to correct 

inequities inherent in local property tax systems. Property taxes are assessed on a per-acre 

basis, and farmers are often the largest landowners in rural communities. The amount of land 

a farm family owns, however, does not reflect the cost of services they receive from local gov 

ernment. It costs local government much less to serve one or two families living on a 200-acre 

farm than it does to provide education, roads, water, sewers and police and fire protection to 

400 families living on half-acre lots in a 200-acre subdivision. More than 40 cost of communi 

ty services studies have shown that farmland owners pay more in taxes than local governments 

pay to provide them with services, while homeowners receive more services than their taxes 

pay for (see Table 5.1, p. 150). Ratios displayed on the table show the relationship between 

revenues generated by each land use category and the cost of providing municipal services to 

that category.

FIGURE 5.2: AGRICULTURAL REAL ESTATE TAXES PER $100 IN FAIR MARKET VALUE, 1992

10.10 to $0.50

111!!! $0.51 to $1.00

$1.00 to $3.27
Source: Economic Research Service
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TABLE 5.1: SUMMARY OF COST OF COMMUNITY SERVICES STUDIES (RATIOS IN DOLLARS)

State/Town Residential Combined Farm/Forest Source 
including Commercial Open Land 
farmhouses & Industrial
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Some, though not all, differential assessment laws were enacted with the goal of pro 

tecting farmland. Pennsylvania's Act 319 was hailed as the "Clean and Green" bill. Vermont's 

use value assessment law is designed to "encourage and assist the maintenance of Vermont's

productive agricultural and forest land..." 2 . In 1980, the Minnesota legislature passed the BENEFITS AND 

Metropolitan Agricultural Preserves Act to protect farmland in the Twin Cities metropolitan
L/ix/\W oAv^ lx-3 \J r

area; property tax relief is a key element of the program.
AGRICULTURAL TAX

PROGRAMS 
BENEFITS

Agricultural tax programs help farmers stay in business by lowering their expenses. 

Agricultural tax programs help correct inequities in the tax system. 

DRAWBACKS

Agricultural tax programs do not ensure long-term protection of farmland.

Differential assessment programs often provide a subsidy to real estate speculators, who 
are keeping their land in agriculture pending development.

BRIEF HISTORY

Iowa's Agricultural Land Credit Fund, established in 1939, was the first state program 
to provide farmers with relief from property taxes. Maryland enacted the nation's first differ 

ential assessment law in 1956'. Between 1959 and 1969, 20 other states adopted differential 

assessment legislation. Michigan adopted its circuit breaker tax relief program in 1974. By 

1989, all 50 states had at least one type of agricultural tax program for farmland owners, and 

several states had more than one program. Table 5.2, p. 152 lists differential assessment and 

circuit breaker tax relief programs by state.

As the value of farmland has risen, states have expanded their agricultural tax pro 

grams. Michigan adopted a special tax rate for farmland as part of its comprehensive property 

tax reform legislation in 1994. Wisconsin created a differential assessment program to supple 

ment its circuit breaker program in 1995, and New York adopted legislation to create a circuit 

breaker program in 1996.

TRENDS IN 

AGRICULTURAL 

TAX PROGRAMS
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TABLE 5.2: STATE DIFFERENTIAL ASSESSMENT AND CIRCUIT-BREAKER

TAX RELIEF LAWS

State

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii 1
Hawaii 2
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa 1
Iowa 2
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York 1
New York 2
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania 1
Pennsylvania 2
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin 1
Wisconsin 2
Wyoming

Type of program

Deferred Taxation
Deferred Taxation
Preferential Assessment
Preferential Assessment
Restrictive Agreement
Preferential Assessment
Deferred Taxation
Deferred Taxation
Preferential Assessment
Deferred Taxation
Deferred Taxation
Deferred Taxation
Preferential Assessment
Preferential Assessment
Preferential Assessment
Circuit Breaker
Preferential Assessment
Preferential Assessment
Deferred Taxation
Preferential Assessment
Deferred Taxation
Deferred Taxation
Deferred Taxation
Circuit Breaker
Deferred Taxation
Preferential Assessment
Preferential Assessment
Preferential Assessment
Deferred Taxation
Deferred Taxation
Restrictive Agreement
Deferred Taxation
Deferred Taxation
Preferential Assessment
Deferred Taxation
Circuit Breaker
Deferred Taxation
Preferential Assessment
Deferred Taxation
Preferential Assessment
Deferred Taxation
Deferred Taxation
Deferred Taxation

Deferred Taxation
Deferred Taxation
Preferential Assessment
Deferred Taxation
Deferred Taxation
Deferred Taxation
Deferred Taxation
Deferred Taxation
Deferred Taxation
Preferential Assessment
Circuit Breaker
Deferred Taxation
Preferential Assessment

Date enacted

1978
1967
1967
1980
1965
1967
1963
1968
1959
1987
1961
1973
1971
1977
1961
1939
1967
1989
1976
1976
1971
1956
1973
1974
1967
1980
1975 ;
1973
1974
1975
1976
1972
1964 :

1967
1971
1996
1973
1973
1974
1974
1963
1966
1975
1968
1975
1967
1976
1966
1969
1977
1971
1970
1977 ;
1977
1995
1973
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Differential assessment programs enjoy broad farmer support because they provide 

substantial tax savings. In 1993, 4.2 million acres of farmland were enrolled in Pennsylvania's 

Act 319 program, the more important of the two differential assessment programs in the state. 

The median tax reduction for Class I farmland was 58 percent. In 1995, approximately 15.9 

million acres were receiving differential assessment under California's Williamson Act, account 

ing for more than half the total farmland in the state4 . New York farmers saved approximately 

$57 million in property taxes in 1993 5 . More than 41,000 parcels of land in New York were 

covered by differential assessment, saving farmers a total of approximately $48 million. 

Exemptions from taxes on farm buildings accounted for approximately $9 million in 1993 6 .

CHALLENGES

Differential assessment provides critical tax benefits to farmers, but it also reduces the 

local tax base. If the assessed value of farmland goes down, how does the local government 

make up the revenue to pay for education and other public services? In a few states, including 

California, Minnesota and Maine, the state government provides some funding to local gov 

ernments to make up for losses due to differential assessment. In most states, however, towns 

and counties simply raise the local tax rates to compensate for the loss to the tax base.

The increase in tax rates caused by differential assessment is the source of two differ 

ent problems. First, the increase shifts property taxes from farmland owners to residential, 

commercial and industrial taxpayers. This tax shift can be controversial. But even though the 

assessed value of farmland goes down and some of the tax increase is shifted, farmers must 

still pay the higher tax rate. If lower assessed values are offset by very steep increases in the 

tax rate, farmers may not get much relief. This has been the case in New York, which created a 

circuit breaker tax relief program to address the problem.

DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF AGRICULTURAL TAX PROGRAMS 

Differential assessment

Differential assessment programs reduce the amount of local property tax that farm- ,  ,.__ . .._  ,,.,-,-. IC r & r i i ISSUES AND OPTIONS
land owners are required to pay. There are three different forms of differential assessment: 

preferential assessment, deferred taxation and restrictive agreements.

Preferential assessment is the least restrictive form of differential assessment, because 

it does not impose penalties for converting land to non-eligible uses. Preferential assessment 

allows farmland to be assessed at its current value for agriculture instead of its fair market 

value. The agricultural value is multiplied by the local tax rate to determine the amount of real 

property tax due each year. Farm buildings are generally assessed at fair market value. Pref 

erential assessment programs base the farmers' tax bills on the agricultural values as long as 

their land remains in agricultural use. Nineteen states use this approach (see Table 5.2, p. 152).

Deferred taxation uses the same process as preferential assessment to calculate proper 

ty taxes on farmland. Farmers receive preferential assessment for as long as their land remains 

in agriculture. When land is converted to an ineligible use or sold for development, however, 

landowners must pay a penalty. Some states impose "rollback" penalties, which are i 5 3
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calculated based on the sum of tax benefits received for a number of years before the land was 

converted. Other states require landowners to pay a simple conversion tax, generally set at 10 

percent of the fair market value of the land. Twenty-nine states have deferred taxation pro 

grams.

In California, farmers must sign restrictive agreements to be eligible for deferred taxa 

tion under the Williamson Act. The agreements are legally enforceable contracts that prevent 

property owners from converting their land from agriculture for a period of at least 10 years. 

After the initial 10-year enrollment period, the agreements are automatically renewed each 

year. Landowners and local governments both have the option not to renew Williamson Act 

contracts. When a notice of non-renewal is filed, automatic term extension ceases and the con 

tract is allowed to expire. During the expiration period, the assessed value of the land gradual 

ly rises to fair market value. Landowners may cancel contracts with the permission of the local 

government under limited circumstances, but must pay a penalty if they do so. In New 

Hampshire, farmers whose property does not qualify for deferred taxation may become eligible 

for the program by signing a 10-year easement preventing development. Differential assessment 

programs in Georgia, Hawaii, New York and Pennsylvania also require landowners to sign 

restrictive covenants, but landowners may terminate these agreements by paying back taxes 

plus interest or a penalty. These programs have been classified as deferred taxation.

Eligibility criteria for differential assessment vary significantly between states. Among 

the more important criteria are:

Land use limited to agriculture or timber production;

History of eligible land use;

Land located in an agricultural district;

Minimum parcel size;

Minimum farm income; and

Family ownership.

Most of these criteria are intended to ensure that tax benefits are targeted to land that 

produces agricultural products, rather than "hobby farms" used solely for recreation, or land 
that is vacant pending development.

Minnesota has relatively restrictive eligibility criteria for its Green Acres deferred taxa 

tion program. Landowners must have at least 10 acres, and meet both ownership and use tests. 

Under the ownership test, the property must fit one of the following descriptions:

be the owner's homestead or that of a surviving spouse, child or sibling; 

have been in the possession of one of the above for seven years; or 

be the homestead of a shareholder in a family farm corporation.

To be considered in agricultural use, the land must be devoted to the production of 

farm products for sale, and must provide at least one-third of the owner's total family income, 

or yield at least $300 plus $10 per tillable acre in total income, including rent.
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In most states with differential assessment programs, landowners must renew their 

applications for tax relief each year. In Indiana and Wisconsin, farmers do not have to apply 

for differential assessment the laws in these two states direct local officials to assess all eligi 

ble farmland at its agricultural use value.

Circuit breaker tax relief credits and other agricultural tax programs

Circuit breaker programs allow farmers to take tax credits for part of their local prop 

erty tax bill. The cost of the credits is distributed among all taxpayers in the state. Michigan, 

Wisconsin and New York have income tax circuit breaker programs. Iowa's Agricultural Land 

Credit Fund finances local school tax credits for farmers.

Michigan's circuit breaker program, known as PA 116, is built on a foundation of 10- 

year restrictive agreements between farmers and local governments7 . Landowners who sign 

"farmland development rights agreements" promise not to build any non-farm structures on 

their land, or to sell any interest in the land with the exception of scenic or utility easements. 

In return for signing the agreements, farmers are protected against taxes levied by local utilities 

and receive credits against their state income taxes.

The size of the Michigan circuit breaker credit depends on the farmer's income and 

the amount of real property tax owed. Owners of qualifying farmland may claim credits equal 

to the amount by which their property taxes exceed 7 percent of household income. For 
instance, a farm family with an annual household income of $20,000 could take a credit for 

any property taxes exceeding $1,400 per year.

Michigan landowners must get local and state approval for withdrawing from the 

state's circuit breaker program before their 10-year farmland development rights agreements 
expire. If withdrawal is approved, landowners must reimburse the state for the total amount of 

all credits received, plus 6 percent interest. Owners who simply allow the agreements to expire 

are subject to a 7-year rollback tax.

Wisconsin's circuit breaker program includes two types of tax credits: farmland 

preservation credits and farmland tax relief credits. The farmland preservation credit program 

required participating counties to develop farmland protection plans. Seventy of the state's 72 

counties did so. With the plans in place, farmers whose land is subject to APZ or who have 

signed individual restrictive agreements with their county government are eligible to receive 

state income tax credits through the farmland preservation credit program. The credits are 

calculated using a formula based on household income and property taxes up to $6000. 

Basically, the higher the property tax, the higher the tax credit, and the lower the income, the 

higher the credit. The maximum credit is $4,200; farmers may receive a refund if their credits 

exceed their tax liability. Households whose incomes are too high for the formula credit are 

eligible for a minimum credit of 10 percent of property taxes or $600. In 1996, nearly 23,000 

farmers claimed farmland preservation credits totaling $28.4 million. The average credit was 

approximately $1,200 per claimant.

The size of farmland preservation tax credits also depends on the strategy used to pro 

tect the land. Farmers whose land is subject to exclusive APZ are eligible for the maximum 

credit, while those who sign agreements are eligible for only 80 percent of the maximum.
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The Wisconsin farmland tax relief credit is equal to 10 percent of up to $10,000 in 

property taxes on agricultural land. Household income does not affect the size of this credit. 

Farmers may claim both farmland preservation and farmland tax relief credits, but the sum of 

the two credits may not exceed 95 percent of their total property tax liability.

New York's circuit breaker program was created in 1996. It provides farmers who 

earn at least two-thirds of their total household income from farming with relief from local 

school taxes levied on agricultural land and buildings. The size of the credit will increase grad 

ually from 1997 to 1999, when farmers will receive a 100-percent credit for school taxes on 

farm structures and up to 250 acres of farmland, and a 50-percent credit for taxes on more 

than 250 acres. Farm families with incomes up to $100,000 are eligible for a 100-percent cred 

it. Farm families with incomes between $100,000 and $150,000 are eligible for partial credits. 

Farmers who convert their land to non-agricultural uses within three years of enrollment in the 

program must pay back any tax savings.

Iowa's Agricultural Land Credit Fund entitles farmland owners to a tax credit when 

the school tax on their land exceeds $5.40 per $1,000 of assessed value. This program is dif 

ferent from other circuit breakers, because the size of the credit is determined by the amount 

that the school tax exceeds the limit stated in the law, rather than by the income of the 

landowner. Also, the credit is applied directly against local property taxes, rather than against 

state income taxes. Eligible landowners receive reductions in their local property tax bills, and 

the local governments are reimbursed by the state. Appropriations for the Agricultural Land 

Credit Fund are currently capped at $39.1 million per year, and credits are awarded on a pro 

rated basis. The average credit is approximately 25 percent of school tax liability in excess of 

$5.40 per $1,000 of assessed value 8 .

In 1991, the Iowa legislature created a second circuit breaker program, known as the 

Family Farm Tax Credit. This program is identical to the Agricultural Land Credit program, 

except eligibility is limited to farm owner-operators. Corporate farms and out-of-state 

landowners may not receive the credit. The first $10 million in the Agricultural Land Credit 

program funds the Family Farm Tax Credits. Eligible farmers may receive credits through both 

programs.

Other agricultural tax programs

A few states have experimented with other, targeted tax incentives for farmers. 

Arizona allows farmers to take credits against their state income taxes to pay up to 75 percent 

of the cost of buying and installing agricultural water conservation systems for use on farms or 

ranches9 . To qualify, the taxpayer must have filed a water conservation plan with the U.S.. 

Department of Agriculture's Natural Resources Conservation Service. Excess credits may be 

carried forward five years. Connecticut allows municipalities to abate up to 50 percent of the 

property tax on any dairy farm, orchard or vineyard 10 . At least one town has taken advantage 

of this provision".

As part of its investment tax credit program, New York allows farmers a 4-percent 

tax credit for investments in tangible personal property and buildings used in farming 12 . New 

York also allows a 10-year property tax exemption on newly constructed or reconstructed
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farm structures and buildings; and the state's Historic Barns Act, approved in 1996, created a 

25-percent income tax credit for property owners who rehabilitate barns for agricultural or 

retail purposes.

In Pennsylvania, land that has been devoted to agricultural use for three years prior to 

the installation of water or sewer services serving the area is exempt from special assessments, 

provided that the property owner does not use or benefit from the services.

AGRICULTURAL TAX PROGRAMS AND AGRICULTURAL PROTECTION ZONING

Wisconsin is the only state that ties eligibility for tax relief to local planning and 

agricultural protection zoning. Farmers may not apply for income tax credits under the state's 

farmland preservation credit program unless their local government has adopted an APZ ordi 

nance or a farmland protection plan. Farmers with land in jurisdictions that have both a farm 

land protection plan and an APZ ordinance are eligible for larger credits than those in commu 

nities that have either a plan or APZ.

The planning and zoning requirement created a very strong incentive for local govern 

ments to adopt APZ, and more than 425 Wisconsin jurisdictions have done so. The Wisconsin 

farmland preservation credits are an example of how tax relief can be combined with other 

techniques to build an effective farmland protection program. While farmers in many commu 

nities around the country have opposed agricultural protection zoning, Wisconsin farmers have 

lobbied local governments to approve APZ ordinances".

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 

AGRICULTURAL TAX 

PROGRAMS AND OTHER 

FARMLAND PROTECTION 

STRATEGIES

DIFFERENTIAL ASSESSMENT AND AGRICULTURAL DISTRICT LAWS

Farmers who enroll in agricultural districts in California, Utah, Virginia or the Twin 

Cities metropolitan area are automatically eligible for differential assessment. Agricultural dis 

trict laws in Illinois, Iowa, Maryland, New York, North Carolina, Ohio and Virginia limit spe 

cial assessments for municipal services such as sewers on land enrolled in agricultural districts.

Calvert County, Md., has its own agricultural districts, independent of the Maryland 

state program. Farmers who enroll their land in a county agricultural district receive a 100- 

percent county property tax credit.

DIFFERENTIAL ASSESSMENT AND AGRICULTURAL CONSERVATION EASEMENTS

Land that is subject to an agricultural conservation easement cannot be developed. 

Sixteen states have laws that direct or allow local governments to assess these properties at 

their restricted values 14 .
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THE POLITICS OF THE TAX SHIFT: CHANGES IN VERMONT'S AGRICULTURE AND 

MANAGED FOREST LAND USE VALUE PROGRAM

THE EVOLUTION OF

DIFFERENTIAL

ASSESSMENT AND

CIRCUIT BREAKER

PROGRAMS:

FOUR CASE STUDIES

Vermont enacted a differential assessment law in 1977. Under the law, towns were 

directed to list all property on the tax rolls at fair market value, but owners of farmland or 

forests could choose between several state-run differential assessment programs. The legislation 

required the state to reimburse local governments for the portion of property taxes not collect 

ed on land enrolled in the current use program. In 1988, the legislature created the Working 

Farm Tax Abatement program, which provided state funds to pay 100 percent of the education 

tax on farm buildings located on land enrolled in the program. In 1980, fewer than 12,000 

acres of farmland were covered by differential assessment; by 1990, more than 272,000 acres 

were enrolled. The total cost of the program, including reimbursements for taxes on 860,000 

acres of forestland, rose to nearly $12.5 million per year in 1990' 5 .

State budget shortfalls and the high cost of reimbursements to towns led to a legisla 

tive decision to reduce funding for current use in 1991. Between 1991 and 1995, Vermont paid 

towns between 59 percent and 80 percent of the revenue not collected due to differential 

assessment. Some local governments absorbed the tax losses, but most required farmers to 

make up the difference between the state payments and the property taxes due on the fair mar 

ket value of their land. According to one study, taxes on forested parcels of land more than 

tripled in 1994, when funding for the current use program sank to a low of 59 percent 16 .

In response to complaints about underfunding, the Vermont legislature made major 

changes in the current use program in 1996. Towns were directed to list all farm and forest 

land at current use values, and assess taxes accordingly. The Working Farm Tax Abatement 

program was eliminated; farm buildings were to be assessed at 50 percent of their fair market 

value. State reimbursement was also eliminated. State aid for education was increased, and 

some towns received "hold harmless" funding to minimize the impact of the tax shift from 

farmland and forest owners to other local taxpayers. The shift in funding for differential 

assessment from the state to the local level brought Vermont in line with most other states, but 

response from local governments was fast and furious.

Daphne Gratiot, a tax lister in the town of Pomfret, spoke for many local government 

officials when she warned that changes in the current use program would "set neighbor against 

neighbor17 ." Many local government officials charged that the changes were an "unfunded 

mandate" handed down by the state' 8 . "It would be one thing if we had voted in our town to 

have this program. Then it would have been our choice," explained Gratiot. "But the state 

entered into a contract with selected landowners and then turned around and said to the 

towns, "You have entered into an agreement with these people 19 ." Town listers in Barnard, 

Bridgewater and Halifax rejected the new differential assessment program and assessed all land 

at fair market value 20 .

A poll conducted after the program change found that 82 percent of Vermont resi 

dents supported differential assessment, but 83 percent believed that funding for the program 

should come from the state21 . Why should Vermonters be so hostile to local funding of current 

use assessment, which is the practice in nearly every other state in the nation? Part of the prob 

lem is clearly that no one wants to pay higher taxes. Another reason may be that Vermont
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schools are exceptionally dependent on property taxes for funding. In 1995, property taxes 

accounted for nearly 60 percent of all local revenues in Vermont. The national average is less 

than 33 percent. State aid to education in Vermont is far lower than the national average. In 

1994-1995, Vermont ranked third in the nation for the percentage of local revenues used to 

fund education22 . But perhaps the simplest explanation is that Vermonters, who had become 

accustomed to state funding of the current use program, resented the change in the status quo.

Debate over the future of differential assessment in Vermont continues. In October 

1996, the Governor's Tax Force on Current Use, which was composed chiefly of local govern 

ment officials, issued a list of recommendations to reform the program. Heading the list was a 

call for the legislature to "enact comprehensive property tax reform to significantly reduce the 

reliance on local property taxes as a means to fund education23 ."

Deborah Brighton, former director of Vermont's current use program, agrees that 

comprehensive property tax reform is the only long-term solution to the controversy surround 

ing the current use program. "The property tax system is in crisis, and current use is in the 

middle of it," Brighton explains. "But it needs to be fixed in the context of the whole sys 
tem24 ."**

SUPPLEMENTING DIFFERENTIAL ASSESSMENT: NEW YORK'S CIRCUIT BREAKER TAX 

RELIEF PROGRAM

Differential assessment has been available in New York since 1971. In the late 1980s 

and early 1990s, however, legislators and farm leaders received an increasing number of com 

plaints from farmers that property taxes were still too high 25 . In 1992, New York's Agricultural 

Protection Act directed the State Advisory Council on Agriculture to study agricultural proper 

ty tax relief programs and report its findings to the governor and the legislature.

The Advisory Council found that New York farmers paid substantially higher proper 

ty taxes than farmers in other major agricultural states. In 1992, New York farmers paid an 

average of $22.65 per acre in property taxes, approximately four times the national average26 . 

Property taxes totaled 27 percent of farm net cash returns in 199227 . Property tax rates in 1993 

ranged from a low of $10.74 per acre in rural Jefferson County to $71.27 per acre in Suffolk 

County on Long Island 28 . The rate of increase in property taxes in New York was also trou 

bling. Taxed Ground, a 1995 study of agricultural property taxes conducted by the New York 

Farm Bureau, found that 17 counties experienced more than a 50-percent increase in property 

taxes between 1987 and 1992 29 . Statewide, property taxes increased 44 percent during that 

period.

Both the State Advisory Council on Agriculture and the New York Farm Bureau 

called for statewide tax reform to reduce reliance on property taxes as a source of funding for 

education'0 . In the absence of comprehensive tax reform, both studies recommended that New 

York create a circuit breaker tax credit program to provide immediate tax relief for farmers. 

This recommendation was implemented in 1996.

**As this publication was going to press, the Vermont legislature approved a comprehensive tax law reform 
program. The text of the new tax law is accessible through the Farmland Information Center at 
http://www.farmlandinfo.org.
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SUPPLEMENTING CIRCUIT BREAKER TAX CREDITS: WISCONSIN'S 

DIFFERENTIAL ASSESSMENT PROGRAM

Wisconsin passed an amendment to its state constitution enabling differential assess 

ment in 1974. The state created a circuit breaker tax relief program in 1977, but it took legis 

lators more than 20 years to enact current use legislation. During the 1970s and 1980s, high 

property tax rates were seen as a barrier to creating a differential assessment program for 

farmland. Legislators did not believe that residential taxpayers would be wiMing to accept high 

er taxes for any purpose, and differential assessment would have resulted in an additional tax 

burden".

By the early 1990s, Wisconsin's agricultural property tax rates placed it among the 

nation's top 10 states. In 1992, taxes on Wisconsin farmland averaged $18.68 per acre, one of 

the highest rates in the nation. In 1993, the Wisconsin legislature charged the state department 

of revenue to investigate a variety of issues relating to use value assessment for farmland, 

including:

The ramifications of changing to use value assessment;

The shifts in tax burdens among classes of property locally and statewide;

The effectiveness of providing property tax relief to agricultural property;

The impact on state aid distribution; and

The feasibility of implementing use value assessment32 .

The department of revenue study stated that high farm taxes were reducing the 

amount of land available for farming, forcing farm families out of business, and resulting in 

conversion of farmland to less desirable uses. The study recommended a relatively simple dif 

ferential assessment program, under which all qualifying land would be automatically assessed 

at its use value 33 . In 1995, a second study estimated that the proposed program would result in 

an average net local tax rate increase of $0.49 per $1,000 of assessed value34 .

In 1995, Wisconsin made major changes in its system of funding education. The state 

agreed to pay two-thirds of the cost of elementary and secondary education. The new formula 

resulted in more than a one billion dollar increase in state aid to schools between 1995 and 

199735 . According to Roger Cliff, executive director of government relations for the Wisconsin 

Farm Bureau, education tax reform changed the political context for differential assessment. 

With the decrease in school taxes, legislators believed that taxpayers might be willing to 

absorb the cost of a use value assessment program. In July 1995, the legislature approved Act 

27, which created a differential assessment program for farmland.***

*** Act 27 froze assessed values of agricultural land at 1995 values and provided for the phase-in of differential 
assessment over a 10-year period beginning in 1996. In 1996, a group of mayors filed a lawsuit challenging the 
law. The suit charged that the freeze in assessed values violates the uniformity clause of the state constitution. 
The freeze, according to the suit, does not allow for adjustments in assessed values to reflect changes in the mar 
ket value of land in different communities. Wisconsin Farm Bureau and other farm advocacy groups filed a 
friend of the court brief in support of the law; the case was scheduled to be heard by the Wisconsin Supreme 
Court in 1997.
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FIXING THE WHOLE SYSTEM: COMPREHENSIVE TAX REFORM IN MICHIGAN

Michigan is the only state that does not have differential assessment. In 1992, real 

property taxes on farmland averaged $3.23 per $100 of fair market value, the highest rate in 

the nation. Farmers paid an average of $35.65 in property taxes per acre. Michigan's circuit 

breaker program provided some relief in 1993, the state paid farmers a total of $64.6 million 

in circuit breaker tax credits and the average farmer received $3,230 but property taxes were 

still a major problem for agriculture.

High property taxes were a problem for all Michigan taxpayers in the early 1990s, 

and there was broad support for tax reform. In 1993, the state made fundamental changes in 

its system of funding education with the passage of "Proposal A." The initiative eliminated 

local property taxes as a source of school funding. Local school taxes were replaced with a 

statewide education tax. Primary residences were taxed at $6 per $1,000 of assessed value, 

businesses and second homes at $24 per $1,000 of assessed value. The Michigan Farm Bureau 

successfully lobbied to include farmland at the $6 residential property rate. Income taxes were 

reduced from 4.6 percent to 4.4 percent. The state sales tax increased from 4 percent to 6 per 

cent, and the state imposed a .75-percent real estate transfer tax, a new tax on interstate phone 

calls and a 50-cent increase in the cigarette tax. Finally, increases in local property taxes for 

services other than education were limited to 5 percent per year or the rate of inflation.

Proposal A reduced agricultural property taxes by approximately 40 percent 56 . 

According to Ron Nelson, legislative counsel for the Michigan Farm Bureau, farmers are 

happy with the changes. While farm property taxes in Michigan are still double the national 

average, Proposal A is viewed as a major improvement in the tax system37 .

DO AGRICULTURAL TAX PROGRAMS PROTECT FARMLAND?

Agricultural tax programs are designed to help farmers stay in business, to tax them

fairly, and to protect farmland by easing the financial pressures that force some farmers to sell OBSERVATIONS 

their land for development. While it is not known exactly how much taxes have been reduced 

by differential assessment programs, it is clear that these programs provide significant financial 

benefits to farmers.

As far as fairness goes, cost of community services studies conducted in more than 40 

communities around the nation show that residential development results in a net loss of rev 

enue for local communities. The taxes that homeowners pay do not cover the cost of services. 

The biggest shortfall is in funding for schools. Farms, forests and open land, by contrast, con 

sistently generate tax surpluses (see Table 5.1, p. 150). This is true even when farmland is 

assessed at its current, agricultural use. While differential assessment programs may not make 

local property tax systems completely fair to farmers, COCS studies counter the argument that 

these programs give farmers an unfair tax break.

It is more difficult to determine whether agricultural tax programs protect farmland 

from conversion. Many differential assessment programs are tax relief programs that are 

designed to support agriculture, but are not really intended to prevent conversion. In 19 

states, farmers may withdraw their land at any time with no penalty.
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Opinions differ about whether states should impose penalties for conversion of land 

enrolled in agricultural tax programs. Those who argue against penalties generally emphasize 

the tax relief and tax equity functions of differential assessment and circuit breaker programs. 

Farmers, the argument goes, are more likely to enroll their land in tax relief programs if there 

are no penalties. And if taxes are based on current use of the land, farmers should not be 

required to pay any taxes on the "highest and best use" of the land unless and until it is actu 

ally developed. Rollback and conversion taxes, according to the argument, are equivalent to 

demanding back taxes from homeowners who expand their homes or build a swimming pool 

or tennis court. Those who argue for penalties maintain that rollback and conversion taxes 

deter farmers from selling land for development and protect the public investment in differen 

tial assessment and circuit breaker credits.

There is little evidence to support either argument. It is possible that rollback and con 

version taxes delay farmland conversion in some cases, but landowners can generally pay these 

penalties and still make a profit selling land for development.

Michigan's circuit breaker program requires farmers to sign agreements restricting 

conversion, but David Skjaerlund of the Michigan Department of Agriculture reports that the 

program has been more effective in providing tax relief than in protecting farmland. According 

to Skjaerlund, enrollment in the circuit breaker program has traditionally been lowest in areas 

with the most intense development pressure, and highest in the areas with the least develop 

ment pressure. He believes that farmers in high-development areas are unwilling to sign restric 

tive agreements or risk paying penalties for withdrawing their land'8 .

THE FUTURE OF AGRICULTURAL TAX PROGRAMS

Recent reforms in agricultural tax programs in a handful of states may provide insight 

into the future of differential assessment and circuit breaker programs in other states. 

Enactment of a circuit breaker tax credit in New York and a differential assessment law in 

Wisconsin in the mid-1990s suggests that one agricultural tax program is not enough to pro 

tect farm income in states where property taxes are high and farming is important.

The protests that Vermont encountered when it shifted financial responsibility for the 

current use program to local governments were a symptom of widespread public dissatisfaction 

with the property tax system. As federal and state programs are scaled back, local governments 

are facing increasing demands for services. Programs that reduce local revenue-raising capacity 

are increasingly likely to come under attack, as communities struggle to procure funds.

By changing the way that it funds education, Michigan has adopted the most radical 

solution to the property tax problem. Calls for comprehensive property tax reform are getting 

louder and more frequent in other farm states. In 1996, the New York State Advisory Council 

on Agriculture declared:
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With respect to farmers, there is no question that the property tax is unfair 

because it is not based on demand for municipal services nor on ability to pay. 

The property tax is a relic of the 18th century that has become increasingly dis 

connected with sound tax policy over the last 200 years. Fundamental reform of 

the property tax system will be imperative as we approach the 21st century39 .

It is unclear what fundamental property tax reform will mean for agriculture and 

farmland over the long term. In Michigan, lower agricultural property taxes have decreased 

the size of circuit breaker tax credits. As a result, farmers have less of an incentive to enroll in 

the program. Changes in PA 116 enacted in 1996 gave farmers a one-time opportunity to with 

draw land from the program before the expiration dates of their restrictive agreements. It 

remains to be seen how property tax reform and changes in PA 116 will affect enrollment in 

the circuit breaker program, but it is possible that withdrawal from the program will actually 

accelerate farmland conversion.

CONCLUSIONS

Differential assessment and circuit breaker tax relief programs do not in themselves 

prevent farmland conversion, but they are an important element of any program to sustain 
agriculture. Agricultural tax programs are most effective at protecting farmland when they 

are combined with other economic incentives and land use controls designed to keep land in 

farming.

For more information on farmland protection, contact the Farmland Information Center 

at http://www.farmlandinfo.org or call (413) 586-4593.
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RIGHT-TO-FARM LEGISLATION

Since 1963, every state in the nation has enacted a "right-to-farm" law. These 

statutes are designed to accomplish one or both of the following objectives: (1) to strengthen 

the legal position of farmers when neighbors sue them for private nuisance; and (2) to protect 

farmers from anti-nuisance ordinances and unreasonable controls on farming operations. Most 

laws include a number of additional protections. Right-to-farm provisions may also be includ 

ed in state zoning enabling laws, and farmers with land enrolled in an agricultural district may 

have stronger right-to-farm protection than other farmers. A growing number of counties and 

municipalities are passing their own right-to-farm legislation to supplement the protection pro 

vided by state law.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF 

RIGHT-TO-FARM LAWS

WHAT ISA NUISANCE?

The common law of nuisance forbids individuals from using their property in a way 

that causes harm to others. A private nuisance refers to an activity that interferes with an indi 

vidual's reasonable use or enjoyment of his or her property. A public nuisance is an activity 

that threatens the public health, safety or welfare, or damages community resources, such as 

public roads, parks and water supplies.

A successful nuisance lawsuit results in an injunction, which stops the activity causing 

the nuisance, provides monetary compensation, or both. In a private nuisance lawsuit involv 

ing complaints against a farming operation, the court must decide whether the farm practices 

at issue are unreasonable. To make this decision, courts generally balance the importance of 

the activity to the farmer against the extent of harm to the neighbor or community, taking into 

account the following factors:

The degree of harm and its duration, permanence and character: Is it continuous 
or sporadic? Is it a threat to health, or simply a minor annoyance?

The social value that state and local law places on both farming and the type of 
neighboring use that has been harmed;

The suitability of the two sets of uses to the character of the locality; and

The ease with which the neighbor could avoid the harm, and the farmer's ability 
to prevent or minimize the undesirable external effects of the farming operation 1 .

One of the most important issues is whether the person bringing the lawsuit should 

have been able to anticipate the problem, and thus has assumed the risk of injury. If the farm 

was in operation before the person with the complaint moved to the neighborhood, the farmer 

may argue that the plaintiff "came to the nuisance." In most states, "coming to the nuisance" 

does not necessarily prevent farm neighbors from winning in court, but a farmer usually has a 

stronger legal case if his or her operation was there before the plaintiff moved to the area. 

Right-to-farm laws give farmers a legal defense against nuisance suits; the strength of that 

defense depends on the provisions of the law and the circumstances of the case.
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Right-to-farm laws are intended to discourage neighbors from suing farmers. They 

help established farmers who use good management practices prevail in private nuisance law 

suits. They document the importance of farming to the state or locality and put non-farm rural 

residents on notice that generally accepted agricultural practices are reasonable activities to 

expect in farming areas. Some of these laws also limit the ability of newcomers to change the 

local rules that govern farming. Local right-to-farm laws often serve an additional purpose: 

They provide farm families with a psychological sense of security that farming is a valued and 

accepted activity in their communities.

FUNCTIONS AND

PURPOSES OF

RIGHT-TO-FARM

LAWS

BRIEF HISTORY OF RIGHT-TO-FARM LAWS

TRENDS IN

RJGHT-TO-FARM

LAWS

Between 1963, when Kansas enacted a law to protect feedlots from litigation, and 

1994, when Utah included right-to-farm protections in its agricultural district law, every state 

in the Union enacted some form of right-to-farm law2 . Several states have enacted two types 

of right-to-farm legislation, and Minnesota and Iowa have enacted three. Table 6.1, p. 171 lists 

state right-to-farm laws and their dates of enactment.
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TABLE 6.1: RIGHT-TO-FARM LAWS BY TYPE OF NUISANCE PROTECTION

i<".v . :

^Statc

Alabama

Alaska

Arizona

Arkansas

California

Colorado

Connecticut

"Delaware 1

Delaware 2

Florida

Georgia

Hawaii

Idaho

Illinois 1

Illinois 2

Indiana

Iowa 1

Iowa 2

Iowa 3

Kansas 1

Kansas 2

Kentucky

Louisiana

Maine 1

Maine 2

Maryland

Massachusetts 1

Massachusetts 2

Michigan

Minnesota 1

Minnesota 2

Minnesota 3

Mississippi

Missouri

Montana 1

Montana 2

Nuisance protection based on:

Changes in locality

Changes in locality

GAAMPs, defined as compliance with federal, state and local laws

Changes in locality

Changes in locality, GAAMPs also required

Changes in locality

GAAMPs

Changes in locality, compliance with laws also required

GAAMPs, for farms in agricultural districts

GAAMPs

Changes in locality

Changes in locality

Changes in locality

Protection from local regulations for farms in agricultural districts

Changes in locality

Changes in locality

GAAMPs, for feedlots

Compliance with federal and state laws, for farms in agricultural districts

Compliance with federal and state laws, for animal feeding operations

GAAMPs

GAAMPs, defined as compliance with federal, state and local laws

Changes in locality

GAAMPs, compliance with federal, state and local laws required

GAAMPs or change in locality

Other: Farm registration

Compliance with federal, state and local laws

GAAMPs

GAAMPs

GAAMPs

Protection from local regulations for farms in agricultural districts

Protection from local regulations for farms in agricultural districts

GAAMPs and compliance with state and local laws

No change in condition alleged to create a nuisance

Changes in locality, expansions must comply with all laws

Changes in locality

Changes in locality

Date

1979

1986

1981

1981

1981

1981

1981

1980

1991

1979

1980

1982

1981

1979

1981

1981

1976

1982

1995

1963

1982

1980

1978

1981

1989

1981

1979

1989

1981

1980

1984

1983

1980

1982

1981

1989

Table 6.1 continues on next page
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Nebraska 1

Nebraska 

Nevada

New Hampshire 

New Jersey 1 

New Jersey 2

New Mexico 

New York 1 

New York 2 

North Carolina 

North Dakota 

Ohio 1 

Ohio 2 

Oklahoma 1 

Oklahoma 2 

Oregon 1 

Oregon 2 

Pennsylvania 1 

Pennsylvania 2 

Rhode Island 

South Carolina 

South Dakota

Vermont 

Virginia 1 

Virginia 2 

Washington 

West Virginia 

Wisconsin 

Wyoming 1 

Wyoming 2

Nuisance protection based on:

GAAMPs and compliance with laws, for livestock operations

Changes in locality

GAAMPs, defined as compliance with federal, state and local laws

Changes in locality

GAAMPs and federal and state laws

GAAMPs and compliance with federal and state laws, 
for farms in agricultural districts

Changes in locality

Protection from local regulations for farms in agricultural districts

Changes in locality

Changes in locality

Changes in locality

GAAMPs

GAAMPs or compliance with federal, state and local laws

GAAMPs, for feedlots

GAAMPs, defined as compliance with federal, state and local laws

Other: bird scarer

GAAMPs and compliance with all relevant laws

Protection from local regulations, for farms in agricultural districts

GAAMPs and compliance with laws

GAAMPs and compliance with federal and state pesticide laws

Changes in locality

Changes in locality, expansions must comply with federal, state 
and local laws

GAAMPs, for feedlots

GAAMPs

Compliance with federal, state and local laws

Changes in locality

GAAMPs or compliance with federal, state and local laws, 
for farms in agricultural districts

GAAMPs, defined as compliance with federal, state and local laws

Protection from local regulations for farms in agricultural districts

GAAMPs and compliance with state laws

GAAMPs, defined as compliance with all applicable laws

Other

Other

GAAMPs, for feedlots

GAAMPs and changes in adjacent uses

Date
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WHY WERE RIGHT-TO-FARM LAWS ENACTED?

State right-to-farm laws were enacted for a number of reasons. Changes in livestock 

and poultry production have resulted in higher concentrations of animals on smaller parcels of 

land. These concentrated animal feeding operations (CAFOs) release odors, attract flies and 

occasionally result in water pollution. Crop farming also has changed; farmers use more inputs 

and heavy machinery than ever before. At the same time, more non-farm families have moved 

into farming areas. While newcomers are initially attracted to the rural landscape, they often 

find that the realities of commercial agriculture are very different from its bucolic image.

Responding to complaints about farm practices such as confinement feeding, manure 

spreading, aerial spraying and the use of heavy machinery can be a serious problem for farm 

ers. It takes them away from tasks that are critical to their operations and adds to the cost of 

doing business. In some cases, farmers are pressured to adopt practices that are less convenient 

and more expensive. In others, they may have to defend their activities against private nuisance 

lawsuits in court. Farm families also may feel that they are unwelcome in their communities or 

decide that farming is simply not viable in an increasingly suburban environment.

Increased public concern about the environment has resulted in a tide of new federal 

regulations. The Clean Air Act (1970), the Clean Water Act (1972), the Federal Insecticide, 

Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (reauthorized in 1972) and the Resource Conservation and 

Recovery Act (1976), as amended by the Superfund law (1980), and the 1985, 1990 and 1996 

Farm Bills have imposed new restrictions on farming practices. During the 1990s, state govern 

ments passed additional laws to protect water resources from pollution. Complying with new 

laws is expensive and time-consuming for farmers. Local anti-farming ordinances can be the 

last straw for farmers who are already overburdened with federal and state regulations. These 

new regulations, combined with changes in rural demographics, created a climate for the 

enactment of state right-to-farm laws.

Recently, local communities have begun to enact their own right-to-farm ordinances 

to supplement the protection that farmers receive from state law. The California Farm Bureau 

drafted a model right-to-farm ordinance and distributed it to all local chapters. As of 1992, at 

least 28 counties and 10 cities in California had enacted a version of the law3 .

ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND CHALLENGES

It is difficult to evaluate the accomplishments of right-to-farm laws because we do not 

have information on the results of local private nuisance suits against farmers; most states do 

not publish trial court decisions. A comprehensive review of state appellate court decisions 

conducted in 1991 found fewer than two dozen cases involving right-to-farm laws. The study 

identified only three cases in which right-to-farm laws protected farmers from a nuisance suit 

or local regulation; the remainder were decided in favor of the plaintiffs4 . Since 1992, appel 

late courts in Michigan and Louisiana have each decided a case involving their state right-to- 

farm laws in favor of farmers 5 . Several court decisions involving right-to-farm laws are dis 

cussed in the analysis below. Still, most right-to-farm laws have never been interpreted by the 

courts. In the absence of published court decisions, we are forced to rely on analysis of the 

probable effects of right-to-farm laws.
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ISSUES TO ADDRESS IN RIGHT-TO-FARM LAWS

State and local governments that are developing or revising a right-to-farm law must 

ISSUES AND OPTIONS consider the following issues:

What type of protection should the law provide, and on what should the 

protection be based?

What type of farming operations should be protected? 

When should operations be entitled to protection? 

Where should farms be located to be entitled to protection? 

Which agricultural practices should be protected?

DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF RIGHT-TO-FARM LAWS 

What type of protection: Categories of right-to-farm laws

There are 61 state right-to-farm laws; nine states include additional right-to-farm pro 

visions in their agricultural district legislation. While each law is slightly different, they have 

many common elements. Right-to-farm laws provide two different types of protection. Every 

state gives farmers some measure of protection from nuisance suits. Second, some right-to-farm 

laws also prevent county and municipal governments from enacting regulations that would 

restrict farming practices (see Figure 6.1).

FIGURE 6.1: TYPES OF RIGHT-TO-FARM PROTECTION

Two types of protection, 
can be included in the same law:

Protection from nuisance suits, 
which includes;

Protection based on generally accepted
management practices and/or

compliance with relevant laws.

Protection from unreasonable 
local regulation.

Protection from complaints
that arise from changes in

the neighborhood.
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Furthermore, almost all state right-to-farm laws can be divided into two categories 

based on the type of nuisance protection they provide. Twenty-five laws protect farmers from 

nuisance complaints that are the result of changes in the neighborhood. These laws are intend 

ed to write the "coming to the nuisance" defense into law6 : If the farmers are there first, they 

should not be forced to shut down their operations or pay damages because new residents do 

not like living next to a farm. This type of law is based on an Alabama statute7 , as modified 

and adopted by North Carolina in 1979 8 . North Carolina's law states that "[n]o agricultural 

operation or any of its appurtenances shall be or become a nuisance, private or public, by any 

changed conditions in or about the locality thereof after the same has been in operation for 

more than one year...".

The other type of protection is based on the theory that if farmers act responsibly, 

they should not be held liable for creating a nuisance. Most right-to-farm statutes using 

this approach protect farmers from lawsuits if they use generally accepted agricultural and 

management practices. Some of these laws require farmers to comply with federal, state and 

local regulations applicable to farming. Some define GAAMPs as those practices that are in 

compliance with the laws and others list accepted practices or refer to a state agency definition 

of GAAMPs9 . Six GAAMP laws require a waiting period of one or two years before farms are 

protected; 10 of these laws protect farms as long as the operation was established before the 

person filing the complaint moved to the neighborhood. Nineteen laws are silent on this issue.

Figure 6.1 illustrates the different types of right-to-farm protection. Table 6.1 classifies 

all of the state right-to-farm laws. Some of the older laws apply exclusively to feedlots. There 

are two right-to-farm laws that do not fit easily into the categories. West Virginia's statute 

states that "no complaint or right of action shall be maintained in any court...against the 

owner or operator of agricultural lands adverse to the conduct of agriculture upon agricultural 

land...," provided that the farm was there first, and that there is no physical damage to the 

neighbors or their property 10 . The language of this law is significant, because it also applies to 

trespass suits. Wisconsin's law prevents courts from forcing farms in exclusive agricultural use 

zones to close, unless they threaten public health or safety. The law also limits the damages 

courts may award in nuisance suits".

Provisions of laws

Table 6.2, p. 176 summarizes the provisions of state right-to-farm laws.
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TABLE 6.2: PROVISIONS OF STATE RIGHT-TO-FARM LAWS

State Applies to Private nuisance Public nuisance Protection from Years before 
protection protection unreasonable protected

local regulation

Alabama

Alaska

Arizona

Arkansas

California

Colorado

Connecticut

Delaware 1

Delaware 2

Florida

Georgia

Hawaii

Idaho

Illinois 1

Illinois 2

Indiana

Iowa 1

Iowa 2

Iowa 3

Kansas 1

Kansas 2

Kentucky

Louisiana

Maine 1

Maine 2

Maryland

Massachusetts 1

Massachusetts 2

Michigan

Minnesota 1

Minnesota 2

Minnesota 3

Mississippi

Missouri

Montana 1

Montana 2

Nebraska 1

Nebraska 2

Agricultural operations and establishments

Agricultural production and forestry

Commercial agricultural production

Agricultural production, processing, 
storage, distribution

Agricultural production and processing

Agricultural operations

Agricultural operations

Farms in agricultural districts

Agricultural production, practices, 
marketing

Commercial agricultural production, 
practices, processing, marketing

Agricultural zones

Agricultural production and processing

Farms in agricultural districts

Agricultural production

Agricultural and industrial operations

Feedlots

Farms in agricultural districts

Feedlots

Feedlots

Commercial agricultural production

Agricultural and timber production

Agricultural production, processing, 
marketing, support services

Commercial agricultural production on farms

Agricultural production

Agricultural operations

Agricultural and farming operations

Commercial agricultural production

Farms in metropolitan agricultural districts

Farms in state agricultural districts

Family farms except feedlots

Commercial agricultural and timber 
production, processing

Commercial agricultural production and 
processing

Agricultural and farming operations

Agricultural and farming operations

Livestock operations

Commercial farms > 10 acres

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

,A :

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A 1

A 3

0+

A 1

A 3

A 1

1

1

A

1

1

1

1

A

1

A 1

0
0
0+
0+

A 1

A 0+

0+

1
1
1
0+

A

A

2
1

1

0+
0+
0+
0+
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Law protects Not protected Not protected Water pollution Not protected Farms in Farmer can get
expansions if nuisance at for negligent not protected if endangers municipalities legal costs for

inception operation health & safety not protected frivolous suits

no

no

with limits

no

with limits

with limits

no
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State

Nevada

New Hampshire

New Jersey 1

New Jersey 2

New Mexico

New York 1

New York 2

North Carolina

North Dakota

Ohiol
Ohio 2

Oklahoma 1

Oklahoma 2

Applies to

Agricultural activities on farmland

Agricultural operations

Commercial agricultural operations

Farms in agricultural districts

Commercial agricultural production, 
processing, practices, new technology

Farms in agricultural districts

Agricultural activities on farms

Commercial agricultural and forestry 
operations

Commercial agricultural production 
and practices

Agriculture

Farms in agricultural districts

Feedlots

Agricultural production on farmland

Private nuisance 
protection

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Public nuisance Protection from Years before 
protection unreasonable protected 

local regulation

A 0+

A 1

A

A

A A 1

A

0+
A A 1

A A 1

A

0+

A 0+

Oregon 1

Oregon 2 Commercial agricultural and forestry 
production and practices

A A A

Pennsylvania 1 Farms in agricultural districts

Pennsylvania 2

Rhode Island

South Carolina

South Dakota

Tennessee 1

Tennessee 2

Texas

Utah 1

Utah 2

Vermont

Virginia 1

Virginia 2

Washington

Farms > 10 acres or >$ 10,000
Commercial agricultural and forestry 
production

Commercial agricultural production
Commercial agricultural production

Livestock operations

Commercial farms

Agricultural operations

Commercial agricultural production

Farms in agricultural districts

Agricultural production and silviculture

Farms in agricultural districts

Agricultural production and silviculture

Commercial agricultural production

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A 1

A

A 1

1

0+
0+
0+

A 3
A 0+

0+
A

A

0+
West Virginia Agricultural, timber production, practices, 

storage, shipping, and marketing
0+

Wisconsin Agricultural use and practice 0+

Wyoming 1 Feedlots

Wyoming 2 Commercial farms/ranches
A with limits

Source: State laws, and Hamilton, 1992a, pp. 166-167
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Law protects Not protected Not protected Water pollution Not protected Farms in Farmer can get
expansions if nuisance at for negligent not protected if endangers municipalities legal costs for

inception operation health & safety not protected frivolous suits

with limits

no

no

with limits

no
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Which farming operations are protected?

The criteria that determine which agricultural operations are entitled to protection 

vary considerably from state to state. Vermont's legislation defines agricultural activities very 

generally, including, but not limited to "the growing, raising and production of horticultural 

and silvicultural crops, grapes, berries, trees, fruit, poultry, livestock, grain, hay and dairy 

products 12 ." At least 18 states specify that right-to-farm laws protect commercial agricultural 

operations. Nebraska's law applies to commercial farms that include at least 10 acres, and 

Minnesota's general right-to-farm law offers nuisance protection to agricultural operations that 

are part of a family farm 13 . Arkansas, Georgia, Idaho, Louisiana, Mississippi and Missouri 

include the processing of agricultural products in their definition of protected activities, and 

California has a separate clause of its right-to-farm law that protects agricultural processing 

operations.

Several court cases have addressed the issue of which types of operations are protect 

ed. In two separate decisions, Mississippi's courts ruled that a cotton gin and a paper mill that 

processed wood from trees grown by the paper company fell within the definition of agricul 

tural operations under the state right-to-farm act 14 . A court in North Dakota, however, held 

that the legislature did not intend to give right-to-farm protection to the food processing and 

marketing operations of a large national sugar refining corporation 15 . In a widely publicized 

case, the Vermont Supreme Court ruled that a livestock farm created for the express purpose 

of injuring neighbors did not fall within the definition of an agricultural operation entitled to 

protection under the right-to-farm law.*

When is a farm entitled to protection?

Most state right-to-farm laws protect farmers against nuisance lawsuits if their farms 

were in operation before the person filing the complaint moved to the neighborhood. In 25 

states, the farm operation must be in existence for a year before it gains protection; farmers in 

Alaska, California and Utah must wait three years before their state right-to-farm laws protect 

them. Most state laws do not protect farm operations that were nuisances when they first 

began. Agricultural law professor Neil Hamilton explains that this provision creates a poten 

tially large loophole in right-to-farm laws:

The problem is that for an activity to be declared a nuisance someone must...be 

experiencing it at close range. Even when there has not been a change in the farm, 

nuisance-like situations may exist. For example, the manure may have always 

smelled, but when no one lived nearby, no nuisance claim was ever filed. If some 

one moves nearby, the farm could arguably become a nuisance. If a suit was filed, 

most right-to-farm laws would protect the farm; however, the court must still 

determine whether it was a nuisance when it began 16 .

* Coty v. Ramsey Association Incorporated, 546 A.2d 196 (1988). According to Hamilton (1992a), the defen 
dant in this case was a developer who was frustrated by neighborhood opposition to his plan for a motel. He got 
a permit to establish a farm on his property, dumped 16 truckloads of wet chicken manure across the road from 
the neighbors' homes, brought in 100 pigs and cows, a house trailer and 10 junk cars. The animals were poorly 
cared for, and those that died were left to decompose. No animals were sold from the site. The Vermont 
Supreme Court rejected the defendant's argument that this was an agricultural operation that was protected by 
the state right-to-farm law, and affirmed an award of $180,000 in compensatory damages and $380,000 in puni 
tive damages.
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Iowa's agricultural district law offers right-to-farm protection to operations that are 

located in an agricultural district, regardless of whether the operation was there before the 

person filing a complaint. In 1996, however, an Iowa Appeals Court ruled that the law did 

not protect a farm that was a nuisance before the farmers enrolled their land in an agricultural 

district 17 .

Another problem is the issue of changes in farming operations. If a farm expands, 

adopts new technology or changes its crops or livestock, is the operation still protected? In 

Florida, Georgia, Idaho and North Carolina, courts have found that right-to-farm laws do not 

protect agricultural operations that expand or change in intensity.

Florida's law protects farms that use generally accepted agricultural and management 

practices. Yet in Pasco Company v. Tampa Farm Service Incorporated, a Florida appeals court 

found that a poultry manure handling operation conformed to GAAMPs, but that a new 

manure handling technology might constitute a "more excessive operation" that would not be 

protected by the law 18 .

In Georgia, a court decision held that a farm that changed from a cow pasture to an 

intensive poultry operation was not entitled to nuisance protection, because the right-to-farm 

law protected farms only against complaints that were due to changes in the neighborhood 19 . 

North Carolina and Idaho have similar laws. In a recent North Carolina case, the court found 

that the law did not apply to a farm that converted its turkey houses into a hog production 

facility. The legislature, the court decided, intended the right-to-farm law to protect farm oper 

ations from their inception, "but did not intend it to cover situations in which a party funda 

mentally changes the nature of the agricultural activity which had theretofore been covered 

under the statute20 ."

Some right-to-farm laws specifically deny protection to expanded operations or new 

technologies. Georgia, Missouri, New Mexico, South Carolina and South Dakota have amend 

ed their right-to-farm laws to protect farmers who expand their operations. Georgia's law now 

states:

If the physical facilities of the agricultural operation are subsequently expanded 

or new technology adopted, the established date of operation for each change is 

not a separately and independently established date of operation and the com 

mencement of the expanded operation does not divest the agricultural facility of a 

previously established date of operation21 .

Most right-to-farm laws, however, are silent on the issue of whether changes in farming opera 

tions are protected. In these states, it is up to the courts to decide whether the law applies to 

expanded operations.

Where are farms entitled to protection?

In 24 states, right-to-farm laws generally take precedence over local ordinances. This 

provision limits local governments' ability to regulate agriculture. In some states, however, 

farms located in cities receive less protection than farms in unincorporated areas.
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Idaho and Ohio right-to-farm laws offer no protection to agricultural operations 

located in municipalities. Colorado, Louisiana, Missouri, North Carolina, North Dakota, 

South Carolina, South Dakota and Tennessee limit protection for farmers in cities. New 

Mexico and South Dakota laws exempt farmers in cities from regulation if their farms were in 

existence before the passage of the right-to-farm law; North Carolina and Louisiana laws 

exempt farmers from regulation if they locate in or are annexed to the city after the enactment 

of the right-to-farm law.

In Hawaii, only farms within the state-designated agricultural zone are protected from 

nuisance suits. Wisconsin's law allows courts to order farmers who are located outside exclu 

sive agricultural zones to adopt different agricultural practices to settle complaints, but courts 

may not "substantially restrict or regulate" farming practices inside exclusive farm zones. 

Delaware, Illinois, Minnesota, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Utah and Virginia have 

separate right-to-farm laws that apply to operations located in voluntarily created agricultural 

districts. In Utah, the right-to-farm provision of the agricultural district law prevents local gov 

ernments from changing zoning in agricultural districts without permission of the landowners.

Which agricultural practices are protected?

Michigan's 1981 right-to-farm law states that an operation using "generally accepted 

agricultural and management practices" shall not be found to be a private nuisance. The state 
agriculture commission is responsible for defining GAAMPs and for reviewing them on an 

annual basis. Seventeen other states have modeled right-to-farm laws on the Michigan statute. 

Some of these outline protected practices in their statutes. Connecticut's right-to-farm law pro 
vides protection to farms that have been in operation for at least a year and which use general 

ly accepted agricultural practices. Inspection and approval of the farm by the commissioner of 

agriculture is considered evidence that the farm follows GAAMPs. The law states that an agri 

cultural operation shall not be found to be a nuisance due to a list of specific conditions, "pro 

vided such activities conform to acceptable management practices for pollution control 

approved by the commissioner of environment protection22 ." Conditions include:

(1) Odor from livestock, manure, fertilizer or feed;

(2) Noise from livestock or farm equipment used in normal, generally acceptable 

farming procedures;

(3) Dust created during plowing or cultivation operations;

(4) Use of chemicals, provided such chemicals and the method of their application 

conform to practices approved by the commissioner of environmental protection 

or, where applicable, the commissioner of health services; or

(5) Water pollution from livestock or crop production activities, except the 

pollution of public or private drinking water supplies23 .

Other laws based on the Michigan model, however, give courts little guidance on how 

to determine which practices are protected by law. Louisiana defines generally accepted agri 

cultural practices as "practices conducted in a manner consistent with proper and accepted 

customs and standards as established and followed by similar agricultural operations in a
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similar community or locale and under similar circumstances." The law goes on to state that 

"each person engaged in agricultural operations shall be presumed to be operating in accor 

dance with generally accepted agricultural practices24 ." This language shifts the burden of 

proof onto plaintiffs in agricultural nuisance cases, requiring them to gather the evidence to 

demonstrate that a farm operation is not in compliance with generally accepted agricultural 

practices.

In 1993, the Michigan Supreme Court found that a hog farm that implemented rec 

ommended waste management practices was protected by the state right-to-farm law. The 

court noted that evidence indicated that the area surrounding the farm was predominantly 

agricultural and decided the private nuisance case in favor of the farmer25 .

Washington's right-to-farm law takes a different approach to defining generally 

acceptable farming practices. It considers agricultural activities that conform to all applicable 

federal, state and local laws to be good practices that will not constitute a private nuisance. 

Eighteen other states have enacted similar statutes. Arizona's law states:

A. Agricultural operations conducted on farmland that are consistent with good 

agricultural practices and established prior to surrounding nonagricultural uses 

are presumed to be reasonable and do not constitute a nuisance unless the agri 

cultural operation has a substantial adverse effect on the public health and safety.

B. Agricultural operations undertaken in conformity with federal, state and local 

laws and regulations are presumed to be good agricultural practice and not 

adversely affecting the public health and safety26 .

Iowa, Kansas, Oklahoma, Tennessee and Wyoming have right-to-farm laws specifical 

ly designed to protect feedlots. Kansas' law states:

Owners and operators who are granted a feedlot license shall: 

(1) provide reasonable methods for the disposal of animal excrement; (2) provide 

chemical and scientific control procedure for prevention and eradication of pests; 

(3) provide adequate drainage, from feedlot premises, and such drainage shall be 

so constructed as to control pollution of streams and lakes; (4) provide adequate 

veterinarian services for detection, control and elimination of livestock diseases; 

(5) have available for use at all times mechanical means for scraping, cleaning and 

grading feedlot premises; (6) provide weather resistant aprons adjacent to all per 

manently affixed feed bunks, water tanks and feeding devices; and (7) conduct 

feedlot operations in conformity with established practices in the feedlot industry 

as approved by regulations made and promulgated by the commissioner and in 

accordance with the standards set forth in this act.

Any feedlot operated in compliance with such standards, and in compliance with 

the regulations made and promulgated by the commissioner shall be deemed to be 

prima facie evidence that a nuisance does not exist27 .
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The text of the California Farm Bureau's model local right-to-farm ordinance 

states that:

No agricultural activity, operation, or facility or appurtenances thereof, conducted 

or maintained for commercial purposes, and in a manner consistent with proper 

and accepted customs and standards and with all chapters of the ____________

County Code, as established and followed by similar agricultural operations, shall 

be or become a nuisance, public or private, pursuant to the _____________ 

County Code, if it was not a nuisance when it began.

The model ordinance also provides for a disclosure statement to be signed when real 

estate in an agricultural area changes hands. The statement warns potential buyers that they 

should be prepared to experience "noise, odors, fumes, dust, smoke, insects, operation of 

machinery...storage and disposal of manure, and the application by spraying or otherwise of 

chemical fertilizers, soil amendments, herbicides and pesticides28 ." Finally, the ordinance gives 

parties to a right-to-farm dispute the option of submitting the conflict to a grievance commit 

tee for resolution. The full text of the California Farm Bureau's model ordinance is included in 

Appendix I, p. 187.

Which practices are not protected?

Florida's right-to-farm law lists specific practices that are not protected, such as the 

presence of dangerous waste materials and the keeping of diseased livestock. Other statutes list 

general exceptions. Twenty-five states deny right-to-farm protection to farmers who are found 

to be negligent, and 13 state laws make exceptions for farm practices that have a substantial 

effect on public health and safety.

Farm practices that result in water pollution are not protected in 24 states. In 1995, 

the Mississippi Supreme Court held that a paper company that grew trees and operated a 

paper mill was an agricultural operation for the purposes of the right-to-farm law, but that 

release of dioxin and other pollutants 100 miles downstream of the plant was not within the 

intended coverage of the statute29 .

Most right-to-farm laws leave room for courts to interpret exactly which practices are 

protected. In 1988, the Washington Court of Appeals ruled that the right-to-farm law did not 

protect runoff water and silt from an orchard onto private land and into an irrigation district's 

canal30 . In response to the decision, amendments to the statute approved in 1992 specifically 

protected the use of water for irrigation31 .

The record of legislative activity on agricultural nuisance issues is remarkable, but 

right-to-farm laws often seem to promise more than they deliver. As Neil Hamilton observed, 

many of these statutes "are more accurately characterized as only limited defenses to nuisance 

OBSERVATIONS suits32 ." This is particularly true of statutes modeled on North Carolina's right-to-farm law, 

which protects farmers only from lawsuits that arise because of changes in the surrounding 

neighborhood. Many of these statutes do not protect farmers who expand their operations 

or adopt a new technology. This type of statute makes it possible for a farmer who is in full 

compliance with all applicable federal, state and local laws to be found liable for creating 

a nuisance. 
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Statutes that require farmers to comply with local laws are also problematic. Unless 

the law limits local government's power to define what constitutes a nuisance, new residents 

may be able to change the local rules governing agriculture. This could create problems for 

farmers over time. Laws that protect farmers who comply with federal and state laws, and 

who follow generally accepted agricultural and management procedures probably offer farmers 

a more secure and predictable legal environment.

Despite their mixed record of success in the courts, right-to-farm laws appear to be 

very popular with farmers. One explanation for this popularity is that the laws may deter 

neighbors from going to court. Recently, states have been trying to increase this effect by 

adding "fee shifting" provisions to their right-to-farm laws. Nine states now allow a court to 

award legal fees to a farmer if it finds that a nuisance complaint is "frivolous." Right-to-farm 

provisions of agricultural district laws in Iowa and New Jersey require mediation of disputes 

between farmers and their neighbors before a lawsuit is filed.

Neil Hamilton suggests other steps that states can take to clarify and strengthen their 

right-to-farm laws, such as spelling out what practices are acceptable and creating an adminis 

trative process for resolving individual disputes 33 .

New, local right-to-farm ordinances may ultimately prove more effective than state 

laws. John Gamper of the California Farm Bureau believes that the organization's model right- 

to-farm ordinance has served a number of useful purposes in addition to addressing nuisance 

complaints. The ordinance includes a "findings and policy" section, which is intended to serve 

as the legal basis for regulation. Local Farm Bureau chapters have used this section of the 

model ordinance to call public attention to the importance of agriculture in their 
communities34 .

According to Gamper, the grievance committees formed to resolve right-to-farm dis 
putes have also served as informal agricultural advisory committees to local boards of supervi 

sors. Real estate disclosure notices serve an educational function in some jurisdictions: 
Imperial County, Calif., mails out a copy of its agricultural nuisance deed notice to landowners 

every year with their property tax bills. While none of the local ordinances based on the 

California Farm Bureau model have been tested in court, they appear to be serving an impor 

tant purpose by putting residents on notice that the local government supports agriculture, 

despite the inconveniences farming might cause35 .

While most farmers strongly support right-to-farm statutes, the laws are becoming 

controversial in Iowa and other Midwestern states, in the context of the public debate over 

factory-style hog production facilities. First, some family farmers and rural landowners have 

charged that the laws offer too much protection to large, corporate livestock feeding opera 

tions. Second, rural residents, including farmers, also feel that right-to-farm laws act as a tak 

ing of private property rights36 .

Edward Thompson, Jr., American Farmland Trust's senior vice president for policy, 

believes that right-to-farm laws cast a revealing light on the broader issue of private property 

rights. He notes that advocates of expanded property rights favor the elimination of govern 

ment land use regulation. But what are right-to-farm laws, he asks, but the regulation of
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non-farmers right to use their property without interference from neighboring farming activi 

ties? The point, writes Thompson, is that right-to-farm laws attempt to balance the rights of 

property owners who have different interests in the land. Calling for increased protection of 

property rights begs the question of whose rights are to be protected, from whom, and how 

the protection is to be achieved if not by government intervention. The existence of the right-to- 

farm laws illustrates that nuisance litigation the protective device favored by the most extreme 

property rights advocates is not sufficient. "Unless," suggests Thompson, "we are prepared to 

recognize that selling the back 40 for a subdivision is the real nuisance to the farmer next door37 "

N. William Hines, Dean of the University of Iowa College of Law and former director 

of the university's Agricultural Law Center, sees Iowa's right-to-farm laws as a threat to rural 

"neighborliness." Good farmers, according to Hines, have always run their operations in a 

way that does not interfere with their neighbors' rights to enjoy their property. Nuisance law 

has traditionally served as a means to deal with farms that are not operated in good faith. 

Right-to-farm laws weaken or remove that remedy. This is a problem, Hines writes, "when nui 

sance conditions are created by large-scale corporate animal feeders, whose primary responsibil 

ities are to shareholders expecting profit, and not to community values like respect for neigh 

bors' welfare." In the long term, Hines argues, "it is ethically wrong...and politically unwise to 

privilege large-scale animal feeders to harm their rural neighbors and other farmers38 ."

This critique raises some troubling issues for policy makers. Do right-to-farm laws 

make it easier for very large, concentrated animal feeding operations to drive small family live 

stock farms out of business? If so, should the laws offer stronger protection to family farms? 

How can state and local governments protect lawfully operated farming operations from law 

suits filed by rural residents who have little understanding of or sympathy for the needs of com 

mercial farming, and at the same time protect small farmers and other rural residents from agri 

cultural "bad actors?"

The Iowa legislature recently modified the state's newest right-to-farm law to clarify 

that "chronic violators" of state laws and administrative orders are not entitled to the "rebut- 

table presumption" that their animal feeding operations are not a nuisance39 . The relevance of 

the new provision is unclear, because the statute never applied to injuries caused by a farming 

operation's failure to comply with federal or state statutes or regulations. The legislature's 

action may be most significant as a reflection of the public sentiment surrounding agricultural 

nuisance issues. Right-to-farm laws are likely to become more controversial as more non-farm 

ers move into rural areas and the size and intensity of commercial agricultural operations con 

tinues to increase.

In conclusion, while right-to-farm laws do not directly protect farmland from conver 

sion to other uses, they are an important component of any program to support farming. In 

communities where residential and commercial land uses are encroaching on farmland, right-to- 

farm laws and ordinances give established farm families and those farmers who are operating in 

accordance with the law some security that their operations are safe from nuisance complaints 

filed by newcomers.

For more information on farmland protection, contact the Farmland Information Center 

at http://www.farmlandinfo.org or call (413) 586-4593.
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APPENDIX I: CALIFORNIA FARM BUREAU MODEL 

RIGHT-TO-FARM ORDINANCE

MODEL APPENDIX 

RIGHT TO FARM ORDINANCE

Section 1. Definitions.

As used in this Ordinance No. ________________ :

(a) "Agricultural Land" shall mean all that real property within the boundaries of 

___________________County currently used for agricultural operations or upon which 

agricultural operations may in the future be established.

(b) "Agricultural Operation" shall mean and include, but not be limited to, the cultivation and 

tillage of the soil; dairying; the production, irrigation, frost protection, cultivation, growing, 

harvesting and processing of any agricultural commodity, including viticulture, horticulture, 

timber or apiculture; the raising of livestock, fur bearing animals, fish or poultry; and any 

commercial agricultural practices performed as incident to or in conjunction with such opera 

tions, including preparation for market, delivery to storage or to market, or to carriers for 

transportation to market.

Section 2. Findings and Policy

Alternative 1
(a) It is the declared policy of this County to enhance and encourage agricultural operations 

within the County. It is the further intent of this County to provide to the residents of this 

County proper notification of the County's recognition and support through this ordinance of 

those persons' and/or entities' right to farm.

(b) Where non-agricultural land uses extend into agricultural areas or exist side by side, agri 

cultural operations frequently become the subjects of nuisance complaints due to lack of infor 

mation about such operations. As a result agricultural operations are forced to cease or curtail 

their operations. Such actions discourage investments in farm improvements to the detriment 

of adjacent agricultural uses and the economic viability of the County's agricultural industry as 

a whole. It is the purpose and intent of this section to reduce the loss to the County of its agri 

cultural resources by clarifying the circumstances under which agricultural operations may be 

considered a nuisance. This ordinance is not to be construed as in any way modifying or 

abridging state law as set out in the California Civil Code, Health and Safety Code, Fish and 

Game Code, Food and Agricultural Code, Division 7 of the Water Code, or any other applica 

ble provision of State law relative to nuisances, rather it is only to be utilized in the interpreta 

tion and enforcement of the provisions of the code and county regulations.

(c) An additional purpose of this ordinance is to promote a good neighbor policy by advising 

purchasers and users of property adjacent to or near agricultural operations of the inherent 

potential problems associated with such purchase or residence. Such concerns may include, 

but are not limited to, the noises, odors, dust, chemicals, smoke, and hours of operation that 

may accompany agricultural operations. It is intended that, through mandatory disclosures, 

purchasers and users will better understand the impact of living near agricultural operations 

and be prepared to accept attendant conditions as the natural result of living in or near rural 

areas.
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or

Alternative 2
(a) The Board of Supervisors of _________________County finds that commercially viable

agricultural land exists within the County, and that it is in the public interest to enhance 

and encourage agricultural operations within the County. The Board of Supervisors of 

____________County also finds that residential and commercial development adjacent 

to certain agricultural lands often leads to restrictions on agricultural operations to the detri 

ment of the adjacent agricultural uses and the economic viability of the County's agricultural 

industry as a whole.

(b) The purposes of the chapter are to promote public health, safety and welfare and to sup 

port and encourage continued agricultural operations in the County. This ordinance is not to 

be construed as in any way modifying or abridging state law as set out in the California Civil 

Code, Health and Safety Code, Fish and Game Code, Food and Agricultural Code, Division 7 

of the Water Code, or any other applicable provision of State law relative to nuisances, rather 

it is only to be utilized in the interpretation and enforcement of the provisions of this code and 

County regulations.

Section 3. Nuisance.

No agricultural activity, operation, or facility or appurtenances thereof, conducted or main 

tained for commercial purposes, and in a manner consistent with proper and accepted customs 

and standards and with all chapters of ___________________County Code, as established and
followed by similar agricultural operation, shall be or become a nuisance, public or private, 

pursuant to the _______________County Code, if it was not a nuisance when it began.

Section 4. Disclosure.

(a) The disclosure statement required by this chapter shall be used under the following circum 

stances and in the following manners:

(1) The County of _____________ shall mail a copy of the disclosure set 

out in subpart (b)I to all owners of real property in _________________________ County

with the annual tax bill.

(2) Upon any transfer of real property by sale, exchange, installment land sale 

contract, lease with an option to purchase, or ground lease coupled with improve 

ments, or residential stock cooperative improved with dwelling units, the transferor 

shall require that a statement containing the language set forth in subpart (b) shall be 

signed by the purchaser or lessee and recorded with the County Recorder in conjunc 

tion with the deed or lease conveying the interest in real property. 

[Optional: provided, however that the real property to be transferred is adjacent to or 

within ___ feet of real property upon which agricultural operations are conducted.1

(3) Upon the issuance of a discretionary development permit, including but not 

limited to subdivision permits and use permits, for use on or adjacent to lands zoned 

for agricultural operation. The discretionary development permit shall include a con 

dition that the owners of the property shall be required to sign a statement of 

acknowledgment containing the Disclosure set out in subpart (b)I on forms provided 

by the Planning Department, which form shall then be recorded with the County 
Recorder.

(b) The disclosure required by Section 4 (a) (2) is set forth herein, and shall be made a copy of, 
the following disclosure form:
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REAL ESTATE TRANSFER DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

This disclosure statement concerns the real property situated in the County of _________, 

state of California, described as ____________ . This statement is a disclosure of the condi 

tion of the above described property in compliance with ordinance no.____ of the county 

code as of _________________ , 1990. It is not a warranty of any kind by the seller(s) or any

agent(s) representing any principal(s) in this transaction, and is not a substitute for any inspec 

tions or warranties the principal(s) may wish to obtain.

I.

Seller's Information

The seller discloses the following information with the knowledge that even though 

this is not a warranty, prospective buyers may rely on this information in deciding whether and 

on what terms to purchase the subject property. Seller hereby authorizes any agent(s) repre 

senting any principal(s) in this transaction to provide a copy of this statement to any person or 

entity in connection with any actual or anticipated sale of the property. The following are rep 

resentations made by the seller(s) as required by the County of _______________and are 

not the representation of the agent(s), if any. This information is a disclosure and is not intend 

ed to be part of any contract between the buyer and seller.

1. The County of ___________________ permits operation of properly conducted

agricultural operations within the County. If the property you are purchasing is located near 

agricultural lands or operations or included within an area zoned for agricultural purposes, 

you may be subject to inconveniences or discomfort arising from such operations. Such 

discomfort or inconveniences may include, but are not limited to: noise, odors, fumes, dust, 

smoke, insects, operation of machinery (including aircraft) during any 24 hour period, storage 

and disposal of manure, and the application by spraying or otherwise of chemical fertilizers, 

soil amendments, herbicides and pesticides. One or more of the inconveniences described may 

occur as a result of any agricultural operation which is in conformance with existing laws and 

regulations and accepted customs and standards. If you live near an agricultural area, you 

should be prepared to accept such inconveniences or discomfort as a normal and necessary 

aspect of living in a county with a strong rural character and an active agricultural sector. 

_________________ County has established a grievance committee to assist in the 

resolution of any disputes which might arise between residents of this County regarding 

agricultural operations

2. (additional county requirements)

Seller certifies that the information herein is true and correct to the best of seller's 

knowledge as of the date signed by the seller.

Seller ____________________________________ Date _____________

Seller ____________________________________ Date ___________
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II.

Buyer(s) and seller(s) may wish to obtain professional advice and/or inspections of the property 

and to provide for appropriate provisions in a contract between buyer and seller(s) with 

respect to any advice/inspections/defects.

I/We acknowledge receipt of a copy of this statement.

Seller _____________ Date _______ Buyer _____________ Date _________

Seller _____________ Date _______ Buyer ___________________ Date __________

Agent (Broker representing seller _____________ By ___________ Date ________

(Associate Licensee or Broker-Signature) 

Agent (Broker obtaining the offer __________________ By __________ Date _______

(Associate Licensee or Broker-Signature) 

State of _____________)On this the ________ day of____________ ,

____________________) SS. before me, the undersigned Notary Public, personally appeared

County of

___________personally known to me. _________________ provided to me on the basis

of satisfactory evidence to be the person(s) whose name(s) ______________________ sub 

scribed to the within instrument and acknowledge that __________________________ exe 

cuted the same for the purposes therein contained. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I hereunto set my hand and official seal.

Notary Public

Present A. P. No. ___________

A Real Estate Broker is qualified to advise on real estate. If you desire legal advice, consult 

your attorney.

Section 5. Refusal to Sign Disclosure Statement

If a Buyer refuses to sign the disclosure statement set forth in Section 4(b) the transferor may 

comply with the requirements of this chapter by delivering the statement to the Buyer as pro 

vided in Section 4(b) and affixing and signing the following declaration to the statement:

I, (Name)___, have delivered a copy of the foregoing disclosure statement as 

required by law to (Buyers name) who has refused to sign.

I declare the foregoing to be true under penalty of perjury. 

Date: ____________ (Sign) ____________________________________

Print Name:

9 0
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Section 6. Penalty for Violation

Noncompliance with any provision of this chapter shall not affect title to real property, nor 

prevent the recording of any document. Any person who violates any provision of this chapter 

is guilty of an infraction punishable by a fine not exceeding one hundred dollars ($100.00).

Section 7. Separability

If any section, subsection, sentence, clause or phrase of this ordinance is for any reason held to 

be invalid or unconstitutional by the decision of a court or competent jurisdiction, it shall not 

affect the remaining portions of the ordinance.

Section 8. Precedence

This ordinance shall take precedence over all ordinances or parts of ordinances or resolutions 

or parts of resolution in conflict herewith and to the extent they do conflict with this ordi 

nance they are hereby repealed with respect to the conflict and no more.

Section 9. Resolution of Disputes

(a) Should any controversy arise regarding any inconveniences or discomforts occa 

sioned by agricultural operations, including, but not limited to, noises, odors, fumes, dust, the 

operation of machinery of any kind during any 24 hour period (including aircraft), the storage 

and disposal of manure, and the application by spraying or otherwise of chemical fertilizers, 

soil amendments, herbicides and pesticides, the parties may submit the controversy to a griev 

ance committee as set forth below in an attempt to resolve the matter prior to the filing of any 

court action.

(b) Any controversy between the parties may be submitted to a grievance committee 

whose decision shall be advisory only, within thirty (30) days of the date of the occurrence of 

the particular activity giving rise to the controversy or of the date a party became aware of the 

occurrence.

(c) The committee shall be composed of three (3) members selected from the commu 

nity including representatives from _________________ (examples: County Agriculture 

Commissioner, President of local real estate association, other county officials).

(d) The effectiveness of the grievance committee as a forum for resolution of disputes 

is dependent upon full discussion and complete presentation of all pertinent facts concerning 

the dispute in order to eliminate any misunderstandings. The parties are encouraged to cooper 

ate in the exchange of pertinent information concerning the controversy.

(e) The controversy shall be presented to the committee by written request of one of 

the parties within the time limits specified. Thereafter, the committee may investigate the facts 

of the controversy, but must, within thirty (30) days, hold a meeting to consider the merit of 

the matter and within twenty (20) days of the meeting must render a written decision to the 

parties. At the time of the meeting both parties shall have an opportunity to present what each 

considers to be pertinent facts.

1 9 1
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AGRICULTURAL DISTRICT PROGRAMS

Agricultural district programs allow farmers to form special areas where commercial 

agriculture is encouraged and protected. Programs are authorized by state legislatures and 

implemented at the local level. Enrollment in agricultural districts is voluntary. In exchange for 

enrollment, farmers receive a package of benefits which varies from state to state. Agricultural BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF

district programs should not be confused with agricultural zoning, which imposes mandatory
AGRICULTURAL 

restrictions on the use of farmland.
DISTRICT PROGRAMS

Sixteen states have enacted agricultural district laws. There are a total of eighteen 

agricultural district laws; Minnesota and Virginia each have two agricultural district programs. 

Provisions vary widely, but most agricultural district laws are intended to be comprehensive 

responses to the challenges facing farmers in developing communities. To maintain a land base 

for agriculture, some agricultural district laws protect farmland from annexation and eminent 

domain. Many laws also require that state agencies limit construction of infrastructure, such as 

roads and sewers, in agricultural districts.

Agricultural district laws help create a more secure climate for agriculture by prevent 

ing local governments from passing laws that restrict farm practices, and by providing 

enhanced protection from private nuisance lawsuits. To reduce the expense of farming where 

land values are high, five programs offer automatic eligibility for differential tax assessment to 

farmers who enroll in agricultural districts. In some states, the laws encourage good local plan 

ning by limiting non-farm development in and around agricultural districts. Three states offer 

eligibility for purchase of agricultural conservation easement programs to ensure that land will 

continue to be available for agriculture.

By providing farmers with an attractive package of incentives for enrolling their land, 

agricultural district laws are intended to promote the retention of large blocks of farmland. 

Table 7.1, p. 198 lists benefits offered by agricultural district programs.

FUNCTIONS AND 

PURPOSES OF 

AGRICULTURAL 

DISTRICT PROGRAMS
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TABLE 7.1: PROVISIONS OF AGRICULTURAL DISTRICT LAWS

PROVISION 

Limitations on use of eminent domain in districts

State agency policies must support farming in districts

Local planning requirement

Limits on non-farm development in districts

Farmers in districts receive extra right-to-farm protection

Limitations on special assessments in districts

Limits on public investment for non-farm development in districts

Agricultural impact statement required for public projects in districts

Farmers in district are automatically eligible for differential assessment

Public utilities exempted from limits on eminent domain

Sound conservation practices required in districts

Limitations on local government's ability to annex land in districts

Farmer in district can recover legal fees if he/she wins nuisance lawsuit

Local governments compensated for taxes reduced by differential assessment

Enrollment in district required to be eligible for PACE

Landowners adjacent to districts must sign agricultural nuisance disclaimer

LESA used to define boundaries of district

Mediation required for land use disputes in district

Local government has right of first refusal to purchase land in districts

Strong sanctions on withdrawal from districts

Land in districts gets priority in water rights allocation

PROGRAMS CALIF. DEL. ILL. |Q\VA 
WITH PROVISION A

3

10 A A A A

10 A A

10 A A

10 A A A

8 A A

7 A   _

6 A

5 A +

5

4

3

3 A A

3 A

3 A

2 A

2 A

2 A

2

2 '.A : ' ;  
1 *

Soil and water conservation cost sharing for farmers in districts 1

Buffer strips required for development adjacent to districts 1 A

No rezoning or major subdivisions allowed in districts

Land use controls on adjacent land must consider districts

Limitations on rate of tax increases

Minimum acreage requirement

1 A

1

1
13 100 200 350 300

X Provision included in law but never implemented
+ Public hearing required for eminent domain in districts
•{• Land enrolled in districts is exempt from all but agricultural property taxes
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KY. MD. MASS. MINN.-STATE MINN.-METRO. N.J. N.Y. N.C. OHIO PA. ! TENN. UTAH VA.-STATE VA.-LOCAL

11 ''S':; .'. . A 'A . A A + A A + : A A

A A A A A A

A A A A A A A A

A A A A A A A A

A A A A A A A

A A A A A A

A A A A A A

';-. : .": :;;,;•": •• A '••".*•• • ,:A ' .' .:' ^
A

A A

A A A

A A A A

250 100 40 500 30 250 250 200 20
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BENEFITS AND

DRAWBACKS OF

AGRICULTURAL

DISTRICT PROGRAMS

BENEFITS

Agricultural district programs are very flexible; benefits and restrictions can be tailored to 

local conditions.

Agricultural districts help stabilize the land base at low public cost.

Agricultural districts provide multiple benefits to farmers, including tax relief, protection 

from local regulation and eligibility for PACE programs. These benefits help support the 

economics of farming.

Agricultural districts provide benefits to farmers and protect large blocks of land. This 

helps create a critical mass of land to keep farming viable.

Enrollment in agricultural districts is voluntary, making the programs popular with farmers. 

DRAWBACKS

Sanctions for withdrawing land from agricultural districts may not be strong enough to 

discourage conversion.

Limits on non-farm development may not prevent expansion of public services such as 

water and sewer lines into agricultural areas. Some agricultural district laws address this 

issue; others do not.

In some states, the benefits provided by agricultural districts are not enough incentive for 

farmers to enroll.

In some states, the procedure for creating agricultural districts is lengthy and complex.
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TRENDS IN 

AGRICULTURAL 

DISTRICT PROGRAMS

BRIEF HISTORY OF AGRICULTURAL DISTRICT PROGRAMS

In 1965, California enacted the California Land Conservation Act to preserve agricul 

tural land and open space and promote efficient urban growth patterns. The Williamson Act, 

as it is commonly known, allows landowners to create "agricultural preserves" by signing 

renewable 10-year contracts with local governments. Landowners agree to restrict use of prop 

erty within the preserves to agriculture or open space for the term of the contract. In return, 

the land is assessed at its agricultural use value 1 . Property tax relief is the primary benefit that 

landowners receive for creating an agricultural preserve, and the Williamson Act is commonly 

classified as a differential assessment program.

New York was the first state to create a comprehensive agricultural district program. 

Article 25 AA of the New York Agriculture and Markets Law was passed in 1971 at the rec 

ommendation of the New York State Commission on the Preservation of Agricultural Land. 

The act made differential assessment available to New York farmers and contained provisions 

that have since been incorporated into other agricultural district laws, including protection 

against unreasonable local regulations, special review of the use of eminent domain and a 

requirement that state agency policies support the continuation of farming in agricultural 

districts.

Between 1971 and 1995, 14 states and one region followed the examples set by 

California and New York. States that have enacted agricultural district laws are shown on the 

map at the beginning of this chapter. Pennsylvania's Agricultural Security Area Law, enacted in 

1981 and modified since, created one of the nation's most effective agricultural district pro 

grams. The law identifies five purposes for the program:

(1) Encourage landowners to make a long-term commitment to agriculture by 

offering them financial incentives and security of land use;

(2) Protect farms from incompatible non-farm use;

(3) Assure permanent conservation of agricultural land to protect the agricultural 

economy;

(4) Provide compensation to landowners for development rights; and

(5) Leverage state funds for the purchase of agricultural conservation easements 

and protect the public investment in easements2 .

Pennsylvania established a foundation for a statewide Purchase of Agricultural 

Conservation Easement program by making enrollment in an agricultural security area a 

condition for PACE eligibility3 . The PACE program itself was not created for several years. 

In 1991, Delaware created an agricultural district program modeled on the Pennsylvania 

program.

2 0 1
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Older agricultural district programs continue to evolve. A 1994 amendment to the 

Williamson Act made it more difficult for local governments to acquire land in agricultural 

preserves for public use. In 1992, amendments to the New York law reconstituted and 

strengthened local agricultural advisory committees, added new right-to-farm protections and 

required local governments to recognize the intent of the agricultural districts law when mak 

ing local land use decisions. The Agricultural Protection Act (APA) amendments also required 

property owners with land enrolled in the program to provide the county with information on 

their farm operations and land.

The New York amendments fundamentally changed both the membership and the 

function of the state's county agricultural district advisory committees. Until 1992, local agri 

cultural district programs were administered by county planning departments and agricultural 

district advisory committees. Committee members were drawn mainly from the agricultural 

community. The primary responsibilities of the advisory committees were to review agricultur 

al districts, both at creation and at eight-year intervals, and advise county legislative bodies 

and planning boards on proposed districts and modifications.

The APA transformed the old agricultural district advisory committees into 

Agricultural and Farmland Protection Boards (AFPBs). Membership was expanded to include 

local government leaders and non-farmers in addition to farmer representatives. Reviewing 

agricultural districts remains one of the boards' primary responsibilities. Additional responsi 

bilities now include the opportunity to comment on "notices of intent" for proposed public 

projects to avoid or minimize adverse farm impacts before public dollars are spent or any land 

is acquired. AFPBs also have the authority to apply for and receive state matching funds to 

develop and implement county agricultural and farmland protection plans.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The extent to which farmers have taken advantage of agricultural district programs 

varies widely from state to state. Twelve states have active programs; the amount of land 

enrolled in agricultural districts in these states is displayed in Table 7.2, p. 203. Although Ohio 

has no systematic method of collecting data on its agricultural districts, a 1995 survey of 63 

counties reported that 2.37 million acres were enrolled in agricultural districts, accounting for 

21.8 percent of the farmland in those counties4 .

Next to California, New York has the largest area of farmland enrolled in agricultural 

districts. Its total number of districts has grown from 19 in 1972 to 411 in 1996, and the total 

amount of land in districts has increased from 171,528 acres in 1972 to nearly 8.5 million 

acres over the 24-year period5 . In 1996, 71 percent of the state's farms were enrolled in the 

program, accounting for 85 percent of New York's farmland6 .

In the seven-county St. Paul-Minneapolis metropolitan area, 193,586 acres were 

enrolled in the Metropolitan Agricultural Preserves program in 1994, representing approxi 

mately 35 percent of land that was certified as eligible for the program 7 . An additional 

152,407 acres in three counties were enrolled in agricultural preserves through the state's 

Agricultural Land Preservation program in 1994.
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TABLE 7.2: LAND ENROLLED IN AGRICULTURAL DISTRICTS

State Area (acres)

California 15,900,00.0

New York 8,480,666

Virginia (state) 629,045

Maryland 277,693

Illinois 104,381

Minnesota: Twin Cities 193,586

Ohio (partial est.) 2,370,000

Pennsylvania 2,441,638

Iowa 453,665

Kentucky 213,440

New Jersey 46,559

Minnesota (state) 152,407

Delaware 30,439

Tennessee 1,927

Year Enacted Figures current 
as of

1965 1996

1971 1996

1977 1995

1977 1995

1979 1995

1980 1994

1982 1996

1981 1995

1982 1994

1982 1995

1983 1995

1984 1995

1991 1995

1995 1996
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CHALLENGES

Other agricultural district programs have been less successful. Massachusetts' pro 

gram, authorized by the Agricultural Incentive Areas Law, has never been implemented. Utah 

enacted an agricultural district law in 1994, but, as of early 1997, there had been few applica 

tions to form districts. Virginia and North Carolina have enabling legislation that allows coun 

ties to create their own agricultural district programs, but neither state keeps records on the 

creation of local agricultural districts or enrollment of land in these programs.

ISSUES TO ADDRESS IN DEVELOPING AN AGRICULTURAL 

DISTRICT PROGRAM

Agricultural district programs are flexible. They can be designed to prevent develop-

ISSUES AND OPTIONS ment of farmland, to provide incentives to keep land in agriculture or simply to address some

of the challenges of farming in urban-influenced areas. How the programs are structured deter 

mines which of these functions they are likely to serve. Legislative issues considered include:

Who will be eligible to enroll land in an agricultural district?

What are the procedures for enrollment?

What are the incentives for enrollment?

What restrictions, if any, are placed on land enrolled in an agricultural district?

How easy - or difficult - is it to withdraw land from an agricultural district?

Who has the authority to terminate agricultural district agreements?

DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF AGRICULTURAL DISTRICT PROGRAMS 

Eligibility for enrollment in agricultural districts

States have established a variety of criteria for local governments to determine eligibil 

ity for enrollment in agricultural districts. New Jersey's State Agricultural Development 

Committee has developed one of the most comprehensive sets, indicating the broad range of 

factors that may be taken into account8 :

1. Agriculture is area's predominant land use;

2. Quality and productivity of agricultural soils in the district;

3. Extent of suburban and conflicting commercial development;

4. Consistency with current and anticipated land use plans and regulations;

5. Agricultural property tax assessment status;

6. Anticipated approvals of non-agricultural development;

7. Accessibility to publicly funded water and sewer systems;
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8. Compatibility with comprehensive and special purpose county and state plans;

9. Proximity to and accessibility from major highways and interchanges;

10. Size of proposed district;

11. Natural and special features of land;

12. Patterns of land ownership;

13. Extent of landowner support;

14. Type and distribution of agriculture; and

15. Extent of participation by landowners in the area.

All programs set minimum sizes for establishing a district, ranging from 20 acres in 

Virginia's county program to 500 acres in the New York state program. In most states, proper 

ty acreages can be combined to qualify. Ohio requires that land enrolled in the program yield a 

minimum yearly gross income of $2,500. Delaware uses a Land Evaluation and Site 

Assessment (LESA) system to evaluate applications. LESA is a numerical system for ranking 
parcels of farmland for fertility and suitability for agricultural production. Parcels must score 

170 or greater on the 300-point LESA scale to be included in an agricultural district.

Minnesota requires agricultural protection zoning as a condition of enrollment in an 

agricultural district. In the St. Paul-Minneapolis metropolitan area, the local government must 

first adopt a comprehensive plan that describes and designates long-term agricultural land, and 

then plan and zone these areas at a density of no more than one residence per 40 acres. Once 

these conditions have been met, land in the area can be certified as eligible for the 

Metropolitan Agricultural Preserves program9 .

Under Minnesota's statewide Agricultural Land Preservation Law, a county must 

develop an agricultural land preservation plan and a set of regulations implementing the plan 

in order to become eligible to create agricultural preserves 10 . The plan must identify land cur 

rently in agricultural use and areas in which development is occurring or likely to occur in the 

next 20 years. It must classify land suitable for long-term agricultural use and take note of its 

current and future development. The county must determine present and future housing needs 

representing a variety of price and rental levels, and identify areas adequate to meet these 

needs. Finally, the agricultural land preservation plan must be integrated with comprehensive 

county and municipal plans.

Regulations implementing the plans must address at least the following elements:

Designation of land suitable for long-term agricultural use and the creation of exclusive 

agricultural use zones, allowing for conditional, compatible uses that do not conflict with 

long-term agricultural use;

Designation of urban expansion zones where limited growth and development may be 

allowed;

Residential density requirements and minimum lot sizes in exclusive agricultural use zones 

and urban expansion zones; and
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Standards and procedures for county decisions on rezoning, subdivision and parcel 

divisions".

Only owners of land that has been designated for exclusive long-term agricultural use under an 

approved agricultural preservation plan may apply for the creation of an agricultural 

preserve 12 .

Enrollment criteria in other states include: viability of farming in and near the pro 

posed district (New York); whether the land is located in an incorporated municipality (Ohio); 

consistency with the statewide agricultural lands preservation strategy (Delaware); compactness 

of district and contiguity of parcels (Illinois); whether the proposed district contains the critical 

mass of farmland needed to ensure continuation of agriculture (Maryland); and the environ 

mental benefits of retaining lands in the district for agricultural and forestry uses (Virginia).

Procedures for Creating Agricultural Districts

Agricultural districts are generally proposed by farmers. Some states have special local 

committees to review farmer petitions for agricultural districts. In Illinois and North Carolina, 

the local government has final authority over the creation of the district. In Maryland and 

New York, a state agricultural agency must approve the local recommendation. Most states 

require that a notice of the proposal to create a district be published in a local newspaper, and 

that local planning agencies review and comment on whether the proposed district is in accor 

dance with relevant plans. Several states call for a public hearing on the proposal before any 

action is taken. Many include the county soil and water conservation district (SWCD) in the 

process. In Kentucky, SWCDs have the final decision-making authority. Several states require 

that the boundaries of the district be recorded, and that the Secretary of Agriculture be given 

formal notice of its creation.

Massachusetts' Agricultural Incentive Areas Law is unique in that it empowers local 

committees to form agricultural districts without the consent of landowners who would be 

affected. This provision may be one of the reasons why the program has never been imple 

mented. New York also has a provision that allows the state Commissioner of Agriculture and 

Markets to create agricultural districts, but as of 1996, no districts had been formed through 

this process.

Incentives for Participation

Each agricultural district law has its own recipe for encouraging farming. Several 

states offer unique benefits to farmers who enroll their land in an agricultural district (see 

Table 7.1, p. 198). North Carolina's Farmland Preservation Enabling Act is slightly different 

from other agricultural district laws. It allows county governments to establish agricultural 

district programs and lists a series of benefits that they may provide; however, the actual provi 

sions of each local program are determined by the county government, not the state.

Property tax relief

All states offer some form of property tax relief to farmers, and several provide addi 

tional tax benefits to farmers who enroll their land in an agricultural district. In California,
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Utah, Virginia and the Twin Cities metropolitan area, farmers who enroll in an agricultural 

district are automatically eligible for differential assessment. Delaware farmers are exempt 

from most local property taxes and the state's realty transfer tax. Agricultural district laws 

in Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, New York, North Carolina, Ohio and Virginia exempt farmers 

from paying special assessments for services that do not directly benefit them.

Minnesota has a differential assessment program known as Green Acres, as well as 

two agricultural district programs. The Metropolitan Agricultural Preserves Program is avail 

able to landowners in seven counties surrounding the Twin Cities of St. Paul and Minneapolis, 

and the Minnesota Agricultural Land Preservation Program offers similar benefits to farmers in 

the rest of the state. Farmers may apply for deferred taxation through Green Acres, or enroll 

their land in a state or Twin Cities metropolitan agricultural preserve. Farmers with land in an 

agricultural preserve receive greater tax savings than owners of land enrolled in Green Acres.

Under Green Acres, all farmland is assessed at its agricultural value, and special 

assessments are deferred. When land is converted to a non-eligible use, the owner is required 

to pay a penalty, plus the sum of all deferred special assessments with interest. Farmers who 

enroll their property in an agricultural preserve, however, do not have to pay back tax savings 

when they withdraw the land from the program. In addition to having their land assessed at 

its agricultural value, farmers in either of the agricultural district programs are eligible for tax 

credits. Under the metropolitan area program, a special tax rate equal to 105 percent of the 

previous year's statewide average tax rate for towns outside the metropolitan area is applied 

to farmland enrolled in an agricultural preserve. If the local tax rate is higher than the special 

tax rate, the farmer receives a property tax credit for the difference. Program participants are 

guaranteed a minimum tax credit of $1.50 per acre per year. Under the state program, farmers 

receive an across-the-board $1.50 per acre property tax credit.

Enrollment patterns in the Twin Cities Metropolitan Agricultural Preserves Program 

in two Minnesota counties suggest that agricultural districts can be a powerful farmland 

protection tool.
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A Tale of Two Counties - Agricultural Districts and Farmland Protection in Anoka and 

Carver Counties, Minnesota13

Most towns in Anoka and Carver Counties, Minn., are within an easy commute to the 

Twin Cities of St. Paul and Minneapolis. Both counties were predominantly rural until 

recently, and both fall within the jurisdiction of the Twin Cities regional government, 

making landowners eligible to participate in the Metropolitan Agricultural Preserves 

Program. Anoka County encompasses approximately 271,350 acres; Carver County is 

slightly smaller at 228,550 acres. There the similarities between the two counties end.

Anoka County lies north of the Twin Cities and to the east of the Mississippi River. Its 

soils are sandy and relatively poor for agriculture, and few commercial farms operate 

in the county. Farms accounted for approximately 23 percent of the county's land base 

in 1992, compared to 73 percent of the land base in Carver County, which is west of 

St. Paul-Minneapolis. The average market value of agricultural products sold per farm 

was $40,826 in Anoka County in 1992, while farmers in Carver County sold an aver 

age of $71,406 in farm products.

Few farmers in Anoka County have created Metropolitan Agricultural Preserves. The 

majority of the county's farmland is enrolled in the state's Green Acres agricultural 

property tax relief program. In Carver County, the pattern of enrollment in the two 

programs is exactly the opposite (see Figure 7.1).

FIGURE 7.1: LAND ENROLLED IN GREEN ACRES AND METROPOLITAN AGRICULTURAL 

PRESERVES PROGRAM, ANOKA AND CARVER COUNTIES, MINN., 1992
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Landowners' choices between enrolling in Green Acres and the Metropolitan 

Agricultural Preserves Program have important implications for farmland protection in 

Anoka and Carver Counties. Planners in Anoka County believe that local farmers are 

more interested in reducing current property tax burdens on their property than in sav 

ing the land for agriculture. They expect development to occur and are therefore 

unwilling to support the agricultural protection zoning required by the Metropolitan 

Agricultural Preserves Program. There is no comprehensive farmland protection pro 

gram in Anoka County, and only 4,226 acres were certified as eligible for enrollment in 

the Metropolitan Agricultural Preserves Program in 1994.

In Carver County, on the other hand, landowners' interest in the tax benefits and pro 

tection offered by the Metropolitan Agricultural Preserves Program has resulted in 

planning that supports agriculture. Zoning in rural areas allows one house per 40 

acres, and no more than two acres of prime agricultural land per parcel may be used 

for residential development. In 1994, 223,879 acres were certified as eligible to enroll 

in the Metropolitan Agricultural Preserves Program.

Between 1983 and 1993, 573 residential building permits were approved within unin 

corporated areas of Carver County. In Anoka County, which is 15.7 percent larger 

than Carver County, 1,758 building permits were approved during the same period (see 

Figure 7.2). While other factors may account for some of the difference in development 

patterns between the two counties, it appears that the Metropolitan Agricultural 

Preserves Program is working to protect valuable agricultural land in Carver County.

FIGURE 7.2: RESIDENTIAL BUILDING PERMITS APPROVED FOR UNINCORPORATED AREAS OF 

ANOKA AND CARVER COUNTIES, MINN., 1983-1993
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Right-to-farm provisions and nuisance lawsuit protection

While all states have at least one right-to-farm law, agricultural district laws in some 

states expand the scope of protection for farmers. In New York, farmers with land enrolled in 

agricultural districts are protected from unreasonable local regulations. New York's 1992 

APA provided farmers with a new process to defend themselves against complaints. The 

law allows farmers with land enrolled in agricultural districts to request an opinion by the 

Commissioner of Agriculture and Markets as to whether a particular agricultural practice is 

"sound," and states that the activity shall not constitute a private nuisance if the commissioner 

issues a positive opinion. Sound agricultural practices refer to "those practices necessary for 

the on-farm production, preparation and marketing of agricultural commodities," including 

operation of farm equipment, proper use of agricultural chemicals and construction and use of 

farm structures.

In evaluating whether an agricultural practice is sound, staff from the New York 

Department of Agriculture and Markets visit the farm property and consult appropriate state 

agencies, the New York State College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, the USDA Natural 

Resources Conservation Service and any guidelines recommended by the advisory council on 

agriculture. One of the first challenges to a sound agricultural practices determination was 

rejected in a 1996 court decision. A local citizens' group filed suit against the state 

Commissioner of Agriculture and Markets to nullify an opinion that a hog farm was using 

sound agricultural practices. A New York State Supreme Court judge ruled in favor of the 

state, noting the commissioner had "fully assessed these practices, conducted analysis and 

made a rational decision 14 ."

Iowa's agricultural district law, enacted in 1982, included some of the strongest right- 

to-farm provisions in the nation. Farms located in an "agricultural area" were protected from 

nuisance complaints regardless of their date of establishment. A new right-to-farm law enacted 

in 1995 extended this provision to all livestock farms. This change does not appear to have 

diminished the popularity of Iowa's agricultural areas. According to Christina Gault, an attor 

ney with the Iowa Farm Bureau, approximately 25 new agricultural areas have been formed 

since the change. "As far as defense against nuisance," reflects Gault, "it's good to have more 

than one option 15 ."

If an Iowa court determines that a nuisance claim filed against a farmer in an agricul 

tural area is frivolous, the person bringing the lawsuit is required to pay the farmer's legal fees. 

Agricultural district laws in New York and Delaware contain similar provisions. The Iowa law 

also provides that "a person shall not bring an action or proceeding based on a claim of nui 

sance arising from a farm operation unless the person [first] proceeds with mediation." 

Mediation is also required for nuisance complaints in New Jersey's agricultural districts. 

Agricultural district laws in Delaware, Illinois, Minnesota, New York, Pennsylvania, Utah and 

Virginia prevent local governments from enacting ordinances that restrict farming practices, 

unless regulation is necessary to protect public health and safety.
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Planning and policies to support agriculture 

State agency policies

Agricultural district laws in Illinois, Iowa, Kentucky, Minnesota, New Jersey, New 

York, Pennsylvania, Utah and Virginia require that state agency policies support the continua 

tion of farming in agricultural districts. It is unclear to what extent this provision has been 

implemented.

Local decision-making

Iowa's Agricultural Areas Act requires county commissions to prepare a land use plan 

for unincorporated areas. The plans must include, among other elements:

methods of preserving agricultural lands for agricultural production; 

methods of encouraging the voluntary formation of agricultural areas by the 

owners of farmland; and

methods of considering the platting of subdivisions and its effect upon the 

availability of farmland.

New York requires local planning and land use decision-making to recognize the poli 

cy and goals of the agricultural district law. At the local and county levels, applications for spe 

cial use permits, site plan approvals, use variances and subdivision approvals requiring munici 

pal review and endorsement also require an agricultural data statement if they occur on a 

property within an agricultural district containing a farm operation, or on property with 

boundaries within 500 feet of a farm operation located in an agricultural district. In these 

cases, the reviewing board must evaluate the statement and consider the possible impact of the 

proposed project on the functioning of farm operations.

The municipality must notify the owners of farmland identified in the agricultural 

data statement of the planned action and give them the opportunity to comment on the effect 

of any proposed change on their farm operation. In addition, the municipality's review board 

is required to evaluate the possible impact of the proposed project so that local land use deci 

sions are not at cross purposes with the policy and goals of the agricultural districts law. On 

paper, this would seem to be an important feature of the law, because it goes beyond a simple 

requirement that local ordinances be consistent with state policy on agricultural protection; 

county and municipal land use laws must also be applied in a way that upholds the purposes 

of the agricultural districts law. However, critics complain that the provision has no teeth, 

because in practice the boards are not obligated to modify their actions based on their 

findings 16 .

Since 1992, New York's county AFPBs have taken an active role in planning for agri 

culture. The boards may apply for up to $50,000 in state funds to pay for up to 50 percent of 

the cost of preparing a plan. At least a third of the counties in the state have completed or are 

in the process of developing plans, which have focused on education, agricultural development 

and land protection. In 1996, implementation funding for farmland protection was made avail 

able for counties and towns with agricultural and farmland protection plans. Implementation 

grant requests must also be made or endorsed by AFPBs.
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Washington County, N.Y., was one of the first in the state to develop an agricultural 

and farmland protection plan. Planning took more than two years and involved volunteers and 

staff from several agencies and organizations. Results of the process have included:

Approval from the County Board of Supervisors;

A new video slide presentation entitled "Agriculture, A Key to Economic Success";

Outreach, media and special events that increased public awareness of and 

appreciation for agriculture;

A new partnership between the AFPB and a local land trust, with the goal of 

conserving farmland; and

State implementation funding to purchase a conservation easement as a 

demonstration of PACE.

Orange County offers another example of how planning and implementation grants 

have jump-started county agricultural and farmland protection initiatives in New York. Acting 

on one of the recommendations made in the agricultural and farmland protection plan, the 
AFPB secured funding from the Chamber of Commerce and Farm Bureau to create a new 

agricultural economic development director position. The director helped Orange County 

coordinate and package grant applications in a timely manner. As a result, Orange County 

was awarded a large chunk of the first round of farmland protection implementation funds.

Limits on annexation and use of eminent domain

Kentucky prohibits municipal annexation of land in agricultural districts. New Jersey's 

agricultural district law states:

...no public body shall exercise the power of eminent domain for the acquisition 

of land in a municipally approved program...nor shall any public body advance a 
grant, loan, interest subsidy or other funds within a municipally approved pro 

gram...for the construction of dwellings, commercial facilities, transportation 

facilities or water or sewer facilities to serve non-farm structures unless the 

Governor declares that the action is necessary for the public health, safety 

and welfare and that there is no immediately apparent feasible alternative.

Several other states place strict limits on the use of eminent domain within agricultural 

districts, and require public notice, comment and hearings before any land is taken. In 

Pennsylvania, state agencies, local governments and public utilities that wish to acquire land 

in an agricultural district by eminent domain must first receive approval from the state 

Agricultural Lands Condemnation Approval Board.

Agricultural nuisance notice

In Delaware, developers of subdivisions within 300 feet of an agricultural district are 

required to attach a notice to the deeds of new homes to warn buyers that they may experience 

noise, odors and other inconveniences from nearby farming operations. North Carolina and 

New York agricultural district laws contain similar provisions.
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Eligibility for Purchase of Agricultural Conservation Easement Programs

Maryland was the first jurisdiction to make enrollment in an agricultural district a 

requirement for eligibility to sell an agricultural conservation easement to the state. 

Pennsylvania included the same condition in its agricultural district law in 1981, seven years 

before state funding for PACE became available. The incentives offered by the law helped 

prevent conversion of farmland until the state could buy easements. Delaware's law contains 

a similar provision.

Other benefits

In New Jersey, farmers who enroll their land in an "agricultural development area" 

are eligible to receive grants for soil and water conservation projects. According to Don 

Applegate, former director of New Jersey's farmland preservation program, this provision is 

the strongest incentive for farmers to enroll their land in agricultural districts. Between 1983 

and 1995, the state spent more than $2.6 million on conservation projects in agricultural 

districts. The New Jersey law also exempts farmers in agricultural districts from emergency 

restrictions on water and energy use. Iowa's agricultural district law contains a similar 

provision.

Farmers in Delaware's agricultural districts are exempt from state inheritance taxes. 

Delaware is the only state that offers relief from such taxes as a farmland protection strategy.

Restrictions on Non-Agricultural Uses

Several states, including Kentucky, Pennsylvania, New York and Tennessee, place no 

restrictions on non-farm land uses in agricultural districts. In Iowa, county boards of supervi 

sors may permit non-agricultural uses after finding that:

1. the proposed use is not inconsistent with the purposes of the Agricultural 

Areas Act;

2. the use would not interfere seriously with farm operations in the area; and

3. the use would not materially alter the stability of the overall land use pattern 

in the area.

Delaware, Maryland, Minnesota, New Jersey and Ohio require landowners to sign 

agreements limiting the land to agricultural use. These agreements have varying provisions and 

terms, ranging from five years in Ohio to 10 years in Delaware. Maryland and Delaware 

impose civil penalties for violations of the agreement; other states simply collect deferred taxes 

plus interest if land is converted. Delaware prohibits rezoning and major subdivision of land 

within agricultural districts for the term of the agreement.

Provisions for Review and Withdrawal

In Virginia, land in enrolled in agricultural districts may be withdrawn at any time for 

"good and reasonable cause." Other states, however, impose limits on withdrawal. In Iowa, 

landowners may petition for withdrawal at any time after three years. After six years, they 

may withdraw by filing a notice. In New Jersey, withdrawal is allowed in cases of death,
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illness, serious hardship or bankruptcy; otherwise, landowners must wait until the end of the 

eight-year term to file a notice of withdrawal. In Delaware, farmers must file a notice to with 

draw six months before the end of the 10-year term. Without such notice, their land is auto 

matically re-enrolled for successive five-year periods.

In Illinois, landowners who wish to withdraw their land from an agricultural area 

must submit a petition to the county board. The petition must indicate the proposed use of 

the land and explain the necessity for conversion and why land outside the area would not be 

suitable for any non-farm uses. The county is required to hold a public hearing before making 

a decision on petitions for withdrawal. If fewer than 350 acres remain in an agricultural area 

after land is withdrawn, the area is automatically dissolved. Ten years after the date of creation 

of an agricultural area, two-thirds of the landowners in the area may submit a petition to 

dissolve it.

Several states, including New York, Kentucky and Maryland, require local govern 

ments to conduct periodic reviews of agricultural districts. The districts may be modified or 

terminated if they are no longer serving the purpose for which they were established.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN

AGRICULTURAL DISTRICT

PROGRAMS AND OTHER

FARMLAND PROTECTION

STRATEGIES

Agricultural district programs in 16 states combine many of the elements of other 

farmland protection strategies: property tax relief, right-to-farm protection and protection 

from local ordinances, planning and zoning for agriculture, and eligibility for purchase of agri 

cultural conservation easement programs. In many cases, agricultural districts seem to increase 

the effectiveness of these other farmland protection techniques.

AGRICULTURAL DISTRICTS AND AGRICULTURAL TAX PROGRAMS

In Minnesota, farmers with land in agricultural districts get more substantial tax bene 

fits than farmers who simply enroll in the state differential assessment program. The program 

thus targets tax benefits to the farmers who are most committed to keeping their land in farm 

ing. Provisions that limit special assessments on land enrolled in agricultural districts achieve a 

similar purpose.

Two states have other farmland protection programs that resemble agricultural dis 

tricts. Wisconsin's circuit-breaker income tax credit program creates incentives for local gov 

ernments to plan and zone land for commercial farming. Farmers become eligible to receive 

income tax credits based on their local property taxes when their local government prepares a 

farmland protection plan and enacts agricultural protection zoning. In Michigan, farmland 

owners must place temporary easements on their land to become eligible to receive circuit- 

breaker income tax credits. The Michigan legislature was also considering a separate agricul 

tural district law in 1997.
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AGRICULTURAL DISTRICTS AND AGRICULTURAL PROTECTION ZONING

Minnesota is the only state that requires APZ as a condition of enrollment in an 

agricultural district, but several states supplement the protection provided by agricultural 

districts with strong zoning ordinances. APZ is common in Illinois, Iowa, Maryland, 

Minnesota and Pennsylvania. Several county zoning ordinances in Iowa refer to the state's 

agricultural district law as a mandate to protect farmland.

AGRICULTURAL DISTRICTS AND PURCHASE OF AGRICULTURAL CONSERVATION 

EASEMENT PROGRAMS

In Delaware, Maryland and Pennsylvania, farmers who want to sell an agricultural 

conservation easement through the state program must first enroll their land in an agricultural 

district. One function of this provision has been to establish a sort of "waiting section" for 

PACE applicants. It helps stabilize land uses adjacent to protected farms. The requirement also 

leverages PACE funding; Maryland has more than four times as much land in agricultural 

districts as is protected by permanent easements. A 1994 survey of 147 farmers with land 

enrolled in agricultural security areas in Chester County, Pa., found that 31 percent of respon 

dents had applied to the PACE program 17 . In Ohio, North Carolina, Tennessee and Utah, 

agricultural district programs may be a first step toward building support for PACE.

AGRICULTURAL DISTRICTS AND TRANSFER OF DEVELOPMENT RIGHTS

Calvert County, Md., has its own independent agricultural district program. In 1978, 

county commissioners approved both an agricultural district and a transfer of development 

rights ordinance. To sell development rights, farmers were required to enroll their land in an 

agricultural district. This provision has achieved the same purpose as the state requirement for 

PACE eligibility. Calvert County has protected approximately 7,700 acres through TDR, more 

than any other jurisdiction in the nation except nearby Montgomery County.

In 1968, the New York Commission on the Preservation of Agricultural Land report 

ed that "the problem of preserving agriculture is a problem of preserving farmland 18 ." 

Agriculture is an industry that relies on favorable social and economic conditions to maintain 

profitability. State and local policy-makers who are considering enactment or amendment of an 

agricultural district law are faced with a dilemma. If there are few restrictions on development OBSERVATIONS 

and on withdrawing land from a district, the program gives little assurance that it will actually 

protect farmland from conversion to other uses. If there are substantial requirements for 

enrollment, such as agricultural zoning, or limitations on withdrawal, such as a long waiting 

period, farmers may not enroll. Most legislatures have resolved this paradox in favor of rela 

tively few land use restrictions and weak limits on withdrawal.

Agricultural district laws employ a variety of techniques to support farming. This 

pro-farming orientation has made agricultural districts popular with farmers and farm 

advocacy organizations. Many farmers prefer agricultural districts to agricultural zoning 

because enrollment in an agricultural district is voluntary, provides benefits in exchange for
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restrictions, and protects equity. Pat Hooker, deputy director of government relations for the 

New York Farm Bureau, emphasizes the importance of the state's agricultural district program 

to farmers. "Support for it is universal," he maintains, noting that the organization's policy 

statement always reinforces support for the agricultural district law 19 . Dr. Bob Somers, chief 

of the Agricultural Protection Unit of the New York Department of Agriculture and Markets, 

believes that the agricultural district law helps maintain agricultural communities by giving 

farmers the security that there will be other farms in the area to support agricultural service 

businesses. "It helps maintain critical mass," he asserts20 .

Yet even in New York, farmers are concluding that districts are not sufficient to pro 

tect farmland from development. Somers insists that the agricultural district law is not a farm 

land protection program. "It allows farmers to continue farming," he explains. "It doesn't 

address the resource21 ." Pat Hooker agrees. He notes that a growing number of farm bureau 

members believe that the law should be more protective of farmland. "It's a good start," these 

farmers tell him, "but it's not enough." Hooker believes that support for a state-sponsored 

PACE program is increasing among New York farmers22 .

In 1996, the New York legislature appropriated $3.75 million in funding for AFPBs 

to implement their plans. Some of these funds are being used to purchase agricultural conser 

vation easements. New York voters also approved a $1.75 billion environmental bond act in 

1996; $150 million will be dedicated to acquiring open space and protecting farmland. New 

York's 25-year experience with agricultural districts suggests the need for state and local 

governments to employ comprehensive farmland protection strategies that encompass a wide 

range of techniques.

For more information on farmland protection, contact the Farmland Information Center 

at http://www.farmlandinfo.org or call (413) 586-4593.
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PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER

The experiences of state and local farmland protection programs can serve as a guide 

for communities that are just beginning to address the challenges of sustaining agriculture in 

urban-influenced areas. Managers of existing farmland protection programs can also gain

insight and ideas from a review of strategies used in other areas. The following case studies INTRODUCTION 

describe farmland protection programs in California, Maryland and Washington. California 

and Maryland were the first states to design comprehensive solutions to the problems facing 

farmers in developing communities, beginning in the 1950s and 1960s. In Washington, county 

governments began creating comprehensive plans, agricultural protection zoning ordinances 

and purchase of agricultural conservation easement programs in the 1970s, at a time when few 

local communities recognized the need to protect farmland.

The case studies show how government officials, planners, farmers and ranchers, 

conservationists and other citizens worked together to protect farmland and improve farm 

profitability in the three states and 12 counties Marin, Napa, Sonoma and Solano counties in 

California; Carroll, Montgomery, Howard, Baltimore and Harford counties in Maryland; and 

King, Thurston and Walla Walla counties in Washington. Some of these counties were farm 

land protection pioneers; others were chosen because their programs are unique and successful. 

All of the case studies show how communities can combine regulatory and incentive-based 

approaches to meet the challenges of farming on the edge. They also demonstrate how state 

governments can facilitate local efforts to protect farmland, and how local farmland protection 

programs can complement state strategies.

OVERVIEW OF FARMLAND PROTECTION STRATEGIES IN CALIFORNIA, MARYLAND AND 

WASHINGTON

Washington and Maryland have growth management laws, and California has a law 

that achieves similar purposes. Washington state's growth management legislation requires 

local governments to inventory important agricultural land and directs fast-growing jurisdic 

tions to prepare detailed comprehensive plans. These requirements built a foundation for local 

farmland protection programs. Growth management legislation in Maryland outlines a set of 

goals to guide local planning into the next century. The law directs communities to develop 

comprehensive plans that will prevent sprawl and protect natural resources. In California, 

Local Agency Formation Commissions established by state law have helped prevent the 

annexation of prime farmland to cities.

Comprehensive planning is an important component of farmland protection programs 

in all the counties studied. In Montgomery and Baltimore counties, comprehensive plans pre 

pared in the 1960s established a vision of the future that included a place for agriculture and 

directed the county governments to develop policies to protect farmland. In 1989, amendments 

to Sonoma County's General Plan initiated new zoning and marketing programs to support 

agriculture. Farmers in Walla Walla County have used sections of the county comprehensive 

plan as evidence in a court battle against a proposed subdivision on agricultural land.

Most of the counties studied have adopted some form of agricultural protection zon 

ing. Napa County created its first agricultural zone in 1968, which called for a minimum lot 

size of 20 acres. The county has increased minimum lot sizes and expanded agricultural zoning
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several times in the past 25 years. Carroll County created a 184,000-acre agricultural zone that 

encompassed 64 percent of its land base and limited development to one house per 20 acres. 

Thurston County downzoned approximately 13,000 acres of agricultural land as an emergency 

action to prevent imminent development during the early 1990s.

All three case study states began their farmland protection efforts by providing tax 

relief to owners of agricultural land. Maryland created the nation's first differential assessment 

program in 1956. California's Williamson Act offered tax relief to farmers beginning in 1965 

and Washington enacted a differential assessment law in 1970. Harford and Howard Counties 

offer additional tax benefits to landowners who enroll land in an agricultural district or who 

sell agricultural conservation easements.

Maryland passed legislation to create a PACE program in 1977. The five Maryland 

case study counties participate in the state program, and all but Baltimore County have pur 

chased easements on farmland through independent county PACE programs. King County, 

Wash., created its PACE program in 1979. More than 15 years later, planners in neighboring 

Thurston County used the lessons from King County to develop their own program. A 

California bond initiative provided some local funding for programs in the late 1980s and the 

state enacted PACE legislation in 1995. Sonoma County has its own program; Marin County 

funds a program administered by a nonprofit land trust and the Solano County city of Fairfield 

created a unique program to purchase easements in 1986.

Several of the counties profiled in this chapter have experimented with transfer of 

development rights programs, with varying degrees of success. Montgomery County has pro 

tected more land through transfer of development rights than any other jurisdiction in the 

nation. Marin County enacted a TDK ordinance in the 1980s but has protected only 660 acres 

using this technique to date. Thurston County created a complex regional TDK program in 1996.

Maryland, California and Washington all have right-to-farm legislation that provides 

farmers with limited protection from lawsuits. Napa, Solano, Sonoma and Walla Walla coun 

ties have also enacted local right-to-farm ordinances.

All of the Maryland counties studied have land enrolled in agricultural districts, and 

the four California counties in the case study have formed agricultural preserves under the 

Williamson Act. Maryland's agricultural district law offers eligibility for the state PACE pro 

gram as a benefit of enrolling land in an agricultural district and agreeing not to develop the 

property for a term of five years.

Policymakers in many of the counties have recognized that protecting the land base 

is only one element of a comprehensive effort to address the challenges of farming on the 

urban edge. County governments in Montgomery, Howard, Harford and Sonoma counties 

have created programs to promote and market local farm products and services. King County 

is home to Pike Place Market, one of the nation's oldest and most successful public markets. 

A campaign to preserve and restore the market was one of the motivating forces behind the 

movement to protect the county's farmland.
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PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER

CASE STUDIES ARE EXAMPLES, NOT BLUEPRINTS

The following case studies provide a dynamic picture of how state and local govern 

ments, working together and using both regulatory and incentive-based strategies, can protect 

the land base and build a secure future for agriculture. It is important to remember, however, 

that there is no one "off-the-shelf" model farmland protection program. Nor is there one 

"right" way to implement a particular farmland protection technique. Agriculture is an indus 

try shaped by local conditions and the issues facing farmers and ranchers change from state to 

state, region to region, and community to community. The selection, creation and implementa 

tion of a strategy, technique or program to protect agricultural land must be driven by the 

needs and circumstances of real people, places and problems. There is no wrong answer as 

long as the answer works.

2 2 1
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CALIFORNIA CASE STUDY

California's mediterranean climate and thousands of acres of unique and nutrient-rich 

soils create ideal growing conditions for more than 250 different crops and livestock, including 

some that are not produced commercially anywhere else in the country. As a result, 

California's agricultural industry plays a critical role in the state, national and world 

economies. It employs more than 500,000 people directly and boosts the gross state product. 

In 1995, the state's agricultural industry showed cash sales receipts of $22 billion. Agriculture- 

related industries, such as processing and packaging, generate about $70 billion for 

California's economy each year 1 , and employ approximately 260,000 people2 .

STATE AND COUNTY 

FARMLAND PROTECTION 

PROGRAMS IN 

CALIFORNIA

Since 1947, California has been the nation's number-one ranking agricultural state. 

It produces 55 percent of the fruits, vegetables and nuts and 25 percent of all table food con 

sumed in the country. Nearly 10 percent of all U.S. farm exports come from California.

The temperate climate that is so conducive to agriculture also makes California one of 

the most attractive places to live in the United States. Between 1940 and 1990, the state's pop 

ulation more than quadrupled, growing from seven million to 30 million. This number is 

expected to double within the next 50 years, making California one of the most populated and 

fastest growing states in the nation3 .

The result is a tug of war over much of the state's 23 million acres of agricultural 

land, 18 percent of which is classified as prime. On one end of the rope are people, mostly 

farmers, fighting to retain the land for agricultural use. On the other end are people who want 

to use agricultural land to build houses and businesses for the streams of newcomers to the 

state. Three of California's most productive farming regions the Central Valley, Imperial 

Valley and Coastal Valleys are among the 20 areas in the nation most threatened by 

development pressure4 .

STATE FARMLAND PROTECTION PROGRAMS 

Tax Incentives: The Williamson Act

Recognizing these development pressures, California has implemented a variety of 

incentive-based programs, regulations and funding measures to protect the state's agricultural 

industry and its land base. In 1965, the state legislature approved the California Land 

Conservation Act. The legislation, commonly known as the Williamson Act, created a program 

that offers tax relief to landowners who agree to sign 10-year contracts restricting the use of 

their land to agricultural or open space uses. Landowners who sign contracts are taxed prefer 

entially, based on the agricultural value of their land. The state then reimburses counties with 

Williamson Act acreage for approximately one-third of the total property taxes lost. The pro 

gram was created in response to high, speculation-driven land taxes spurred by California's 

rapid population growth after World War II.

The amount of acreage enrolled in the Williamson Act program peaked at 16.2 mil 

lion in 1980-81 and has fluctuated between 15 million and 15.8 million since then. As of 

1995, half of the state's agricultural land was enrolled in the program and more than 70 per 

cent of the state's estimated acreage of prime farmland was under contract.
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Proposition 13 offers tax relief to farmland owners, although it was not specifically 

targeted to the farming community. Prop 13, approved by the state's voters in 1978, limits ad 

valorem property taxes to 1 percent of the assessed property value.

State funding for land protection

In addition to tax relief, the state has taken several other steps to protect agricultural 

land. In 1984, the legislature approved the California Park and Recreational Facilities Act, 

which earmarked $50 million for the California State Coastal Conservancy's Agricultural Land 

Preservation Program. The conservancy was created by the legislature in 1976 to enhance, pro 

tect and restore the resources of the state's coastal zone, particularly the agricultural resources. 

The $50 million was used by the conservancy, as well as by local public agencies and nonprofit 

organizations, primarily to acquire conservation easements or land.

Another substantial source of funding came in 1988, when state voters approved a 

$776 million general bond initiative called the California Wildlife, Coastal and Parkland 

Initiative. Commonly referred to as Proposition 70, the initiative provides funding for protect 

ing parkland, wildlife and agricultural land; $53 million was earmarked for the protection of 

agricultural land. Farmland protection funding was divided among seven counties. The 

California Coastal Conservancy received $15 million, which it used to buy easements on or 

title to 7,000 acres of agricultural land in the state's coastal counties.

The Mello-Roos Community Facilities Act

The Mello-Roos Community Facilities Act of 1982 enables local governments to cre 

ate community facilities districts to finance the creation and protection of parks, parkways and 

open space. Because farmland has been included in the legal definition of open space, revenues 
also may be raised for farmland protection. The districts are funded by tax revenues paid by 

people living within the districts. The legislation provides local governments with great flexibil 

ity in how to apportion and assess special taxes, although it prohibits taxes based on the 

assessed value of real property. It is usually based on the density of development, square 

footage of construction or flat acreage charges. The districts may issue revenue bonds based on 
the guaranteed income from these assessments 5 .

Controlling urbanization through Local Agency Formation Commissions

In 1963, California enacted legislation allowing for the formation of Local Agency 

Formation Commissions (LAFCOs) in each of the state's counties except San Francisco. The 

legislation came in response to the post-World War II development boom, which resulted in 

exorbitant costs associated with expanding infrastructure and the rapid conversion of agricul 

tural land to nonagricultural use. Each LAFCO is made up of two city council members, two 

members of the county Board of Supervisors and a member of the public selected by the other 

members. A county employee (usually the planning director) acts as the executive officer.

The goal of LAFCOs is to contain growth to areas in and around cities. In 1985, the 
Cortese/Knox Local Government Reorganization Act reiterated the state's intent for LAFCOs 

to have as one of their primary functions the protection of California's farmland and open 

space resources. To accomplish this goal, LAFCOs are given the authority to approve or deny 
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city requests to incorporate and annex land. They may also establish and modify "sphere of 

influence" boundaries, which are the lines around cities that represent the point beyond which 

urban development may not occur. Because LAFCOs develop their own policies, their effective 

ness varies. The Marin County LAFCO has the most stringent policies regarding the annexa 

tion of agricultural land of any LAFCO in the state. Solano County's policies are more vague, 

and its LAFCO has been relatively lax in rejecting proposals to annex prime agricultural land 

or expand spheres of influence into agricultural areas.

Urban growth boundaries

The effectiveness of LAFCOs also is limited by the fact that their decisions are tempo 

rary. Policies and sphere of influence boundaries can be changed by one vote of the LAFCO. 

The nonprofit Greenbelt Alliance is thus promoting another approach to controlling urban 

sprawl. Since the organization opened its first North Bay office in 1995, it has urged city coun 

cils to adopt 20-year urban growth boundaries and ratify them at the ballot box.

A UGB is a line drawn on a city's land use map that represents the point beyond 

which urban development is prohibited. Usually, land within the line is reserved for housing, 

businesses and city parks, while land outside the boundary is designated for agriculture, recre 

ation and natural resource protection. By separating agricultural land from developable land, 

UGBs can lower the price of agricultural land. They are functionally similar to LAFCO spheres 

of influence, but they have a 20-year lifetime and can be changed only by popular vote. In 

1996, four cities in Sonoma County voted to create UGBs.

LOCAL FARMLAND PROTECTION PROGRAMS: THE NORTH BAY REGION

While UGBs, LAFCOs, the Mello-Roos Act, state PACE funding and the Williamson 

Act are helpful in protecting the state's agricultural land in general, they are most effective 

when used in conjunction with initiatives implemented at the local level. Napa and Marin 

counties, located just north of San Francisco, were two of the first counties in the state to use 

agricultural protection zoning to prevent farmland conversion. Local officials and citizens in 

the North Bay region, which includes Sonoma and Solano counties as well as Napa and Marin, 

have developed some of the nation's most innovative farmland protection programs.

Local initiatives used in the North Bay counties include APZ, caps on development, 

voter approval for zoning amendments, tax sharing, using sales tax revenues to purchase agri 

cultural conservation easements, and marketing programs. The initiatives vary from county to 

county because, despite their similar development pressures and proximity to one another, each 

jurisdiction acts independently.

One exception is a joint effort to protect the coastal dairy industries in Marin and 

Sonoma counties. As the Agricultural Element of Marin's general plan states, "Any discussion 

of agriculture in Marin County is incomplete without a recognition of its relationship to agri 

culture in Sonoma County." A joint approach is necessary because most of the agricultural 

support services that used to exist in Marin have relocated to Sonoma, where the agricultural 

industry as a whole is stronger. California Gold Dairy Products, the major point of delivery for 

local milk, is located in the Sonoma County city of Petaluma. The region's only slaughterhouse 

also is located in Petaluma and many Marin County dairies import hay and grain from

Sonoma.
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FARMLAND PROTECTION 

IN MARIN COUNTY

INTRODUCTION

Marin County's famed rainy and foggy weather provides ideal conditions for grazing. 

Miles of open rangeland, combined with easy access to food markets in neighboring San 

Francisco, made Marin northern California's leading dairy county for much of the 20th century.

The industry began losing ground in the 1960s. The number of dairies decreased from 

150 to fewer than 100, as the result of several factors. For one, federal and state water projects 

were implemented in the state's Central Valley, eventually making it more attractive than 

Marin for dairy farming. At the same time, the county began feeling significant development 

pressures from San Francisco, which was beginning to outgrow itself.

Marin agriculture took its biggest hit in the 1970s, when the federal government pur 

chased 90,000 acres of shoreline property in West Marin, much of which was used for dairy 

farming. The land was converted to two federal parks: Point Reyes National Seashore and 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area.

The impact of the change in land use was not felt until after the parks opened in 

1972. The parks were supposed to attract visitors and had long been promoted by county con- 

servationists as an alternative to development. But nobody had prepared for the onslaught of 

people who would want to stay in Marin for a day or even a lifetime. West Marin, which had 

been a virtual secret to all but the dairy farmers who dominated the area, became a hot spot 

for San Francisco residents looking for a permanent or temporary respite from the city. Homes 

and businesses were built on the outskirts of the park to cater to the needs of visitors and new 

comers. One proposed development would have led to 41,000 homes being built on 51,000 

acres. It was rejected by the Board of Supervisors. The demand for property in Marin County 

increased so rapidly that the price for one acre of land near the park climbed from $100 to 

$700 per acre just after the park opened 6 .

At this point, the viability of the county's dairies was in question. Not only were dairy 

farms closing, but the support services for the agricultural industry began to relocate to other 

counties. This decline created concern throughout the county. For farmers in West Marin, the 

loss of farms and agricultural land represented a threat to their livelihood. Non-farmers in the 

relatively cramped quarters of East Marin were concerned that the failure of dairy farms 

would result in loss of open space. Both sides wanted to ensure the future of agriculture in 

their county, but with no incentives or techniques in place to do so, uncertainty prevailed.

TECHNIQUES AND STRATEGIES 

Comprehensive planning

In 1973, when the loss of farmland had become a crisis in this conservation-oriented 

county, the Board of Supervisors adopted the Marin Countywide Plan. The plan's Agriculture 

Element is designed to "...enhance, promote and protect agricultural land uses and the agricul 

tural industry in Marin County." It does so, in part, by dividing the county into three corri 

dors: The City-Centered Corridor on the eastern side of the county, the Inland Rural Corridor 

in the middle of the county and the Coastal Recreation Corridor along the western side. 

Agricultural uses take high priority in the Inland Rural and Coastal Recreation corridors.
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Agricultural protection zoning

The Marin County zoning ordinance was amended in 1973 to implement the new 

plan, and has been modified several times since then. It establishes seven agricultural zoning 

districts. Densities for properties in each district are assigned on the county's zoning map. On 

90 percent of the land within these districts, the maximum density and/or minimum lot size is 

one house per 60 acres. Prior to 1973, the minimum lot size in most of the county was one 

acre. The agricultural zoning districts are:

TABLE 8.1: AGRICULTURAL ZONING DISTRICTS, MARIN COUNTY

District Minimum lot size range Maximum density range

A (Agriculture) 30-60 acres'

A2 (Limited Agricultural) 6,000 square feet to 2 acres

R-A (Suburban
Agricultural)

6,000 square feet to 1 acre

ARP (Agricultural
Residential Planned)

1 residential unit 
per 2 to 60 acres

C-R-A (Coastal,
Residential 
Agricultural)

6,000 square feet to 1 acre

C-ARP (Coastal
Agricultural 
Residential Planned)

1 residential unit 
per 2 to 60 acres

C-APZ (Coastal,
Agricultural 
Production Zone)

1 residential unit 
per 60 acres

The most stringent agricultural zoning is in the C-APZ and C-ARP districts, which 

combine new requirements with restrictions that also apply to other districts. Master plans are 

required for principal permitted uses in the A, ARP, C-APZ and C-ARP districts, and clustering 

is mandatory. Permanent conservation easements must be established over the non-developed 

portion of the property. Agricultural management plans are required in the ARP, C-APZ and 

C-ARP districts. There are stringent design and development standards for the C-APZ and C- 

ARP districts. Transfer of development rights is allowed in the ARP and C-APZ zones, but the 

technique has not been used widely.

*In this district, as in all the districts, properties are assigned densities on the zoning map. Therefore, a range of 
densities may exist.
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Most farmers were opposed to the zoning when it was first implemented. They 

believed their property rights were taken when the federal government used eminent domain to 

acquire farmland for the coastal parks. While farmers were allowed to lease their old pasture 

back from the government and continue grazing cattle in the parks, they no longer controlled 

the land. Erosion regulations and grazing restrictions accompanied the leases. Farmers 

responded to the new zoning as "another government invasion." In addition, many resisted 

zoning as a weak solution to the challenge of improving the economic viability of agriculture. 

They argued that zoning might protect agricultural land, but that it would not protect the agri 

cultural industry. Non-farmers, obviously including the county politicians who approved the 

zoning, were more convinced that zoning would be an effective tool to protect agriculture.

The effectiveness of agricultural zoning, particularly 60-acre zoning, quickly became 

an issue of debate in Marin and still remains under discussion. Some residents, particularly 

county officials, believe Marin County's zoning and land use regulations have sent the majority 

of interested home-buyers elsewhere. As Marin has become known as a county with high land 

values and stringent development guidelines, people have located in other counties, particularly 

Sonoma. On the other hand, most farmers, and some non-farmers, believe that the zoning has 

not done what it was set out to do. Not all developers have been scared off by the high price 

of land in Marin. As San Francisco has become a wealthier city, more people have been willing 

to spend money on a home in the country. This is true even though inflation and demand have 

increased housing costs in Marin. As a result, 60-acre ranchettes have sprung up throughout 

much of western Marin, particularly in the town of Nicasio. Ranchettes generate several signif 

icant problems. First, they increase the price of neighboring farmland. The value of one acre of 

farmland in west Marin is approximately $400 to $1,000, but increases to $3,500 if the land is 

developed 7 . Second, ranchettes create the potential for right-to-farm conflicts between farmers 

and their non-farming neighbors. Finally, by fragmenting what once were large blocks of agri 

cultural land, they can endanger the area's agricultural industry.

Despite these opposing views, there was a general consensus that the new zoning 

required farmers to make a financial sacrifice because it limited the development potential of 

their land. People on both sides of the debate recognized that the county needed to do more to 

improve farm profitability. They also agreed that farmers should have a non-mandatory option 

for protecting their land. Finally, there was a general recognition that zoning could not ensure 

the permanence of agriculture, because it could be changed by one vote of the county Board of 

Supervisors.

Purchase of agricultural conservation easements: Marin Agricultural Land Trust (MALT)

Marin found a solution to these problems in 1980, when the private nonprofit Marin 

Agricultural Land Trust (MALT) was formed to purchase conservation easements on the coun 

ty's agricultural land 8 . At the time, there were 431 land trusts in the country, but MALT was 

the first to focus specifically on the preservation of agricultural land 9 . MALT represented the 

"carrot" that went with the zoning "stick." It provided the permanence that zoning lacked and 

presented an alternative to development that farmers and ranchers could choose if they were 

faced with having to sell their land.
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Even though the county farm bureau backed the creation of MALT, many farmers 

were wary of PACE at first. Critics did not like the permanence associated with conservation 

easements (all of MALT's easements are in perpetuity). They also questioned whether offers for 

easements would be fair. It took MALT three years to acquire its first easement, but this was 

not seen as a model because it involved a farmer in dire financial trouble. Over the next few 

years, several easements were donated by wealthy landowners, including a 2,538-acre easement 

on film producer George Lucas' Skywalker Ranch. These, too, were not inspiring because they 

did not reflect the economic situation facing commercial farmers.

The first convincing arrangement was a 978-acre easement acquired in 1991. The 

landowner sold the easement so he would have enough money to buy his neighbor's farm, 

which already had a conservation easement on it. Eleven easements were sold in 1992, 

representing the most transactions for MALT in one year.

MALT currently holds 38 easements on 25,504 acres of land. The average easement is 

670 acres. Purchase prices have ranged from $275 to $1,500 per acre and currently average 

$980 per acre. Easement prices range from 25 to 50 percent of the unrestricted market value 

of the property. Farmers generally consider these prices fair.

MALT's success is due in part to its funding sources. In 1984, the land trust received 

$1 million from the California Coastal Conservancy. This allotment was matched by the 

Leonard and Beryl Buck Trust, a charitable foundation specifically restricted to Marin projects. 

Also, in 1988, Marin County was allocated $20 million in Proposition 70 funds, $15 million 

of which was directed to MALT. Marin received the second largest allocation of Proposition 70 

funds in the state.

The land trust's success is also due to general agreement between the county's farming 

and non-farming communities about the use of agricultural land. This consensus began evolv 

ing before MALT was created. Two county residents a farmer and a conservationist  

proposed the formation of the land trust. Several years later, the farming and conservation sec 

tors worked together to get 25,000 signatures on a petition for Proposition 70 funds and to 

raise $15,000 for MALT. Both of these moves showed unified community support for MALT 

and are, therefore, considered to be largely responsible for the decision to allocate $15 million 

to the land trust 10 .

The economy also played a role in MALT's success. During the early 1990s, when 

most of the conservation easements were acquired, agriculture in the county was in a slump. 

The dairy industry in particular was suffering because of the federal buyout that had occurred 

in the late 1980s. It also was affected by several droughts and freezes. Between 1990 and 

1991, the county's agricultural production value dropped 7 percent, or $3 million".

MALT suffered a setback in 1992 when voters defeated a ballot initiative that would 

have generated new funding for PACE. Critics of the initiative said the county should not be 

spending money on protecting agricultural land when affordable housing needs were not being 

met. A 1996 ballot measure for PACE funding also failed.
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Now MALT is at a crossroads. Only $600,000 remains in Proposition 70 funds, all of 

which must be used for acquisition, not operating expenses. The land trust receives approxi 

mately $100,000 from the Marin Community Foundation (formerly the Buck Trust), $200,000 

in other donations and $25,000 from the county annually for its operating expenses. However, 

this is not considered enough to acquire the easements that are on MALT's waiting list or to 

even come close to protecting the remaining 100,000 acres of unprotected land in the county. 

To increase support for PACE, some MALT members have proposed an organization modeled 

on the Vermont Housing and Conservation Board, which serves the dual purposes of protect 

ing agricultural land and developing affordable housing.

LAFCO policies

Marin County also is protecting agricultural land by concentrating growth within the 

boundaries of its 11 cities. This responsibility lies primarily with the Marin LAFCO, which has 

established several policies designed to prevent the urbanization of agricultural land. Among 

them are:

  The agency has authority to reject the annexation of productive agricultural land 

that is identified as agricultural by zoning classification, Williamson Act contract or 

general plan designation.

  LAFCO considers vacant or non-prime agricultural land within a city or a city's 

sphere of influence before any approving any proposal that would allow for or lead to 
the development of existing agricultural land outside the city's limits or sphere of 

influence.

  LAFCO tries to keep urban development in the cities. To achieve this objective, cities 

are directed to annex only the unincorporated lands located within their LAFCO- 

adopted municipal urban service area or sphere of influence boundary.

The strength of the Marin LAFCO is based on several factors. Compared to the other 

North Bay counties, Marin's cities are not anxious to annex land. This attitude goes hand in 

hand with the desire to protect agricultural land and open space. Also, there is no farmland in 

east Marin; mountains separate the eastern and western parts of the county.

IS IT WORKING?

The success of Marin's efforts can be measured in several ways. For one, only 642 

acres of agricultural land were converted for urban use between 1984 and 1994. Of this total, 

62 percent of the land was categorized by the state as important farmland. Also, in the North 

Bay, Marin has the most land (48.7 percent of the land) categorized as secured greenbelt and 

the second least amount of land (2.2 percent of the land) at high risk of being developed 13 .

Non-statistical measures of success are perhaps better indicators of whether the coun 

ty's agriculture has a viable future. Among the most important is that the county's residents  

including its farmers, conservationists and politicians are generally supportive of the need to 

protect agricultural land and recognize that doing so requires supporting the agricultural 

industry as well. Agriculture-related businesses have stayed in the county.
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The end result is that farmers, developers and other residents generally believe that the future 

of agriculture in Marin County is reasonably secure.

INTRODUCTION

Since the 1950s, Napa County residents have voted in favor of programs and tech 

niques designed to protect agriculture, specifically the vineyards that wind through the Napa 

Valley. Warm sunshine and moderate cooling create an ideal climate for growing wine grapes. 

The Valley's vineyards have earned a reputation for producing some of the best wine grapes 

in the world.

FARMLAND PROTECTION 

IN NAPA COUNTY

County residents are supportive of the wine industry because the vineyards demand 

little space compared to other forms of agriculture, yet play a major role in boosting the coun 

ty's economy. Less than 7 percent of the county's land (31,500 acres) is planted in grapes but 

vineyards are responsible for 95 percent of the total agricultural production value. In 1995, 

grapes had a gross production value of $144 million. When other industries that benefit from 

the wineries, such as retail and tourism, are factored in, the total economic value of the wine 

grape industry is close to $1 billion 14 . The economic value to the individual landowner is also 

significant. The annual return on one acre of vineyard is $10,000. An acre of vineyard can sell 

for as much as $50,000 15 .

Photo: Napa
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These factors make it easier for Napa County landowners to resist the pressure to 

develop their land. Being so close to San Francisco, the temptation is strong. But between 1984 

and 1994, only 2,609 acres mostly agricultural land were converted for urban use. Many 

landowners also are supportive of regulations, such as APZ, that limit development.
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The result is that despite several lawsuits and initial criticism, Napa County has taken 

the lead in farmland protection in the North Bay. As early as 1953, the county adopted a mas 

ter plan that recognized the need for growth management, particularly in the rural agricultural 

areas. At the time, there was little recognition in California of the need for cooperative plan 

ning at a countywide level. The plan resulted in the adoption of zoning and subdivision ordi 

nances for the county and its cities. In 1995, the county received a National Historic Planning 

Landmark Award from the American Institute of Certified Planners for its 1953 plan and other 

early farmland protection efforts.

Napa continues to make agriculture a high priority and today has a reputation for 

having some of the most stringent farmland protection regulations in the North Bay. These 

include APZ and two initiatives designed to slow growth.

TECHNIQUES AND STRATEGIES 

Agricultural protection zoning

In 1968, the Napa County Board of Supervisors voted 5-0 to amend the zoning ordi 
nance to include an AP (Agricultural Preserve) District, a 29,000-acre area of Napa Valley 

where agriculture is the predominant use. The district is confined to the valley's floor. Napa 

was the first county to create an agricultural preserve under the state's Williamson Act.

Although it was supported by a group of vintners, the agricultural preserve was con 

troversial within the farming community. At the heart of the controversy was the county gov 

ernment's desire to enforce a 40-acre minimum lot size within the preserve. Prior to 1968, the 

minimum lot size was one acre. Supporters of the zoning included farmers who thought urban 

areas were expanding too rapidly in the Napa Valley and were beginning to infringe upon agri 

culture. The opposition was led by farmers who said the zoning could devalue their property 
and force them out of farming 16 . The county compromised by establishing a 20-acre minimum 

lot size. Opponents filed a lawsuit challenging the new zoning, but a judge ruled in favor of the 
county.

As the wine industry became profitable, opposition to large minimum lot sizes 

decreased. In 1973, the county zoning ordinance was amended to increase the minimum lot 

size in the agricultural preserve to 40 acres. In 1975, it was amended again to create another 

agricultural zone, called the AW (Agricultural Watershed) District. These two agricultural 

zones combined cover 90 percent of the county's total land base.

The AW zone dominates Napa Valley's hillsides. The minimum lot size in the zone 

originally ranged from 40 to 160 acres, depending on the physical constraints of the land. Lot 

size was increased to 160 acres across the entire zone in 1994. This change was supported by 

the Napa County Farm Bureau, which viewed it as a means of discouraging the creation of 

ranchettes that are not agriculturally viable. A higher minimum lot size has not been imple 

mented along the valley floor because this area was already substantially divided into small 

parcels.

Certificates of compliance are a challenge for zoning. These certificates allow old 

"paper" subdivisions, many of which date back to the 1800s, to be legalized regardless of the
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area's zoning. The result has been the creation of numerous five-acre parcels in the Agricultural 

Preserve. When residential units are built on these parcels, the value of surrounding 

agricultural land increases.

Ballot measures that limit growth

Measure A

In 1980, Napa County voters approved Measure A, which sets a limit on the number 

of new residential units that can be constructed in the unincorporated area of the county. 

Measure A required the Board of Supervisors to amend the General Plan to include a Growth 

Management System Element, which includes these two standards:

  Limit the number of new housing units allowed in the unincorporated area of the 

county to enough housing to accommodate an annual population growth rate of 1 

percent or the annual population growth rate of the nine Bay Area counties, which 

ever is less. This translates to approximately 134 residential units annually. This limit 

applies through the year 2000.

  Set aside at least 15 percent of the annual allowable number of housing permits for 

housing that will be purchased or rented by persons with average or below-average 

income.

Measure A was challenged in court by a group of developers, but the plaintiffs gave 
up their fight after losses in Superior Court and Appellate Court.

Measure ]

In 1990, county residents voted 2-1 in favor of Measure J. The initiative, which was 

the first of its kind in California, took land use authority away from the county's supervisors to 

prevent them from approving unnecessary or premature conversion of agricultural and other 

important resource lands. It states that all elements of the General Plan designed to protect 

agricultural, watershed and open space lands will remain in place until 2020 unless a change is 

approved by popular vote. The Board of Supervisors cannot rezone these lands unless the 

action is necessary to prevent an unconstitutional taking of property, or unless they make six 

specific findings:

1. Annexation to or otherwise including the land within a city is not likely;

2. The land is immediately adjacent to areas developed in a manner comparable to 

the proposed use;

3. Adequate public services and facilities are available and have the capability to 

accommodate the proposed use by virtue of the property being within or annexed 

to appropriate service districts;

4. The proposed use is compatible with agricultural uses, does not interfere with 

accepted agricultural practices and does not adversely affect the stability of land use 

patterns in the area;
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5. The land proposed for redesignation has not been used for agricultural purposes 

in the past two years and is unusable for agriculture due to its topography, drainage, 

flooding, adverse soil conditions or other reasons; and

6. The land proposed for redesignation does not exceed 40 acres for any one 

landowner in any calendar year, and one landowner may not obtain redesignation 

in the general plan of "Agriculture, Watershed and Open Space" or "Agricultural 

Resource" land more often than every other year. Landowners with any unity of 

interest are considered one landowner for purposes of this limitation.

Measure J was challenged by a group of developers and farmers who claimed it went 

beyond voters' authority to pass local initiatives. They maintained the measure conflicted with 

state law and the county general plan by preventing the county from meeting local and region 

al housing needs, and failed to meet a state requirement to identify all the changes needed to 

make the county general plan consistent. Finally, the challengers argued that Measure J 

imposed illegal limits on property rights by placing such strong restrictions on development 

that it would be impossible to build on 90 percent of the county's land. In DeVita v. County of 

Napa, the plaintiffs lost in Napa County Superior Court and the District Court of Appeals. 

The California Supreme Court reviewed the case in March 1995 and affirmed the county's 

right to initiate amendments to the land use element of a general plan.

Donation of easements

The Napa County Land Trust was established in 1976 and is funded primarily by 

donations from members. It holds easements on 7,845 acres of agricultural land.

Tax sharing

Commercial and industrial growth in the unincorporated area is controlled in part 

through a tax-sharing agreement between the county and all of its cities except American 

Canyon. The agreement requires each of the cities to give the county five cents of every sales 

tax dollar generated within their boundaries. This policy increases county revenues and helps 

farmland protection advocates reject the argument that development is needed to increase the 
county tax base.

Agricultural marketing

In 1990, voters approved a winery ordinance that was designed to support the coun 

ty's agricultural sector. The ordinance requires that at least 75 percent of the grapes used to 

make wine and other products at the county's wineries be grown within Napa County. Prior to 

the ordinance, a large number of wineries were growing grapes in other areas where land is 

cheaper, then using the grapes to produce wine in Napa so the prestigious Napa label could be 
put on the bottle.

Opinions were divided about how the ordinance would affect Napa's wineries and 

agricultural land. Advocates argued that it would increase the demand for vineyard land, 

which would result in stronger support for farmland protection efforts. Others maintained that 

additional land would not be needed because improved technology would increase yields, or
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because vineyards would simply relocate to other counties. Critics charged that the ordinance 

would hurt the county's wineries by increasing production costs.

Observers report that in the seven years since it was approved, the ordinance has pro 

tected the agricultural viability of Napa's wine-grape industry. Land use consultant and Napa 

County Planning Commissioner Mary Handel believes that the ordinance has allowed Napa 

grape growers to continue making a profit from grapes and wine, and at the same time 

reduced the trend of farmland being converted for tourist facilities that have little to do with 

the county's agriculture 17 .

IS IT WORKING?

Which came first, the wineries or farmland protection? Some county residents say the 

wineries would never have earned a reputation worldwide if the county had not made farm 

land protection a high priority. Others say farmland protection would not have been a high 

priority had the wineries not been successful.

Either way, the county's residents and business people recognize the need to maintain 

Napa's agricultural industry. Their support of the policies and regulations described above 

indicates that they understand the need to protect farmland for agriculture, not just for open 

space. This understanding will help ensure the future of agriculture in the Napa Valley.

INTRODUCTION

Sonoma County's most effective farmland protection programs and policies were not 

implemented until 1989. As a result, today the county faces several challenges to protecting its 

agricultural land base. The first is development pressure. Sandwiched between Napa and 

Marin, which have been relatively progressive in protecting agricultural land, Sonoma is 

believed to receive much of the development that is steered away from its neighbors by high 

land prices and strict land use regulations. Sonoma is also much larger than the other North 

Bay counties more than twice the size of Napa and three times that of Marin. The large size 

of the county makes land cheaper in Sonoma than in Napa or Marin. Finally, Sonoma, unlike 

Marin and Napa, has a major highway running its length. Highway 101 links the North Coast 

and San Francisco, and bedroom communities have sprung up along both sides of the freeway.

FARMLAND PROTECTION 

IN SONOMA COUNTY

The results of this pressure are evident in the county's population figures. Sonoma's 

population increased by at least 30,000 every five years between 1980 and 1995, when it 

reached 400,000. It is expected to climb another 35,000 by 2000, according to county offi 

cials. Population estimates vary depending on the source, but the rate of growth is not disputed.

The diversity of agriculture in Sonoma creates another challenge. While Marin is 

almost exclusively a dairy county and Napa is almost exclusively a wine grape county, Sonoma 

has a little of both, and more. Poultry and poultry products, apples, nursery stock, sheep and 

prunes are the largest products in Sonoma, in terms of dollar value, following wine grapes and 

market milk. Sonoma also has more specialty crops and a larger organic farming community 

than its neighboring counties. Some county officials and residents contend that this diversity
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works against efforts to protect land and the agricultural industry because each niche can 

become too focused on its own needs, forgetting about the larger picture. Others believe that 

the diversity is an asset because it broadens the base of support for agriculture, especially in 

the non-farm community. It also increases the amount of land available for agricultural use 

because different crops require different types of terrain, such as hilly, flat or grazing land.

Historically, the most significant challenge for Sonoma has been the lack of coopera 

tion between the farming and non-farming communities. This was most evident in 1984, when 

open space advocates and other non-farmers led an effort to create a farmland protection pro 

gram. Measure C, the Farmland Initiative, called for the creation of an agricultural policy 

council to establish boundaries for agricultural production zones and the implementation of 

TDK, PACE and/or agricultural districts.

Measure C incorporated most of the recommendations of a Sonoma County Farm 

Bureau study that suggested the county consider PACE. Still, the farm bureau campaigned 
against the initiative. Many farmers feared that the programs and regulations being proposed 

would place too many restraints on the development of land. They were particularly concerned 

that APZ would cause them severe financial hardship. Measure C failed 2-3 at the polls. A 

1988 property rights initiative backed by some farmers was also defeated.

Although the ballot initiatives were unsuccessful, many Sonoma County residents say 

the standoff at the polls was the impetus for protecting the county's agricultural land base and 

supporting its agricultural industry. One outcome of the failed measures was the understanding 

that the farming and non-farming communities must work together and make compromises 

before change can occur.

Sonoma County got off to a late start, but its efforts are noteworthy. They include the 

creation of a program for acquiring conservation easements, new zoning designations for 
agricultural areas and the establishment of a marketing program.

TECHNIQUES AND STRATEGIES

Purchase of agricultural conservation easements: Sonoma County Agricultural Preservation and 
Open Space District

The Sonoma County Agricultural Preservation and Open Space District was created 

in November 1990, following a 70-percent vote of approval from the county's residents. The 

purpose of the district is to acquire outright or purchase easements on approximately 600,000 

acres of agricultural, natural resource and open space land, which represents 60 percent of the 

county's land base. Several California counties, including Marin, have created special districts 

for acquiring open space. Sonoma was the first to establish a special district the purpose of 
which includes acquiring agricultural land.

The district is funded by a 20-year, one-quarter-percent sales tax approved by 55 per 

cent of the voters during the same election in which the measure establishing the district was 

approved. The tax increased the total sales tax within the county to 7.5 percent, and has gen 

erated $8 million to $11 million per year since it was imposed. Ninety-five percent of this
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funding is used for acquisitions, and the remaining 5 percent is for operating expenses. The 

district has spent approximately $30 million to date.

Sonoma is the only jurisdiction in the country that uses revenues from a broad-based 

sales tax to purchase conservation easements on agricultural land. Widespread support for this 

kind of funding measure is usually hard to find. But in Sonoma, there was little doubt from the 

outset that the county's voters would support the idea. The funding proposal came along at the 

right time two years after Proposition 70 was approved. Seventy percent of Sonoma's voters 

backed the state proposition. Many were believed to be new residents who had moved from 

larger cities in the Bay Area to escape urbanization. With the mood set for protecting open 

space, county supervisors appointed a board to study a citizens' group's proposal for a district. 

The most likely opponents, including business leaders and farmers, were appointed to the 

board with the hope that they would resolve their differences early on. They did, and many 

believe that is why the county's voters backed the measures to create the district and the tax. 

Since most tourists visit Sonoma County to enjoy its natural beauty, the sales tax measure is a 

pay-as-you-go way for visitors to support open space protection. During the same year the tax 

was approved, county voters turned down a half-cent sales tax to widen Highway 101.

The five-member Sonoma County Board of Supervisors serves as the district's Board 

of Directors and makes all final decisions on land and easement purchases. A 17-member 

Citizens' Advisory Committee appointed by the board advises the board and staff on policy 

matters and makes acquisition recommendations. A six-member Open Space Authority reviews 

and approves the district's budget.

To decide which land to include in its program, the board held six public hearings 

shortly after the district was created. Input from the hearings was used to create an Acquisition 

Plan in 1992. The Acquisition Plan groups land into three categories:

  Category One: Most of the land in this category is within the county's community 

separators along Highway 101. Community separators are one- to two-mile strips of 

land between the county's major cities.

  Category Two: The second-priority category encompasses 250,000 acres of hillside 

and grazing land. Most of the protected land is located on the edge of cities.

  Category Three: Land in this category is not considered to be under immediate 

threat, and is thus listed in the district's Acquisition Plan as the lowest priority. The 

district cooperates with other agencies to acquire land or easements when important 

resources are threatened, or when parcels of land become available through gifts or 

bargain sales.

The district acquires interests in land throughout the county to remedy serious threats 

to agriculture, open space or natural resources. It provides a 50-percent match to cities' pur 

chases of easements on open space and recreational land. A $1 million fund has been set aside 

for such acquisitions.

The per-acre value of easements within each category ranges from $10,000 in 

Category One to $200 in Category Three, and the average price is $1,500. Higher prices were
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paid when the district was first created, to compensate landowners whose land had decreased 

in development value when stricter agricultural zoning was implemented.

Sonoma Land Trust

The Sonoma Land Trust was founded in 1975, and was the sole organization in the 

county that acquired agricultural easements prior to the formation of the Agricultural 

Preservation and Open Space District. The nonprofit conservation group owns title to 2,076 

acres and holds easements on 9,110 acres. Most of this land is wildlife habitat that is not 

farmed. Private donations support many of the purchases. Grants from the California Coastal 

Conservancy (including a $1 million grant in 1984) and membership dues from the state Fish 

and Game Department also are used for acquisitions. The number of transactions has 

decreased since the county district was formed. The land trust charges a fee of 10 percent of 

the easement value to monitor the land it acquires, which makes the county acquisition 

program more attractive.

Comprehensive planning

Conservationists clearly stated the need to support Sonoma's farmland protection 
efforts throughout the 1980s. In 1984, they diligently campaigned for the Farmland Initiative 

(Measure C), and became even more vocal after it was defeated. Their efforts paid off in 1989, 

when the County Board of Supervisors amended the Sonoma County General Plan to include 
an Agricultural Resources Element.

The Agricultural Resources Element was proposed by a county-appointed committee 

of five farmers following 18 months of meetings and public hearings. It established zoning and 

marketing policies designed to ensure the stability and productivity of the county's agricultural 

lands and industries. Similar policies were spelled out in 1989 amendments to the Open Space 

and Land Use elements of the General Plan. The Agricultural Resources Element also estab 

lished policies on farm employee housing, such as a more efficient construction permitting 

process. The American Planning Association gave the county an award in 1994 for its farm 

employee housing policies.

The Agricultural Resources Element represented a new approach to protecting farm 

land in Sonoma County. Prior to 1989, the General Plan emphasized that land use controls 

should support agriculture, but it did not contain language or requirements to implement this 

goal. Different elements of the plan seemed to be in direct conflict with each other. For exam 

ple, one observer noted that " . . .while the policies on agriculture reflected] an intent to avoid 

subdividing large tracts, policies on housing specifically state[dl that rural residential areas 

should be encouraged as a way of creating a diversified housing base 18 ." The 1989 General 

Plan, in contrast, showed strong support for protecting agricultural land and took an econom 

ic, rather than an environmental or land use approach, to supporting agriculture. It included 

language from the Farmland Initiative and received support from the Farm Bureau. This agri 

culture-friendly approach is evidence of improved communication between the farming and 
non-farming communities.
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Agricultural protection zoning

Sonoma County's zoning ordinance includes regulations designed to carry out the 

goals of the 1989 General Plan. Specifically, the ordinance seeks to maintain parcels in agricul 

tural areas predominantly in sizes that farmers would be willing to lease.

The ordinance establishes three agricultural zoning districts, which differ primarily in 

the types and intensities of agricultural support services and residential densities. Clustering is 

allowed in each district. If development is clustered, a conservation easement must be placed 

on the undeveloped area of the parcel and conveyed to the county or another nonprofit organi 

zation, according to the ordinance. The districts are:

  LIA (Land Intensive Agricultural) District: This area includes highly productive agri 

cultural land, mainly vineyards. The minimum lot size is 20 acres and the density 

range is 20 to 100 acres per residential unit. (Density in each agricultural district is 

assigned on the county's zoning map). Only small-scale agricultural support services 

are allowed.

  LEA (Land Extensive Agricultural) District: This area is mainly grazing land where 

soil and climate conditions result in relatively low production per acre. The minimum 

lot size is 1.5 acres and the density range is 60 to 320 acres per residential unit. The 

minimum lot size is 1.5 to 10 acres if the units are clustered. Small- and large-scale 

agricultural support services are allowed.

  DA (Diverse Agricultural) District: This area includes land where farming may not 

be the principal occupation of the farmer. The minimum lot size is 10 acres and the 

density range is 10 to 60 acres per residential unit. Small-scale agricultural support 

services are allowed.

Agricultural marketing

As a companion piece to agricultural zoning, the Board of Supervisors created a mar 

keting program for the county's agricultural industry in 1989. One objective of the program is 

to help offset any potential or perceived loss in the value of agricultural land that results from 

agricultural zoning. Another objective is to meet one of the goals of the 1989 General Plan, 

which is to financially support the marketing and promotion of agricultural products grown 

and/or processed in Sonoma, as well as agriculture as a major county industry. The intent of 

each objective is to increase farmers' revenues so they will stay in agriculture instead of con 

verting their land for non-agricultural use.

The county contributed $25,000 to the startup of the nonprofit program known as 

Select Sonoma County. Half of the program's $100,000 annual budget is funded by revenues 

from the county's Transient Occupancy Tax (bed tax) and half is funded by grants, special 

events and dues from its 350-person membership base. Funding is used to advertise the coun 

ty's products, educate consumers and sponsor special promotional events. Select Sonoma 

County has its own logo and a monthly newsletter.

Independent of Select Sonoma County, wineries in each of the county's four valleys 

established a marketing group that receives county bed tax revenues. Marketing and
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promotion of the wine industry have helped make Sonoma County's vineyards famous 

throughout the world.

LAFCO policies and urban growth boundaries

Growth of Sonoma's nine cities is a significant issue for the county. Between 1990 and 

1995, the cities grew 12 percent, twice the rate of growth in the unincorporated area. The 

largest increases in population during that period were 46 percent in Windsor and 28 percent 

in Cloverdale.

The Sonoma LAFCO has taken a stronger stance on development within community 

separators during the 1990s. LAFCO policies established in 1992 forbid community separators 

from being annexed or included in spheres of influence. On the other hand, LAFCO policies 

for agricultural land are still relatively weak; the LAFCO follows state policy, which is broad 

and thus open to interpretation 19 .

The 1989 General Plan directed the county to encourage the LAFCO to make one of 

the following findings before approving annexations or changing spheres of influence: (1) The 

proposed development would not be at the expense of agriculture, or (2) the community's need 

for the development in the proposed location is paramount. Also, the plan requires the county 

to seek advice from the agricultural community for any consideration by LAFCO of requests 

to change spheres of influence or urban service boundaries next to or near agricultural lands.

The Greenbelt Alliance is promoting urban growth boundaries as a more effective 

alternative to LAFCO. In November 1996, voters in the cities of Santa Rosa, Healdsburg, 

Sebastopol and Rohnert Park approved UGBs.

IS IT WORKING?

Because of its late start and the weaknesses of some of its emerging farmland protec 

tion programs, as well as significant population growth, Sonoma County lost the largest 

amount of agricultural land in the North Bay between 1984 and 1994. During this period, 

7,568 acres of agricultural land were converted for urban use, 91 percent of which was classi 

fied by the state as important farmland20 .

The amount of Sonoma's land at risk of urban and residential development decreased 

11 percent between 1991 and 1994, but Sonoma still has more land at risk than any other 

county in the nine-county Bay Area. Almost 12.5 percent (or 126,100 acres) of the county's 

total land base is threatened. Most of this land surrounds the cities in the northern part of the 

county. In the North Bay, Sonoma also has the smallest share of its open lands 7.6 percent  

in the secure greenbelt category21 .

Despite these figures, Sonoma is making progress. The Sonoma County Agricultural 

Preservation and Open Space District offers landowners a timely and financially competitive 

conservation alternative to selling land for development. Most important, community support 

for protecting the county's irreplaceable agricultural land is now widespread and continues to 

grow.
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FARMLAND PROTECTION 

IN SOLANO COUNTY

INTRODUCTION

Solano County resembles neighboring Sonoma more than Marin or Napa. An inter 

state highway traverses the county, and development pressures are high. Home prices are low 

and development restrictions weak compared to those in neighboring counties. Solano's popu 

lation grew 45 percent during the 1980s and is expected to increase an additional 66 percent 

by the year 2020, which would be the greatest increase in the Bay Area.

Solano also is similar to Sonoma in that its agricultural industry is highly diverse. 

With a total agricultural value of $37 million, tomatoes are the most important crop, but sugar 

beets, cattle and calves, nursery stock, alfalfa hay, wheat, lambs, corn and walnuts are signifi 

cant million-dollar products. The county ranks second in the state in the production of corn, 

sheep and lambs; third in wheat; fourth in pears, sugar beets and tomatoes; and fifth in barley. 

As in Sonoma County, this diversity can be an asset or a hindrance to efforts to protect 

farmland.

A commitment to agriculture, however, is evolving more slowly in Solano than in 

Sonoma. This is partly due to geography and resources. Water is not as available in Solano as 

in the other North Bay Counties. Demographics also hinder efforts to protect farmland. The 

rapid expansion of Solano's cities has resulted in very high annexation rates. Approximately 

13,000 acres of land were annexed during the 1980s". This is a critical impediment to 

protecting farmland and the agricultural industry.

Objections to the county's annexation policy began to emerge in the 1970s, after the 

Board of Supervisors agreed to allow Anheuser-Busch to build a brewery on prime agricultural 

land less than two miles outside the city of Fairfield. The brewery set the stage for industrial 

development of the area. Criticism peaked in 1983, when developers proposed two amend 

ments to the General Plan. The first proposal was to rezone 2,400 acres for Rancho Solano, a 

1,200-unit residential community near Fairfield. The second was to rezone 886 acres for 

Manzanita, a mixed-use development two miles from Vacaville. Critics charged that the 

proposed developments were contrary to the General Plan policy of urban-centered growth.

Proposition A

In response to the proposed rezonings, a group of conservationists and a few farmers 

founded the Orderly Growth Committee. The group sponsored a 1984 ballot initiative that 

was designed to change the process governing land use decisions for the unincorporated part of 

the county. Proposition A gave voters the power to approve or deny rezonings from the 

General Plan's open space and agricultural land use designations. The Board of Supervisors 

could approve proposed changes only to comply with state law requirements regarding the 

provision of low-income housing, or if supervisors could make any of six findings outlined in 

the measure. Findings included:

  The land to be redesignated is not prime agricultural land;

  The land is immediately adjacent to existing comparably developed areas serviced 

by infrastructure; or

  The use and density proposed would not interfere with accepted farming 

practices.
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Proposition A was narrowly approved by 300 votes. Opponents were concerned that 

it would slow the pace of development so drastically that the county would suffer from loss of 

property tax and sales tax revenues, and that individual landowners would lose the develop 

ment potential of their land. But support for the measure has increased since it was passed. In 

1995, the Board of Supervisors voted to reapprove the initiative through 2010. Solano County 

Farm Bureau President Albert Medvitz backed the Supervisors' decision. His analysis of 

Proposition A stated that the initiative "... has not damaged and may have helped local gov 

ernment fiscal circumstances by keeping new development in urban housing, commerce and 

industry within existing urban infrastructure and service areas23 ."

Medvitz's opinion was consistent with conclusions reached by the California 

Employment Development Department and the Association of Bay Area Governments. These 

agencies found that during the first nine years of the initiative, Solano's cities annexed 15,143 

acres of land. The majority of the annexed land was used for grazing, not crop production. 

The agencies noted that

[djespite the size of these annexations, the rate of expansion of Solano city 

areas is only 25 percent in comparison to a 42-percent increase in population 

over the same time span. Assuming land conversions would take place 

because of rapid population growth, by allowing annexations, Proposition A 

has assured that conversions from rural to urban purposes remain localized 

around existing municipalities. Large agricultural areas not adjacent to urban 

areas remain undisturbed by inappropriate urban intrusions24 .

The Rancho Solano lawsuit and the Solano County Farmland and Open Space Foundation

Shortly after Measure A was approved in 1984, the Fairfield City Council voted to 

annex the 2,400 acres of land needed for the development of Rancho Solano. The developers 

had proposed the annexation after their rezoning request to the county was rejected. The 

Orderly Growth Committee sued the city over the annexation. The committee stated that the 

environmental impact report for the development did not contain enough mitigations and that 

the whole project was unnecessary because considerable land within the city was available for 

development.

The committee accepted a settlement agreement that included a provision requiring 

Fairfield to create and fund a private, nonprofit organization the goal of which is to preserve 

the key agricultural land and open space buffers between Fairfield and its neighboring cities. 

The city created the Solano County Farmland and Open Space Foundation in 1986. It con 

tributed $100,000 for start-up costs and lent the foundation $75,000 for administrative 

expenses during its first two years. Other than having the power to veto acquisitions (which it 

has never done), the city's authority and involvement with the foundation ends there.

The foundation is funded through a Mello-Roos District. Properties that are taxed are 

those within Rancho Solano. This is a unique use of a Mello-Roos District, because these dis 

tricts typically generate revenues to support projects and programs that will benefit the people 

paying the tax. The Rancho Solano district uses tax revenues to support conservation efforts 

outside the city.
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Ironically, the survival of the foundation is largely dependent on development within 

Rancho Solano. Each property within Rancho Solano pays an annual tax of $16 to $33 per 

acre prior to development and $80 per unit after construction. With approximately 800 units 

developed, the Mello-Roos district generates approximately $64,000 annually. Annual rev 

enues were expected to be about $96,000, but development within Rancho Solano has been 

slower than expected.

The foundation uses money from the district to repay loans it takes out to acquire 

land or conservation easements. The district also is supported by fundraising and grants. To 

date, the foundation has purchased more than 2,000 acres of grazing land and 147 acres of 

cropland. It has paid between $700 and $4,000 per acre. The foundation also holds a 50-acre 

conservation easement donated by the city. The amount of land protected is relatively small 

because the demand for land is so high, and Solano County farmers are generally unwilling to 

sell easements. The approach the foundation feels it must use, therefore, is to buy land in fee 

simple, then sell it with a conservation easement attached.

Agricultural protection zoning

Solano County strengthened its zoning ordinance after amending the General Plan in 

1980. The plan, which incorporated recommendations from a citizens committee appointed to 

study land use issues, directs growth to the county's seven cities. It also created the following 

two categories of agricultural land:

  Essential Agricultural Land: This is productive farmland that has been identified by 

the local community as necessary to ensure a healthy agricultural economy. Criteria 

used to make this determination are soil capability, productivity level, parcel size and 

the overall size of a farming area relative to the ability of agricultural activities to sup 
port one another and to be a buffer from urban encroachment.

  Non-essential Agricultural Land: This is land that is to be retained for agricultural 

use but only until it is found to be necessary to convert these lands to non-agricultural 

use. The plan recognizes that some non-essential land may eventually be used for rural 

ranchettes, industry or urban expansion. The plan states, "Cities are encouraged to 

direct their growth into non-essential areas when the need for additional urban lands 

becomes necessary."

The zoning ordinance, as amended in 1980, applied these categories to the two 

categories of agricultural land that already existed: Extensive agricultural land, including 

non-irrigated agricultural land with lower quality soils (mainly grazing land), and intensive 

agricultural land, which is irrigated land with high-quality soils. The new zoning districts and 

their minimum lot sizes were:

  Extensive/non-essential land: 20 acres

  Extensive/essential land: 160 acres

  Intensive/essential land: 40 to 80 acres (the minimum is 40 if the landowner can 

prove the land is highly productive)
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Prior to 1980, the minimum parcel size for intensive land was 10 acres, and for 

extensive land, 20 acres.

LAFCO amendments

As in Sonoma County, the Solano LAFCO has been relatively lax in prohibiting or 

limiting the annexation of agricultural land. In 1987, the LAFCO revised its annexation policy 

to include guidelines for steering growth away from prime agricultural land. The policy states 

that this should be done by creating urban growth lines and by encouraging and facilitating the 

infill of land within a city's limits. Infill is encouraged but not required, because a mandate 

could increase land values if landowners in the infill area were unwilling to sell. This could 

slow growth, according to the policy.

The LAFCO's sphere of influence policy is stronger. In 1993, the commission decided 

to shrink the spheres of influence around the county's major cities. In 1992, approximately 

2,800 acres of Class I and II prime agricultural lands were removed from Vacaville's sphere of 

influence. Shrinking the spheres is designed to create open space between the cities and prevent 

the cities from merging. This serves the same purpose as creating community separators in 

Sonoma.

Other farmland protection techniques

Several other approaches that are unique in the North Bay have been implemented in 

Solano County. In 1974, Fairfield signed a 32-year agreement with the Solano Irrigation 

District to pay a penalty any time it extends water service to the Suisun Valley. The valley is 

dominated by prime soils and is heavily used for agriculture. It is also considered to be one of 

the county's most desirable areas for development. The agreement was an outgrowth of 

Anheuser-Busch's request to Fairfield to extend a water line to the Suisun Marsh located in the 

Suisun Valley. Critics of this proposal said that extending a water line would open up the 

Suisun Valley to major development. The request was denied and the agreement was signed. As 

of 1997, no requests had been made to extend services. The county signed a similar, 50-year 
agreement with the city of Vacaville in 1995.

In 1992, Solano County got a boost from the state with the passage of the Delta 

Protection Act. The act affects a delta that comprises 10 percent of the county's area, most of 

which is agricultural land and wetlands. It divides the delta into two zones. The primary zone, 

which represents 66 percent of the delta, is to remain in its current use. This was the only 

regional growth management bill passed by the state legislature and signed by the governor in 
1992.

Also in 1992, the county and the cities of Benicia, Fairfield and Vallejo established a 

joint powers agreement designed to preserve 10,000 acres of open space between the three 

cities, most of which is in the county's extensive agriculture zone. Any proposed conversions of 

land within this zone must be approved by a group called the Tri-Cities and County Regional 

Park and Open Space Authority, which includes representatives of the three cities and the 

county. The Authority's preservation plan also calls for the use of TDK, PACE, clustering, 
Williamson Act contracts and private land protection initiatives in this area.
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IS IT WORKING?

Solano County is unique in California in the extent that its population is concentrated 

in cities. Only 5 percent of the county's population lives in the county's unincorporated areas. 

Scattered rural development is uncommon. Observers attribute this pattern of growth to the 

effectiveness of Measure A. Urban growth and annexations, however, still present a serious 

threat to farmland in Solano County. Funding for the Solano County Farmland and Open 

Space Foundation is not adequate to address this threat. The future of agriculture in Solano is 

likely to depend on the use of creative strategies to increase urban density and limit the expan 

sion of cities onto prime agricultural land.

Napa began using zoning to protect farmland in the 1950s, and Marin implemented 

APZ in the 1970s. Getting an early start on farmland protection made a big difference for 

these two counties. Between 1970 and 1995, Napa's population grew by approximately 32

percent; Marin's, by 11 percent. Despite this increase in population, between 1978 and 1992, CONCLUSION 

land in farms increased by approximately 8 percent in Napa and 6 percent in Marin.

Sonoma and Solano counties, which started their farmland protection efforts later, 

have experienced much larger increases in population. In 1970, Marin and Sonoma counties 

had approximately the same number of residents 209,000 in Marin and 205,000 in Sonoma. 

Solano had 172,000, and Napa, just 80,000. Between 1970 and 1995, Sonoma's population 

grew by 51 percent, Solano's by 53 percent. Between 1978 and 1992, Sonoma lost 11 percent 

of its land in farms, Solano 5 percent.

Another clear lesson from the North Bay counties is that coalitions are a good strate 

gy to build support for farmland protection. In Marin County, farmers and conservationists 

worked together to create a PACE program. In Sonoma, disagreements between farmers and 

conservationists obstructed efforts to protect farmland during the 1980s. When the different 

interests began to work together on a task force, they developed a proposal that a wide range 

of residents could support.

Napa and Solano counties provide interesting examples of how farmland protection 

strategies can be implemented by popular vote. Napa's Measure J and Solano's Proposition A 

address the impermanence of zoning by making it difficult for elected officials to rezone land 

from agricultural to other uses. While other jurisdictions have held public votes on PACE pro 

grams, Napa and Solano are unique in their use of ballot initiatives to reinforce APZ.

The agricultural land base in Napa and Marin counties appears to be stable and the 

profitability of Napa's wineries provides extra insurance for the future of the county's agricul 

tural sector. Farmland faces greater challenges in Sonoma and Solano, where population 

growth is causing rapid urban expansion.
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MARYLAND CASE STUDY

With millions of chickens being raised on the Eastern Shore, thousands of acres of 

tobacco being grown in the southern region of the state and cows grazing much of its western 

tier, Maryland is one of the most important agricultural states on the East Coast. From an eco 

nomic standpoint, the agricultural industry is important because Maryland's farm products are 

worth almost $1.2 billion annually. From a national standpoint, the state is also a critical play 

er, ranking eighth in the nation for broilers, 10th for tobacco, 14th for greenhouse and nursery 

products and 21st for soybeans'.

Maryland is also a very desirable place to live. With Washington, D.C., at its heart 

and Baltimore dominating the northeastern region of the state, Maryland attracts people 

because of its exceptional employment opportunities. While most of the state's businesses bene 

fit from the strong economy and job market, agriculture often suffers. Residential and com 

mercial development drives up land prices and causes conflicts between farmers and their non- 

farming neighbors, which often drives agricultural operations out of business.

Between 1945 and 1970, Maryland experienced a population and development boom 

that spawned one of the nation's most aggressive efforts to protect farmland. The amount of 

agricultural land in Maryland decreased by one-third during this period, from 4.2 million acres 

to 2.8 million acres, as the state lost an average of 55,000 acres per year. Urban sprawl was 

the primary cause of conversion.

The loss of farmland was a concern for all who recognized the importance of 

Maryland's agricultural industry. In the mid-1970s, more than $2.3 billion 14 percent of the 

state's gross product came from agriculture. Farm interests realized that the industry needed a 

critical mass of land to keep farming profitable in the future. Retaining a critical mass is neces 

sary to ensure that farmers will have enough land available to expand their operations, and 

that farms will not become surrounded by non-agricultural land uses. Maintaining large blocks 

of farmland also supports agricultural businesses such as feed and equipment dealers and 

slaughterhouses. A state-appointed committee estimated Maryland's critical mass at two 

million acres.

STATE FARMLAND PROTECTION PROGRAMS 

Differential assessment

STATE AND COUNTY 

FARMLAND PROTECTION 

PROGRAMS IN 

MARYLAND

Maryland first addressed farmland conversion in 1956 when the state legislature 

enacted a differential assessment law. The law allowed local governments to tax farmland 

based on its value for agriculture, rather than its fair market value. Differential assessment was 

an important innovation, but it was not enough to stop farmers from developing their land or 

selling it to others.

Attempts to regulate land use

In the early 1970s, the Maryland legislature rejected two proposed pieces of legisla 

tion that would have addressed farmland conversion. One would have created a state land use 

agency with the power to designate areas of critical concern. The other would have established 

guidelines that local governments would have used to adopt and implement land use plans. 

Farmers were critical of these efforts because they were mandatory. Farmers were also 

suspicious of state-level regulations2 .
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The Maryland Agricultural Land Preservation Foundation

In 1973, Maryland's Secretary of Agriculture created the Committee on the 

Preservation of Agriculture. One year after its inception, the committee recommended the 

establishment of a statewide program to purchase agricultural conservation easements on farm 

land. At the time, PACE was a very new concept Suffolk County, N.Y., was the only jurisdic 

tion with a program. Legislation to create the Maryland Agricultural Lands Preservation 

Foundation passed in 1977 with little controversy. MALPF was staffed by an executive direc 

tor working under the guidance of a nine-member, governor-appointed board of directors, and 

was charged with acquiring permanent agricultural conservation easements.

The challenge came when MALPF began to develop guidelines for creating agricultur 

al districts and acquiring easements. Farmers opposed proposals for mandatory agricultural 

districts and permanent easements. Local governments opposed the use of open space funds to 

purchase easements, because they feared that this would jeopardize their ability to acquire land 

for parks and recreation 3 .

It took a year to resolve these issues. In 1978, the General Assembly approved legisla 

tion creating the Maryland Agricultural Lands Preservation Program (MALPP). Farmers were 

given the option of enrolling their land in voluntary agricultural districts. Easements were to be 

acquired with the intent of being held in perpetuity, but landowners would be allowed to peti 

tion to extinguish them after 25 years if profitable farming was no longer feasible on the land. 

The program was funded by real estate transfer taxes and by taxes assessed on agricultural 

land converted to non-agricultural uses.* In addition, the state gave priority to easements with 

the lowest value. This lowered the cost of the program, thereby leaving more funds available to 

protect other important land resources.

Once the specifics were worked out, MALPP grew quickly. The program protected 

almost 100,000 acres of farmland in its first 14 years. Its success was due in large part to its 

creative funding source. The policy of looking for bargains encouraged landowners to discount 

the price of their easements. Discounting has contributed to the success of Maryland's program 

by saving the state more than $36 million, which allowed the purchase of easements on an 

additional 23,000 acres of agricultural land 4 .

MALPP had its most successful year in 1991, but it also suffered a severe setback. In 

response to a state budget shortfall, the General Assembly transferred $17 million from 

MALPP to the general fund. The legislature approved a special capital bond appropriation of 

$7 million to fund the PACE program for several years, but this was not enough to bring it 

back to previous levels. Annual funding for PACE has ranged from approximately $9 million 

to $13 million since 1993, compared to $20 million to $35 million in the 1980s, partly 

because of tighter state budgets. A lull in the building industry also reduced funding for PACE 

in the 1990s because of the program's dependence on revenues from real estate transfer taxes.

*Maryland has two real estate transfer taxes. The agricultural transfer tax is collected on land that is removed 
from agricultural production. The amount of the tax ranges from 3 percent to 5 percent of the sale price, 
depending on the type and condition of the property. These revenues are dedicated to funding the PACE pro 
gram. Revenues generated by an additional 0.5-percent tax on the value of all real estate transfers are divided 
between parkland acquisition and farmland protection
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The drop in funding for PACE reduced the number of easements the state could pur 

chase. The program has added only 28,000 acres since 1993, making it one of the slowest- 

growing PACE programs in the nation, although it is still considered to be very successful. 

The slow pace of purchases has meant long waiting lists to sell an easement, which has 

reduced farmers' trust in the program.

THE EMERGENCE OF COUNTY FARMLAND PROTECTION PROGRAMS

As the strength of the state PACE program has diminished, several counties have cre 

ated and improved their own farmland protection programs. One strategy has been state certi 

fication. If a county demonstrates to MALPF and the Maryland Office of Planning that it has 

an effective program to preserve agriculturally viable farmland, it may retain 75 percent of the 

agricultural transfer tax revenues generated within its jurisdiction. The funding may be used to 

provide a local match to the state's easement program, or to fund an independent county pro 

gram. Counties that are not certified retain just 33 percent of their agricultural transfer tax 

revenues. The certification program was created in 1990. As of 1996, 11 of Maryland's 23 

counties had become certified.

Counties also are filling the gap by creating their own PACE programs. Nine county 

programs have been created. Several other counties want to create programs but cannot do so 

because of funding limitations. The desire to start local farmland protection programs is partic 

ularly strong on Maryland's Eastern Shore, where applications to sell easements to the state 

program tend to receive low priority because of the way the state calculates development pres 

sure. Properties within 100 miles of Baltimore or Washington, D.C., receive a higher ranking 

than properties outside these areas. Eastern Shore communities are beyond these "development 

hubs," but face conversion pressure from closer cities, such as Salisbury, Md., and Dover, Del.

Counties that create their own PACE programs have more control over funding and 

regulations than those that rely solely on the state program. For instance, Montgomery, 

Howard and Harford counties have developed their own systems for valuing easements. Under 

the state program, the value of an easement is determined by conducting two appraisals to cal 

culate the fair market value of the land, and by using a formula to determine the agricultural 

value. The agricultural value is then subtracted from the fair market value to determine the 

easement value. The three county programs do not use appraisals, which are time-consuming 

and rely on the real estate market rather than the strength of the farm operation or quality of 

the land for agriculture. Instead, these counties use a point system to value easements. The sys 

tem establishes a base price for easements and outlines a list of conditions that may increase or 

decrease that price. Points are awarded for criteria such as the size of the farm, soil quality, use 

of innovative farming practices and implementation of a conservation plan. In counties that 

have their own PACE programs, landowners may submit applications to either the state or 

county program.

Counties are likely to become more involved with farmland protection in the future. 

The Maryland Economic Growth, Resource Protection, and Planning Act of 1992 requires that 

county comprehensive plans be amended to address seven "visions" established by the state. 

These visions include concentrating development in suitable areas, directing growth to existing 

population centers and conserving natural resources 5 .
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Maryland counties use other techniques to protect farmland, including TDK and APZ. 

Private organizations also are involved in farmland protection. Forty land trusts in the state 

have purchased or placed easements on more than 70,000 acres of farmland. This includes 

approximately 25,000 acres protected by the quasi-public Maryland Environmental Trust.

The Rural Legacy Program

The Maryland General Assembly made a major commitment to farmland protection 

in 1997 when it approved the Rural Legacy Program. Rural Legacy seeks to combine the inter 

ests of the agricultural and environmental communities. Through the program, the state will 

work in cooperation with local governments and land trusts to purchase conservation ease 

ments on agricultural land that has important natural resource value.

The Maryland legislature made a commitment to funding Rural Legacy sooner rather 

than later. The state will use bonds to support the program at the level of $71 million to $90 

million during the first five years, and hopes to spend between $243 million and $455 million 

over 15 years, depending on which type of bonds are used and how the interest is paid.

Rural Legacy is creative because it emphasizes the need for local communities to make 

decisions about what land to protect. Local governments submit funding applications to the 

state. Communities that use strategic planning to protect large blocks of land receive priority 

over those that use a scattershot approach.

OUTLOOK FOR THE FUTURE

Maryland's state and county programs had permanently protected approximately 

198,000 acres of farmland as of the end of 1996. Most of the activity has taken place in a 

five-county region that spans the northern tier of the state. These five counties Carroll, 

Montgomery, Howard, Baltimore and Harford experienced the earliest and most intense 

development pressure from Baltimore and Washington, D.C. Despite the success of farmland 

protection efforts in this five-county area, a 1997 American Farmland Trust report ranked the 

Northern Piedmont area, which includes northern Maryland, as the second-most-threatened 

agricultural area in the country.

Development pressure remains a serious threat to Maryland's agricultural industry, 

and farmland protection efforts are not keeping pace with demand. The state is still losing 1.7 

acres of farmland for every acre it protects6 . Also, with 2.1 million acres of farmland left, 

Maryland is close to the 2-million-acre critical mass level that the state determined was needed 

for agriculture to remain a viable industry. State and county farmland protection programs will 

face their toughest test over the next decade. Fortunately, the efforts of the past can serve as a 

strong foundation and guide for the future.
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FARMLAND PROTECTION 

IN CARROLL COUNTY

INTRODUCTION

With almost all of its soils suitable for some form of agriculture, Carroll County 

is one of the most important players in the state's agricultural industry. Fifty percent of its 

acreage can be cultivated regularly, 20 percent can be cultivated by using crop rotations, 

14 percent is suitable for no-till farming and 13 percent is suitable for silvicultural practices7 . 

The county also is an attractive place for development. Located approximately 50 miles north 

of Washington, D.C., and west of Baltimore, Carroll County is within commuting distance 

from both cities but still has a rural feel and relatively low property costs. It is often called 

"the Poor Man's Potomac," a reference to an upscale rural community that lies just outside 

Washington, D.C.

From 1970 to the mid 1990s, Carroll County's population increased 104 percent, to 

125,000 people. Half of this increase occurred during the 1970s, when the county was losing 

approximately 5 percent of its agricultural land annually. Nearly 70 percent of residential 

development took place in the rural area of the county, well beyond town centers 8 .

By the end of the 1970s, farmers and non-farmers began to see the importance of pro 

tecting the remaining agricultural land. Through the use of several farmland protection tech 

niques, particularly PACE and APZ, the county successfully slowed the rate of development in 

the agricultural area. While 70 percent of residential development in the 1970s took place in 

rural areas, today that amount is down to 22 percent, with most houses being built closer to 

town. As of 1997, the county had permanently protected approximately 23,000 acres of farm 

land with easements purchased through the state PACE program. This accounts for 14.6 per 

cent of CarrolPs land in farms as of 1992 9 . Farmers and owners of agricultural businesses in 

Carroll County generally support farmland protection and are optimistic about the future of 

agriculture in the area.

TECHNIQUES AND STRATEGIES

Purchase of agricultural conservation easements program

In 1978, Carroll County was one of only three Maryland counties to recognize the 

value of the state's new PACE program. Along with Howard and Baltimore, Carroll County 

appropriated matching funds to participate in the MAEPP. The program was particularly 

attractive to farmers at the time because, with only a few counties participating, substantial 

funding was available for each county. The county set a goal of acquiring easements on at least 

100,000 acres of productive farmland, which county officials considered to be the minimum 

amount of land required to support agribusinesses. Between 1980 and 1985, the state acquired 

easements on more than 11,000 acres of farmland in Carroll County. Most of the farmers who 

sold easements were in the livestock business, where the desire to protect agriculture and its 

land base is strong because the investment in infrastructure is high 10 .

As more counties began to participate in the state PACE program, the amount of state 

funding decreased, and the rate of farmland protection in Carroll County slowed. It took the 

county more than 10 years to protect another 11,000 acres of farmland. Despite the drop in 

funding, county administrators still believe that the state program is the most effective PACE
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option, because it offers the greatest amount of protection for the least amount of county 

money. In the 1996 fiscal year budget, county officials earmarked a record high of $873,000 in 

general funds for use in the state PACE program and several county PACE programs.

As the MALPP became more competitive, Carroll County implemented additional 

farmland protection programs. The Local Incentive Program created in 1989 offers an alterna 

tive to landowners who are thinking about applying to sell an easement to the state. Under this 

program, the county conducts an appraisal of the property to be protected. If the landowner is 

satisfied with the appraisal, the land is enrolled in an agricultural district. The landowner 

receives a county payment equivalent to 5 percent of the value of the easement. An additional 

5 percent is paid to the landowner if and when the easement is sold to the state. Landowners 

who are not satisfied with the county appraisal do not have to enter into an agricultural dis 

trict. The Local Incentive Program was designed to increase the number of agricultural dis 

tricts, the value of easements and the number of applications to sell easements. Between 1990 

and 1991, 100 new agricultural districts were created and 50 existing districts were renewed 

for another five years. Also, 43 easements were sold, largely as a result of the county program. 

Despite this success, the program has not been funded since 1991.

Carroll County's Critical Farms Program, created in 1992, allows landowners to sell 

the county the option to buy their easement. The county pays 75 percent of the appraised ease 
ment value. In exchange, landowners must apply to the state PACE program. If the state 

approves the application, the landowner must repay the county. If it is not approved within 

five years, the county owns the easement, unless the landowner repays the county, with inter 

est, in 30 days. In reality, given the limited state funds, the county's offer is the best price that 

landowners can expect to receive. The Critical Farms Program thus offers a guaranteed mini 
mum easement price. Its budget is approximately $300,000 per year, half from general funds 

and half from the agricultural transfer tax revenues. As of 1996, six farms totaling 725 acres 

had been protected through the program.

Agricultural protection zoning

Carroll County implemented agricultural protection zoning in 1978. Zoning amend 

ments enacted that year limited development in the 184,000-acre Agricultural Zoning District 

to one lot per 20 acres. This district covers 64 percent of the county. Previously, zoning in the 
rural area allowed one lot per acre.

The need for the downzoning was supported, in part, by several studies done by the 

county planning department that documented the effects of non-agricultural land uses on farm 

ing. Farmers, however, were not impressed with the studies. They also were not convinced that 

the state's PACE program would help outweigh losses in equity caused by downzoning. 

Farmers strongly objected to the proposed zoning changes, arguing that the downzoning was a 

violation of their property rights. Several concessions were made to gain their support. 

Landowners in the rural area were given the right to develop the first two lots of a subdivision 

without following the new density requirements. These lots are called off-conveyances. 

Another tradeoff was increasing the types of uses permitted in the agricultural zone, such as 

farm machine shops and feed mills. Finally, the county provided financial support to nine des 

ignated growth areas (eight of which are incorporated towns). County funding is provided for 

public services, such as libraries and schools, within each of these areas.
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INTRODUCTION

Montgomery County was the first county in Maryland to respond to intense develop 

ment pressure. The rural county became a desirable place to live in the 1950s because residents 

could commute to Washington, D.C., easily by state highway. Montgomery's population more 

than doubled during the decade from 164,000 to 340,000, making it the fastest-growing coun 

ty in the state. By 1960, half of its farmland was owned by people who were not involved in 

agriculture. Most of this land was in the southeastern part of the county, primarily around 

Wheaton and Kensington, where the prime soils are located".

FARMLAND PROTECTION 

IN MONTGOMERY 

COUNTY

TECHNIQUES AND STRATEGIES 

Comprehensive planning

The intense growth of the 1950s and 1960s permanently changed Montgomery 

County's landscape. It also changed the attitudes of the people mapping the county's future. 

After witnessing the disappearance of agricultural land in the southeastern part of the county, 

county officials decided to protect the remaining farmland in the county's northwestern half. 

The county's 1964 General Plan established the need for preserving the countryside. In 1969, 

the County Council adopted a plan called On Wedges and Corridors. The plan recommended 

protecting agricultural land and open space. The "wedges" are the rural areas of the county, 

predominantly agricultural lands in the northwestern region, and the "corridors" are the 

municipalities in the southeastern section. The overall goal of the plan was to preserve the 

wedges by concentrating growth in the corridors.

In addition to this overall goal, On Wedges and Corridors was important for farm 

land protection advocates because it was the first public document in Montgomery County to 

recognize that farmland is necessary for the survival of the agricultural industry. Previously, 

agricultural land was valued primarily for the open space it provides.
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In 1973, Montgomery County hired a full-time agricultural resources coordinator and 

revised its zoning ordinance. The County Council changed the maximum density in the rural 

area of the county from one dwelling unit per acre to one dwelling unit per five acres. 

Although this was meant to be a farmland protection technique, it did not discourage growth. 

Enough people had enough money and the desire to develop at the lower density. During the 

1970s, the county lost 3,000 acres of farmland annually, despite the so-called agricultural 

zoning' 2 .

In 1980, 11 years after the adoption of On Wedges and Corridors, Montgomery 

County approved and began to implement the Plan for the Preservation of Agricultural Land 

and Open Space. The plan recommended the use of two techniques to protect agricultural 

land: transfer of development rights and agricultural protection zoning. The combination of 

techniques was used because policymakers believed that the farming community would not 

have supported downzoning without some means of preserving their equity.

Since 1980, the county has been nationally recognized for its farmland protection pro 

grams and policies, particularly TDK. Despite continuing development pressure in the 1980s, 

one-third of the development in the state was occurring in Montgomery County the county 

has spent approximately $18 million and permanently protected more than 43,000 acres of 

farmland. This represents almost half of Montgomery's total agricultural acreage.

The amount of farmland protected continues to rise while the amount lost to develop 

ment continues to drop. As a result of the county's efforts and an emerging respect for agricul 

ture as an industry, it is believed that farming has a viable future in Montgomery County.

Transfer of development rights program and agricultural protection zoning

TDK legislation was adopted in 1980, following an amendment to the zoning ordi 

nance that created an 89,000-acre Agricultural Reserve in the rural area of the county and 

implemented APZ. Development was limited to one dwelling unit per 25 acres. A county study 

found that this was the minimum acreage that could support a farm family on a cash-crop, 

direct-market basis. It also was the most acreage the county felt it could require without being 

sued for depriving landowners of all economic use of their property 11 .

The Agricultural Reserve is also known as the Rural Density Transfer Zone. This dis 

trict and another 30,000-acre rural zone are the county's TDR sending areas. Landowners in 

the sending areas are permitted to sell their development rights to landowners in designated 

receiving areas who want to develop their property at a higher density than is ordinarily per 

mitted by the base zoning. One development right can be sold for each five acres of land; 

rights are sold on the open market.

The TDR program got off to a slow start. One of its initial problems was that not 

enough receiving areas were designated by the county. As a result, the supply of development 

rights far exceeded the demand, which made the rights less valuable than farmers had hoped. 

Based on a pilot TDR program in the town of Olney, farmers expected development rights to 

sell for $15,000. When the county wide program began, however, development rights sold for
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just $4,000. In retrospect, it became clear that the price was high in Olney because the town 

had numerous receiving areas, and demand for development rights exceeded the supply 14 .

A lawsuit filed by a group of property owners from the Agricultural Reserve in the 

early 1980s charged that there was no market for development rights because there were not 

enough TDR receiving areas. A circuit court judge ruled against the plaintiffs, arguing that 

"...[S]ince the rationale for the downzoning did not hinge on the TDR scheme, the absence of 

receiving areas at the time of the downzoning need not be considered 15 ."

Despite the judge's ruling, the county created more receiving areas. There are now 18 

designated receiving areas located in planning districts that have been targeted for growth. 

While this has helped allay some concerns about the TDR program, the most effective solution 

to increasing the value of development rights was the creation of a county PACE program in 1989.

With the county purchasing easements, fewer development rights are available 

through the TDR program, thereby driving up the price of the rights. Within a month of the 

adoption of PACE, the value of development rights doubled. Development rights sold on the 

open market are still not as valuable as those sold to the county $2,000 per acre through the 

TDR program, compared to $3,000 per acre through the PACE program.

Purchase of agricultural conservation easements program

Many agricultural landowners supported the establishment of the county PACE pro 

gram because it increased the value of development rights sold on the open market. The coun 

ty's strategic approach to buying easements has stopped high-density development from 

spreading into the rural areas of the county. In reviewing applications to the PACE program, 

local officials use a formula that gives highest priority to large farms on the suburban edge of 

the Agricultural Reserve. As of 1996, the county had purchased easements on approximately 

5,400 acres of farmland. The protected farms form a quarter-mile buffer between the urban 

and rural areas of the county. The buffer functions as an urban growth boundary by prevent 

ing the extension of water and sewer lines from the urban area to rural lands.

More than two-thirds of easement sales in Montgomery County have been through 

the county PACE program. The remainder have been through the state program, using match 

ing funds from the county. The county PACE program is more popular than the state program 

because the county's formula for determining the price of easements usually results in higher 

easement values. The formula is called "base plus." A base price per acre is set by the county 

every year. The county pays landowners this amount, and an additional percentage of the base 

price determined by land tenure and the following characteristics of the land: farm size, soil 

fertility, use of conservation practices, road frontage and proximity to development. The per- 

centage-of-base formula lets the county adjust the entire price range by changing the base.

Landowners also prefer selling to the county because the state often takes too long to 

make an offer. By using its formula, the county can make an offer in less than six months. The 

state program can take twice as long because it relies on appraisals to set easement prices. 

Given the intense development pressure in Montgomery County, a quick turnaround is essen 

tial to protecting land. Finally, landowners are more likely to sell easements to the county
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because the state PACE program gives low priority to applications from Montgomery County. 

Easement values are relatively high in Montgomery because the fair market value of land is 

high in comparison to other counties.

Agricultural marketing

In addition to using APZ, TDK and PACE to protect the land base, Montgomery 

County has implemented a marketing program to promote local farm products and services. 

Given the changing face of the county's farm sector, promoting agriculture is essential to the 

future of the industry. Farmers are developing enterprises that generate larger profits on small 

er pieces of land, operating specialized and diversified agricultural businesses such as pick- 

your-own fruit and vegetable farms, nurseries and horse farms.

The Montgomery County marketing program has a variety of elements, including a 

farm directory, county-sponsored farmers' markets and an annual farm tour and harvest sale. 

The county facilitated direct marketing of farm products in 1990 when it relaxed regulation of 

roadside farmstands. Farmers are now permitted to sell produce that is not grown on their 

farms, as long this produce does not exceed 25 percent of total sales. The county also has pro 

duced signs for roads and vehicles and product stickers bearing the red, white and blue "Pride 

of Montgomery County Agricultural Producer" logo.

Coordination of agricultural services

Before 1996, Montgomery's PACE, TDK and marketing programs were administered 

from the county's strategic planning division. In July 1996, the county created a department 

of economic development and a new agricultural services division to house the farmland 

protection and marketing programs. Program staff were moved from the county offices in 

Rockville to the Agricultural History Farm Park in the town of Derwood, 20 minutes away. 

The Agricultural Services Division now shares offices with Cooperative Extension, the Natural 

Resources Conservation Service and the Farm Services Agency, giving farmers the advantage of 

"one-stop shopping." Division manager Jeremy Criss reports that having all of the county's 

agricultural services together under one roof has improved coordination. For example, Criss 

says that he is able to process applications to create agricultural districts in a fraction of the 

time it took when the agricultural agencies and services were in different locations 16 .

INTRODUCTION

FARMLAND PROTECTION 

IN HOWARD COUNTY

Equidistant from Washington, D.C., and Baltimore, Howard County has long been 

ripe for development. During the 1970s, Howard County was the fastest-growing county in 

Maryland. Population doubled during the decade to 118,000 residents, and for the first time in 

the county's history, development occurred at a faster rate in the rural areas than in the urban 
areas' 7 .

Howard County's farmland protection movement began to emerge during this period. 

At the urging of a county councilwoman, a citizens' task force was formed in 1975. Called the
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Work Force for the Preservation of Howard County Farmland, the group's efforts were backed 

by a variety of interests, including farmers, the Sierra Club, urban residents, rural residents, 

new county residents and Howard County natives. The state also showed its support by giving 

the task force a $10,000 grant 18 .

TECHNIQUES AND STRATEGIES

Purchase of agricultural conservation easements program

The first recommendation of the Howard County task force was to create a local 

PACE program to supplement the state program. Although the MALPP had just started pur 

chasing easements, the group felt that the program would not be effective in Howard County 

because land values were too high. There was little opposition to the proposal, and the County 

Council approved creation of a PACE program in 1982.

The PACE program was challenged by a resident who gathered enough signatures to 

require that the issue be placed on the next county ballot. The task force, which had become 

very well organized, quickly kicked off a dynamic campaign to promote the program. The 

campaign proved successful, and the program was approved by 54 percent of the county's 
voters 19 .

Initially, however, the county PACE program was not popular among farmers. The 
state program was more attractive because easement offers were higher than anticipated. This 

was primarily because just a few counties were participating, so there was not much competi 
tion for funding. Some of the requirements imposed by the county PACE program also dis 

couraged farmers from applying. Landowners, for instance, were required to pay for appraisals 

and were fined if they did not keep protected properties in active agricultural use. 

Approximately 3,000 acres of land were protected through the MALPP by the mid-1980s.

The county program eventually became more popular, for two reasons. The first is 

that the unpopular requirements were eliminated. More important, though, as the state pro 

gram became more competitive, the county's landowners began to receive lower easement 

offers from the state. In the late 1980s, the county program surpassed the state program in 

acreage protected. By then, the county had purchased easements on approximately 7,700 acres 

of farmland.

At the peak of its success, and at a time when development pressures were particularly 

intense, the county program stalled. It was offering an average of $3,000 per acre for agricul 

tural easements, while developers were paying as much as $20,000 per acre for prime farm 

land. The low offers were partially due to a county policy of paying only 50 percent of the 

value of any easement.

The Howard County PACE program got a new lease on life in 1989 when it adopted 

an installment purchase plan to buy easements. The program was the first of its kind in the 

country. It allowed the county to pay landowners for easements in installments, with interest of 

no less than 6.5 percent. The payments are made every other year over a 30-year period, with 

the remaining amount of the purchase price paid in a lump sum at the end of the term. Interest 

on the outstanding balance of the purchase price is paid semiannually.
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For landowners, this funding technique offers several advantages. Semiannual interest 

payments are exempt from income taxes. In some cases, property owners may defer recogni 

tion of any capital gain until they receive the principal amount. Installment purchase contracts 

offer flexibility in estate planning because they can be transferred. Property owners may be 

able to realize charitable tax deductions that are generally equal to the difference between the 

appraised value of easements and the price the county pays for them.

For the county, installment purchase agreements provide more money in the short 

term for the purchase of easements. The county funds the interest payments with proceeds 

from two real estate taxes one-quarter of a 1-percent transfer tax on all real estate sales and 

one-third of a 5-percent transfer tax on all sales involving agricultural land. The lump sum 

payments are financed by the purchase of 30-year U.S. zero-coupon bonds. The bonds were 

purchased with $9 million in tax revenues that had built up during the years that the county 

program was inactive. By using this method, the $9 million and the expected future tax rev 

enues were leveraged to purchase $55 million worth of easements.

The $55 million was spent between 1990 and 1996. During that time, the county pur 

chased easements on about 8,500 acres of farmland, bringing the total amount of protected 

land to approximately 17,000 acres, nearly 40 percent of the county's farmland. More acreage 

was protected during the six years of the Installment Purchase Program than during the eight- 

year period that preceded it. Howard County's PACE program ceased operation in 1996 when 

the bond funding was exhausted.

The success of the county's PACE program was due to the innovative financing 

option, as well as the county's decision to lift the 50 percent cap it had placed on easement 

offers in the 1980s. Some easements sold for as much as $6,000 per acre during the 1990s. 

Also, the county's system for valuing easements made the program appealing to landowners. 

Like Montgomery County, Howard County used a formula to value easements, rather than 

appraisals. Initially, the formula gave little weight to the location of the farm, such as its prox 

imity to a wetland or steep slope. A new formula, adopted in 1993, gave highest priority to 

large parcels of land in the rural area with Class I soils, large road frontages, low residential 

density and a high score on the Land Evaluation and Site Assessment system. Finally, the suc 

cess of the PACE program was due in part to a county property tax credit of up to 75 percent 

offered for land enrolled in an agricultural district or protected by an easement.

Agricultural protection zoning and density exchange option

Howard County uses zoning to protect farmland, but its regulations are weak in com 

parison to APZ ordinances in surrounding counties. The density in the rural area ranges from 

one dwelling unit per 3 acres to one dwelling unit per 4.25 acres, depending on the size of the 

parcel and whether the development is clustered. Four attempts to downzone land in the agri 

cultural area to as few as one dwelling unit per 20 acres have been defeated.

Clustering and a density exchange option were implemented in 1992 as strategies to 

strengthen the zoning regulations. Clustering is mandatory in the Rural Conservation Zone, 

which is where most of the farms are located. New homes must be clustered on 20 to 40 per 

cent of a parcel, depending on the size of the tract.
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The density exchange option is very similar to TDK programs in other Maryland 

counties. It allows landowners in the rural area of the county who have parcels larger than 50 

acres to transfer development rights to other properties within the rural area. Density is trans 

ferred at the rate of one development unit per 3 acres. In the receiving area, development is 

allowed at a density of one dwelling unit per 2 acres. The density exchange option is permitted 

only when the exchange is between a significant piece of farmland and a piece of property that 

can absorb the additional development without any adverse environmental impacts. All trans 

actions occur on the open market. Approximately 700 acres of farmland have been protected 

through this program.

Agricultural marketing

When the PACE program came to an end, Howard County took a new approach to 

saving farmland. The county turned its attention to the business end of farming. At the recom 

mendation of a committee of farmers that had been convened by the county executive, the 

county created an Agriculture Economic Council that acts as a subcommittee to the county's 

Economic Development Authority. The county also hired a full-time agricultural marketing 

specialist to head the subcommittee and to work one-on-one with farmers. The subcommittee 

was charged with four tasks: sustaining traditional farming operations, exploring new agricul 

tural trends, understanding infrastructure needs and consolidating rural service agencies.

INTRODUCTION

In contrast to Howard County, which relied on PACE to stabilize its agricultural land 

base, Baltimore County began its farmland protection efforts by enacting agricultural protec 

tion zoning. Some speculate that this is because of the size of Baltimore County. With 83,000 

acres of farmland in the county almost twice as much as in Howard County PACE seemed 

unrealistic. It would have been an expensive way to protect a relatively small percentage of the 

county's farmland. Others contend that Baltimore County chose a regulatory approach because 

zoning was well suited to address the pattern of development in its jurisdiction. Growth is con 

centrated in the southern half of the county, which borders the city of Baltimore. The more 

concentrated the land uses, the easier it can be to apply regulations that affect them20 .

FARMLAND PROTECTION 

IN BALTIMORE COUNTY

TECHNIQUES AND STRATEGIES

Comprehensive planning and agricultural protection zoning

Residents became aware of the need to regulate growth in the early 1960s, 10 years 

into what turned out to be a 25-year development boom in Baltimore County. Much of the 

early development occurred just north of the city of Baltimore, in an area dominated by broad 

valleys and wooded slopes. Planners predicted that future growth would follow the same path. 

Concerned residents formed a nonprofit group and hired renowned land use planner lan 

McHarg to develop a growth management plan for their 45,000-acre region. McHarg's Plan 

for the Valleys was the first county document to strongly recommend an ecological approach 

to planning. Although the plan was never formally adopted, it stimulated a new way of 

thinking21 .
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McHarg's ideas inspired county planners who were alarmed by sprawl in the rural 

area. They proposed two new zoning districts to address the problem: one with a maximum 

density of one dwelling unit per 10 acres and one with a maximum density of one house per 

3 acres. This was during the early 1970s, when lot sizes were controlled by state Health 

Department requirements for satisfactory percolation tests22 . The maximum density was gener 

ally one dwelling unit per acre. The County Council adopted two new zones, but responded to 

developers' concerns by setting the density at one dwelling per acre.

In response to the Council's action, the Planning Department gathered data on sprawl 

and formed a task force to review the information and make recommendations. The North 

County Advisory Group was organized in 1974. It included farmers, local farm bureau repre 

sentatives, realtors, developers, business people and other residents. The group's most signifi 

cant recommendation was to create four resource conservation (RC) zones in the rural area, 

two of which would incorporate agricultural land, including forest land. It proposed sliding- 

scale APZ for the 100,000 acres in RC 2 zones, which encompassed 30 percent of the county. 

The proposed zoning would have allowed up to six dwelling units per 100 acres.

The four RC zones were created by the County Council in the mid-1970s, but regula 

tions were less restrictive than those proposed by the Advisory Group. The new ordinance 

allowed 20 dwelling units per 100 acres in the RC 2 zone. In 1979, these regulations were 

amended to allow for one subdivision on lots of record that are between two and 100 acres, 

and one additional subdivision for each 50 acres thereafter. These limitations were designed to 

restrict the subdivision of larger parcels while allowing smaller parcels to be divided.

For nearly 20 years, regulations allowed one dwelling unit per five acres in the 

46,000-acre RC 4 zone. In 1992, the County Council restricted development in this zone by 

implementing mandatory clustering. The clustering ordinance requires that development be 

restricted to 30 percent of each lot. The remaining land must be left in perpetuity for farming, 

forestry or open space. Clustering is permitted but not required in the RC 2 zone.

Although the downzoning actions were controversial among farmers and other 

landowners at first, eventually they were supported by residents. Farmland protection was not 

the driving force behind the changes. Rather, the stricter zoning regulations were designed to 

protect the rural reservoirs that are the main water source for metropolitan Baltimore. 

Nonetheless, the end result has proved beneficial for farming.

The local farming community was divided in its response to the zoning changes. 

Young farmers were vocal in their support and were heavily involved in the planning process. 

Other farmers were supportive because the agricultural industry was doing well, and protect 

ing the land base made sense. Critics claimed that the new zoning took away their property 

rights.

The county has a growth management plan that directs growth to its southern section. 

The county planning board must approve water and sewer service extensions into the northern 

region. As a result of this plan, residents and farmers feel that the county is allowing for 

growth while still leaving room for agriculture.
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Purchase of agricultural conservation easements program

Support for agricultural zoning also was enhanced by the County Council's decision 

to participate in the state PACE program. Farmers' interest in the state program has fluctuated 

since 1980. Low interest is generally correlated with low easement price offers from the state 

and strong development pressure, but Baltimore County farmers have historically been skepti 

cal of PACE. The 1989 county master plan reflected that "[t]he farming community often 

sends mixed signals regarding the degree to which farmers want protection from development 

while farming, and flexibility to sell to developers upon retirement."

Overall, however, the county's landowners have been active in the Maryland 

Agricultural Land Preservation Program. As of 1996, the state had protected more than 11,000 

acres of agricultural land through PACE. The county encourages participation in the program 

by offering a 100-percent property tax credit for up to 10 years on land that is enrolled in an 

agricultural preservation district.

To further increase interest in farmland protection, the county created its own PACE 

program in 1993. As in Carroll, Montgomery and Howard Counties, Baltimore County's pro 

gram is designed to complement the MALPP; it has not, however, been implemented. The 

county still gets more leverage out of its funding source agricultural transfer tax revenues  

by providing matching funds to the state's PACE program.

Donations of easements

Baltimore County landowners have been generous in donating agricultural conserva 

tion easements to nonprofit organizations. In 1993 and 1994, easement donations exceeded 

sales through the state's PACE program. Easements on almost 7,000 acres were donated to the 

Maryland Environmental Trust, compared to 1,250 acres protected through the state program. 

Several local land trusts are active in encouraging landowners to participate in the MET pro 

gram. Participation is high because of the appreciation for the land base and prosperity in the 

farming community. Landowners may also enjoy certain tax benefits when they donate ease 

ments on their land.

INTRODUCTION

The development boom hit Harford County in the mid-1980s, later than most of the 

counties in the case study region. Each year between 1985 and 1990, approximately 3,000 

acres of farmland were converted to non-agricultural use, a critical loss for a rural county 

where agriculture is the most important industry. Since then the county has enacted several 

farmland protection programs that have proven effective in stabilizing much of the remaining 

agricultural land base. Most of the programs have originated from the county government, not 

the private sector, because the Harford County Council generally has been supportive of the 

agricultural industry.

FARMLAND PROTECTION 

IN HARFORD COUNTY
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TECHNIQUES AND STRATEGIES

Purchase of agricultural conservation easements program

As of 1996, Harford County landowners had sold conservation easements on almost 

15,000 acres of farmland to the state and county PACE programs. In 1989, the county began 

offering a 50-percent property tax credit on properties enrolled in an agricultural district. Soon 

afterwards, the county extended 100-percent property tax credits to owners of land protected 

by MALPP easements, up to a maximum of $35 per acre. Both tax credits were later made 

available to landowners who participate in the county PACE program.

The tax credits were needed to encourage landowners to sell agricultural conservation 

easements. From 1978 to 1988, Harford County protected fewer than 3,500 acres of land 

through PACE. Landowners were wary of the MALPP because it was new and because offers 

from the state were low. One of the first people to sell an easement was a wealthy landowner 

who settled for a price of approximately $350 per acre.

The tax credit was successful immediately and continues to be effective at generating 

enrollment in agricultural districts and interest in PACE. In the 10 years prior to the creation 

of the county tax credit program, only 9,000 acres were enrolled in agricultural districts. 

Within two years after the tax credit was offered, the amount of land enrolled in districts 

increased to 15,000 acres13 .

In 1988, a new county master plan identified deficiencies in the state PACE program 

and recommended that the county create its own program. The recommendation was imple 

mented in 1992. The county PACE program has different priorities than the state program. 

The county gives top priority to high-quality land owned by full-time farmers who use best 

management practices. More important, local taxpayers believe that the funding source for the 

county program is more predictable than that for the state program. A secure funding source 

makes it easier for the county to make timely payments and a greater number of offers to 

landowners. The county program is funded by a 1-percent local real estate transfer tax. Half of 

the $5 million in tax revenues typically generated each year is used for farmland preservation 

(the other half is earmarked for school improvements). The tax was approved by county voters 

by a 3-to-l margin in 1992, despite concern that landowners would not support a tax that 

increases real estate closing costs. Maryland has some of the highest closing costs in the nation.

Another important feature of the county program is an installment purchase agree 

ment option modeled after Howard County's installment purchase program. Landowners who 

do not want cash up front can sign installment purchase agreements. The agreements entitle 

sellers to annual tax-free interest payments and a small portion of the principal over a 20-year 

period. Participants receive the remainder in the 20th year as a balloon payment. Landowners 

can request cash payments for their easements, but if funding is not available, they may be 

required to wait until the next fiscal year before receiving payment.

Enthusiasm for the county program has always been high. Fifty-eight farmers applied 

to the program during the first year, followed by 80 the second year and 130 the third year. 

This compares to an average of 15 to 20 applicants per year to the state program before 

the county program was approved. Applications to the state program have increased to
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approximately 45 per year since the county program was approved, due primarily to increased 

publicity for and understanding of PACE24 .

Agricultural protection zoning

Regulatory strategies have not been very successful in Harford County. The county 

has had what it calls agricultural zoning since 1957, but the initial intent of the zoning was to 

promote residential growth within a predominantly rural county. The maximum density was 

high one dwelling unit per 0.5 acres of land compared to the density in true agricultural 

protection zones.

In 1974, the zoning regulations were strengthened, but not to support agriculture. 

Rather, new regulations were designed to reduce the number of septic tank failures and well 

contaminations. The county passed an ordinance requiring a 40,000-square-foot septic reserve 

area around all septic tanks and decreased the allowable density to one dwelling unit per 2 

acres. Farmers and developers loudly opposed the septic reserve area requirement, but county 

officials felt obligated to enact it because it was proposed by the county's health department as 

a means of protecting the health and safety of county residents. The regulation has been chal 

lenged unsuccessfully several times within the past few years.

Harford County planners drafted an amended master plan with new development 

restrictions in the mid-1970s. They recommended that the density in the agricultural zone be 

decreased to one dwelling per 10 acres. The proposed plan was opposed by both farmers and 

developers, and was not released until a new County Council president was elected in 197725 .

The zoning ordinance was amended to implement the plan's recommendation. 

Although the new zoning was still lenient compared to requirements in other counties, farmers 

were generally opposed to the change. As a concession, the council created the Rural 

Residential In-Fill Area. In this zone, which applies to the small pockets of agricultural land 

between residential areas, landowners are allowed to apply for rezoning to residential use. In 

addition, landowners of record as of February 1977 were given the right to develop one lot for 

every child, sibling and parent. Landowners entitled to these family conveyances who owned 

more than one parcel were given the right to create lots for all entitled persons on each parcel. 

The result of these provisions was that landowners were permitted to develop at far greater 

densities than one house per 10 acres.

Harford County's agricultural zoning was strengthened in 1989, although it is still 

weak compared to other counties in the case study area. At the direction of the 1988 master 

plan, the minimum lot size in the Rural Residential and Agricultural zones was decreased from 

2 acres to 0.75 acres to prevent unnecessary sprawl. Also, a maximum lot size of 2 acres was 

established. Previously, there was no maximum lot size. These changes have essentially the 

same effect as clustering because they allow landowners to keep a larger portion of their lots as 

open space. In 1995, the county adopted voluntary clustering in the agricultural zone and the 

Rural Residential In-Fill Area.
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Development envelope

The creation of a "development envelope" in the southern part of Harford County 

has been more effective than agricultural zoning. The development envelope was proposed in 

the 1977 master plan and was created the same year the master plan was approved. The plan 

envisioned that 87 percent of the county's growth would be confined to the 90-square-mile 

development envelope. This goal has not been achieved, but the development envelope has 

been successful in reversing the growth trends of the 1960s and early 1970s26 .

Agricultural marketing

Recognizing that techniques focusing on protecting the land may benefit the farmland 

more than the farmer, Harford County began to support agricultural marketing in 1990. The 

county's goal is to help farmers make their operations economically viable. Through the pro 

gram, the county has produced a directory of agricultural services and distributed it to 80,000 

homes, sponsored several marketing workshops for farmers, created a Harford County 

Homegrown logo for locally grown produce, established a new farmers' market and sponsored 

an annual farm fair.

Marketing efforts are overseen by a county-appointed Agriculture Task Force that 

consists of citizens and representatives of federal, state and local agencies. Since its creation in 

1987, the task force has surveyed farmers about what kinds of initiatives could strengthen 

local farming, produced a video on farming in the county and pursued the possibility of creat 

ing a program for strengthening farm businesses and the local farming economy.

Working in conjunction with the Maryland Agricultural Land Preservation 

Foundation, the five case study counties have purchased easements on more than 46,000 acres 

of farmland. Carroll, Harford, Howard and Montgomery counties have protected an

CONCLUSION additional 30,000 acres of farmland through independent PACE programs. This record shows 

clearly that Maryland's state PACE program has generated local interest and investment in 

farmland protection. Maryland leads the nation in the number of acres protected through 

PACE, and its county programs are among the nation's most innovative.

Programs in Maryland provide good examples for other state and local governments 

that are considering PACE. Requiring local governments to contribute matching funds for ease 

ment purchases has leveraged local funding for PACE. Requiring enrollment in agricultural dis 

tricts as a condition of eligibility for PACE has helped stabilize the land base. The tax benefits 

that Howard County offers to landowners who enroll in a district or sell an easement have 

increased participation in these programs. Installment purchase options in Howard and 

Harford counties leverage PACE funds and provide tax benefits to program participants. 

Finally, point systems for valuing easements in Montgomery, Howard and Harford counties 

decrease both the amount of time it takes to purchase easements and their cost.

Maryland is also well-known for its TDR programs. Montgomery County has pro 

tected more farmland through TDR than any other jurisdiction in the nation. Calvert County,
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on the southern shore, also has a successful TDK program. Montgomery and Calvert counties 

provide models that other local governments can use to design effective TDR programs.

Several of the case study counties have recognized that protecting the land is only one 

of the challenges facing agriculture in areas threatened by development. Agricultural marketing 

programs in Montgomery, Harford and Howard counties are helping farmers develop new 

products and services and formulate creative strategies to sell them. Marketing programs also 

may increase public support for agriculture and farmland protection.

Two state programs are likely to increase local government involvement in farmland 

protection in the future. New local comprehensive plans guided by Maryland's growth man 

agement law are due to be complete in 1997. Many of these plans will include farmland pro 

tection elements. Local governments also will have access to new state funding for farmland 

and natural resource protection through the Rural Legacy Program. Agricultural communities 

on Maryland's eastern and southern shores can look to Carroll, Montgomery, Howard, 

Baltimore and Harford counties as they design programs to protect farmland and support 

agriculture.
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Washington has many unique climates and soils, allowing Washington farmers to pro 

duce a wide variety of agricultural commodities. The state is the nation's top producer of 

apples, pears, Concord grapes, sweet cherries, raspberries and hops, and is a leading producer 

of wheat, potatoes and vegetables. Farmland currently accounts for approximately 37 percent 

of the state's land base', and the total value of agricultural commodities was more than $5 bil 

lion in 19942 .

Washington is also a very desirable place to live. The Puget Sound region in the north 

west corner of the state is famous for its scenic shorelines, ancient forests and snow-capped 

peaks. The region's spectacular natural beauty and an economy fueled by economic giants 

Microsoft and Boeing have drawn hundreds of thousands of newcomers to the state over the 

past 25 years Washington's population increased by 59 percent between 1970 and 1995. This 

rapid population growth has had dramatic impacts on farmland and agriculture.

Washington lost approximately 23,800 acres of farmland each year between 1970 and 

1980. A 1979 study predicted that the fast-growing Puget Sound region could lose between 20 

and 27 percent of its remaining farmland by the year 20003 . The region gained more than 

600,000 residents between 1980 and 1990, accounting for nearly 83 percent of Washington's 

total population growth over the decade. While the state's population increased by 17.8 per 

cent during the 1980s, growth in the 10 Puget Sound counties ranged from 18.7 percent to 

37.9 percent4 .

In the 1970s, King County and Whitman County developed strategies to protect farm 
land and support agriculture. Located at opposite ends of the state, the two counties could not 

be much more different. King County, which includes the city of Seattle, is the state's most 

populous county. The climate is wet and much of the agricultural land is most suitable for pas 

ture. By 1975, urbanization had consumed two-thirds of the county's farmland base and agri 

culture was in decline. In contrast, Whitman County, located on the Idaho border, is almost 

exclusively agricultural. The county encompasses more than 1.3 million acres of farmland in a 

region known as the Palouse. Dryland wheat is the primary crop cultivated in the Palouse, 

which is one of the most fertile regions of the world. Washington State University provides 

virtually all of the non-agricultural jobs in Whitman County.

The two counties developed farmland protection strategies that were tailored to meet 

their different needs. King County's Farmland Preservation Program, approved by voters in 

1979, provided public funds for PACE. Whitman County's 1978 Comprehensive Plan estab 

lished exclusive agricultural protection zoning covering 95 percent of its land area. The APZ 

ordinance made it extremely difficult to develop productive farmland for non-agricultural use.

Other Washington counties tried to address the challenges facing farmers during the 

same period. By 1985, 32 of the state's 39 counties reported using at least one strategy to 

protect farmland, and two other counties were considering farmland protection programs. 

Thurston County's 1976 Comprehensive Plan identified the need to investigate PACE and 

TDR. Spokane County called for an exclusive agricultural zone in its 1981 Comprehensive 

Plan. Island County authorized a TDR program in 1984. None of these strategies, however, 

were fully implemented.

STATE AND COUNTY 

FARMLAND PROTECTION 

PROGRAMS IN 

WASHINGTON
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In 1985, a group of researchers surveyed Washington county planners about farmland 

protection programs. Planners in 21 counties reported that farmland protection efforts were 

moderately successful. Five counties reported highly successful farmland protection programs, 

and five planners responded that their counties' efforts to protect farmland were unsuccessful. 

Planners reported weak enforcement of land use regulations, lack of long-term solutions to 

the problems causing conversion of agricultural land and little political support for farmland 

protection5 .

The Washington Growth Management Act and its contribution to farmland protection

The impact of population growth on natural resources and community infrastructure 

became a major political issue in western Washington during the late 1980s. Many residents of 

the Puget Sound region saw rapid population growth as a threat to forests, farmland, shore 

lines and quality of life. In response to public pressure from the Puget Sound area, the state 

legislature passed the Washington Growth Management Act in 1990. The law was strength 

ened by amendments in 1991. GMA changed the political and legal climate for land develop 

ment and conservation in Washington and gave advocates of farmland protection powerful 

new planning tools.

GMA requires all counties in the state to designate important farmlands, which it 

defines as "agricultural lands that are not already characterized by urban growth and that have 

long-term significance for the commercial production of food or other agricultural products6 ." 

Counties must adopt regulations to ensure that "use of lands adjacent to agricultural...lands 

shall not interfere with the continued use, in the accustomed manner and accordance with best 

management practices, of these designated lands for the production of food [and] agricultural 

products... 7 "

The Growth Management Act also requires fast-growing counties and their incorpo 

rated areas to prepare detailed comprehensive plans. Mandatory components include a land 

use element, which designates areas and associated population densities for uses including agri 

culture, timber production, housing, commerce, industry, recreation and open space; and a 

rural element, which addresses the use of lands not specifically designated for agriculture, tim 

ber, mining or urban growth. County comprehensive plans must be internally consistent and 

consistent with the plans of their cities and all adjacent cities and counties. One of the goals 

guiding the development and adoption of comprehensive plans is to "[mjaintain and enhance 

natural resource-based industries, including productive timber, agricultural, and fisheries indus 

tries," and to "[ejncourage the conservation of...productive agricultural lands, and discourage 

incompatible uses8 ."

Counties required to plan under GMA also are required to designate urban growth 

areas to accommodate projected urban growth over a 20-year period. In general, urban ser 

vices will not be extended beyond the boundaries of urban growth areas. New, fully contained 

communities may be located outside urban growth areas if strict conditions are met; provision 

must be made to mitigate the impact of such developments on designated agricultural lands. 

Urban growth areas may not include designated agricultural lands unless the county has enact 

ed a TDK or PACE program9 .
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GMA established a special body to resolve disputes arising under the law. Three 

regional Growth Planning Hearing Boards hear complaints that a state agency, county or city 

planning department under the act is not in compliance with its requirements. According to 

Steve Wells, in the Washington Department of Community Development, the three boards have 

heard approximately 40 complaints dealing with agricultural land.

The Growth Management Act guarantees the public the right to participate in prepar 

ing comprehensive plans. This gives advocates a new venue to argue for stronger protection of 

agricultural land. As of 1996, 18 of Washington's 39 counties were required to plan under 

GMA, including all of the Puget Sound counties. An additional 11 counties chose to prepare 

plans in conformance with the act.

INTRODUCTION

King County's 2,125 square miles encompass the city of Seattle and more than a 

dozen municipalities as well as many thousands of acres of farms and forest land. Dairy farms 

predominate in the eastern river valleys, and vegetables and berries are raised closer to the city. 

Between 1945 and 1975, urban growth consumed two-thirds of the county's farmland; active 

farming operations declined from 6,500 to 1,200. Public concern about the loss of King 

County farms was raised in the early 1970s by a successful campaign to stop the demolition of 
Pike Place Market, a historic public market that sells local fish, farm products and crafts in 

downtown Seattle.

FARMLAND PROTECTION 

IN KING COUNTY

A study conducted by the Puget Sound Council of Governments during the early 

1970s reported that nearly 3,000 acres of King County farmland were being converted each 
year. In 1976, the county imposed an 18-month moratorium on development of important 

farmland while officials and farmers worked to create a farmland protection program. In 

1979, county voters approved a $50 million bond issue to fund the Farmland Preservation 

Program (FPP), the purpose of which was to "preserve the economic, aesthetic and cultural 

values provided by agriculture for the benefit of the citizens of King County." The county set 

a goal of acquiring easements on at least 10,000 acres of farmland. King County was the sec 

ond local jurisdiction in the nation to approve a purchase agricultural conservation easement 

program.

TECHNIQUES AND STRATEGIES

Purchase of agricultural conservation easements and agricultural protection zoning

The county targeted eight discrete geographic areas for protection and established pri 

orities for easement purchases in these areas. The program then conducted three "Acquisition 

Rounds" beginning in 1984. To supplement the program and give broad protection to all 

farmland in the county, King County's 1985 Comprehensive Plan established Agricultural 

Production Districts (APDs). Zoning in the new districts allowed one dwelling unit per 10 

acres in urbanized areas and one unit per 35 acres in rural areas primarily devoted to dairy 

production. The goal of the new zones was to maintain parcels that would be viable for
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commercial agriculture and to discourage residential use of productive farmland. The APDs 

covered a total of approximately 40,000 acres. Virtually all of the properties enrolled in the 

FPP fell within the APDs.

Implementation of the FPP was delayed until 1985 due to problems with the funding 

source and a lawsuit. Between 1985 and 1987, King County protected 187 properties, encom 

passing 12,650 acres of farmland. It produced an acquisition summary that mapped all of the 

properties enrolled in the program. Then, at the end of 1987, the FPP was discontinued. The 

bond issue had not allocated funding for ongoing work on farmland preservation and the 

program's staff were reassigned to other tasks.

County audits of the Farmland Preservation Program

A 1988 audit of the FPP concluded that the program had met its goals, but warned 

that simply purchasing easements might not be sufficient to sustain agriculture in the county. 

In particular, the audit emphasized the need to monitor agricultural activity and land use on 

properties enrolled in the program. It called for annual field investigations of protected proper 

ties, record-keeping that would track landowners' compliance with the restrictive covenants 

and coordination with the county's Building and Land Development Department to ensure that 

permits would not be granted for illegal development of protected lands. In his response to the 

audit, the director of the Parks, Planning and Resources Department concurred with the audit's 

conclusions, but noted a lack of funds to develop a comprehensive monitoring program.

In 1991, the county auditor's office conducted a second audit of the FPP to follow up 

on the deficiencies identified by the 1988 audit and to determine whether corrective actions 

had been taken. Auditors met with agency personnel who had been involved with the program 

and visited a sample of 26 protected farms. They discovered that practically none of the rec 

ommendations made in the 1988 audit had been implemented. They found that monitoring 

and enforcement policies and procedures were nonexistent or insufficient and that some signifi 

cant legal issues were unresolved. The auditors concluded that "while the audit found no sig 

nificant violation of covenant restrictions among the sample properties reviewed...a potential 

for loss of acquired development rights exists 10 ."

Auditors recommended creating a position to monitor the program and enforce pro 

tective covenants, as well as developing policies, procedures and mechanisms for monitoring 

and enforcement. This recommendation was implemented in 1992. Auditors also emphasized 

that supporting agriculture was an important component of the FPP and directed the county 

to advocate for farmers and promote farming and farm products.
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The farmers'perspective on PACE

Farmers have mixed feelings about the effectiveness of the PACE program. Opinions 

seem to vary by region of the county and the extent of development pressure. Janet 

Baker is a dairy farmer on the Enumclaw Plateau, a predominantly agricultural area 

approximately 45 minutes from downtown Seattle. The FPP acquired 1,900 acres in 

the area; most of the properties were used for dairying. Protected farms were clustered 

in blocks of at least 200 acres. The Bakers sold an easement in 1986 and Janet is a 

strong and grateful supporter of the FPP. "The program helped stabilize the dairy 

industry here," she says, explaining that the program provided cash when many of the 

area's dairy farmers were close to bankruptcy. "We got capital when we needed it," she 

says. Janet can list two dozen dairy farms that have changed hands since they were pro 

tected a decade ago. She believes that 17 of these farms are still owned or leased by 

dairy farmers or heifer operations, and another two are being used for vegetable pro 

duction. While development pressure is still a big problem, Janet believes that the FPP 

was a step in the right direction. She hopes the program will be renewed.

Clarissa Cross, who raises blueberries and horses in the Upper Green River Valley, is 

not as enthusiastic about the FPP. Selling an easement to the county allowed the Cross 
family to expand their operation, but the farm is now threatened by development of 

surrounding properties. Like most farms in the valley, the Cross' land lies along the 

river and is hemmed in by steep ridges. Development on the ridgecrest has caused mud 

slides and flooding on Clarissa's farm. One recent slide filled in the reservoir that the 

Crosses used for irrigation. "Now we have to irrigate with a well," Clarissa explains, 

"and that is expensive." She has spoken to a lawyer about the possibility of suing the 

developer who built the houses, but was told that she would be unlikely to recover 
enough money to pay the legal fees, let alone repair the damage. "This area is not con 

ducive to farming," Clarissa claims. "It's too residential. There's too much traffic. 

Farming is a dying industry here"."
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A 1994 issue paper on farmlands and agriculture in King County reported a signifi 

cant decline in agriculture since the creation of the FPP. The value of agricultural products sold 

in the county fell by 30 percent in real dollars between 1978 and 1992. Acres in berry produc 

tion fell by 71 percent from 1978 to 1992, and acres in vegetable production dropped by 43 

percent. Observers reported that a significant number of commercial farms enrolled in the FPP 

had been converted to hobby farms and estates. Remaining commercial farmers with land in 

the program reported difficulties in obtaining services, finding affordable housing for workers 

and complying with increasingly stringent environmental regulations12 .

Comprehensive planning

The 1994 King County Comprehensive Plan was prepared in accordance with the 

requirement under the Washington Growth Management Act to maintain and enhance natural 

resource-based industries. The plan noted that the number of acres in production had declined 

by 22 percent, amounting to almost 12,000 acres lost since the beginning of the FPP, and 

emphasized the need for renewed county action to support agriculture and protect farmland. 

The plan also recommended stricter zoning in Agricultural Production Districts, and estab 

lished a new "no net loss of farmland" policy applying to the APDs. Policy RL-304 stated that:

Conversion to other uses should occur only when it can be demonstrated that 

[APD] lands are no longer suitable for agricultural purposes and that their 
removal will not diminish the effectiveness of farming within the Agricultural 

Production District boundaries. Conversion of Agricultural Production 

District land may only occur if mitigated through the addition of agricultural 

land abutting a King County Agricultural Production District of equal 

acreage, and of equal or greater soils and agricultural value' 3 .

The Comprehensive Plan also called on county officials to protect the farmland 

remaining outside the APDs. It stressed the need to maintain agricultural infrastructure and 

minimize conflict between farmers and adjacent landowners. It recommended the establish 

ment of an Agriculture Commission composed of commercial farmers to advise the county on 
programs to benefit agriculture.

Farm and Forest Report

The Agriculture Commission was convened in 1994. The county also designated 

"Rural Farm Study Areas" covering 6,000 acres. These areas encompassed farmland not pro 

tected by the FPP or the APDs. In 1995, King County hired a consulting team to determine 

how to preserve its remaining farms and forests. The team assembled citizen committees of 

farmers, foresters and county staff to provide information and advice to the project. They con 

ducted surveys of all farm and forest landowners and held several public meetings. The com 

pleted Farm and Forest Report was released in 1996. The consultants found that farmers felt a 

"deep sense of disenfranchisement" from the county government and were opposed to further 

land use regulations or zoning changes. The report identified six key barriers to farming in the 
county:
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  High cost of land;

  Low profitability of farming;

  Insufficient technical support;

  The need for better marketing and promotion;

  Regulatory requirements; and

  Population growth and conflict with farming activity 14 .

The Farm and Forest Report suggested more than 25 different strategies to revitalize 

King County agriculture. The report followed the recommendations of farmers that strategies 

be based on incentives rather than regulation. The first strategy on the list was to acquire addi 

tional easements on key farmlands. The report recommended that new acquisitions be targeted 

to fill in gaps between the properties already preserved, and suggested two revisions to the old 

FPP. First, to encourage productive use of land in the program, new applicants should be 
required to submit a plan for how farming would continue on their land in the future. Second, 

to prevent the sale of farmland to non-farmers, the county should be granted the first option to 

acquire preserved properties at their appraised agricultural value.

The Farm and Forest Report recommended a comprehensive approach to addressing 

the barriers facing the county's farmers. To address the high cost of land, it suggested that the 

county develop tax incentives and cost-sharing programs to help make farming more economi 

cally viable. To help new farmers gain access to land, skills and information, it recommended 

the creation of farm link and mentoring programs. Farm link programs connect farmers who 
are looking for land with retiring farmers who want to keep their land in agriculture but do 

not have heirs who wish to farm. In some cases, the retiring farmers work with and train 

beginning farmers to take over the farming operation. The report also called on the county to 

support agricultural marketing initiatives and revise regulations to decrease the time and cost 

involved in getting building permits for farm-related structures. More technical assistance 

could help farmers lower costs and protect natural resources. Finally, a county right-to-farm 

ordinance could help farmers who were experiencing conflicts with neighbors 15 .

Agricultural marketing

King County does not have a formal agricultural marketing program like some of the 

other case study counties, but local farmers and other residents are using creative strategies to 

sell farm products. Pike Place Market is open every day and houses dozens of farm stands. The 

market is a vibrant presence in downtown Seattle. Farmers' markets have sprung up in other 

parts of the city over the past decade.

Today, Indochinese immigrants are helping to revitalize King County's agricultural 

sector. During the 1980s, refugees from Southeast Asia settled in the Seattle metropolitan area. 

The newcomers were displaced by war from farming communities in their home countries. 

Community groups set up to assist the refugees found that few had any formal education or
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